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The main purpose of "A Survey of Recent Economic
Policies in Japan" is to provide a very simple and
practical aid to the student of Japanese economic policies.
It is limited strictly to essential economic principles and
is not concerned with the methods of forming these
pr inciples.
A secondary purpose of this thesis is to interest
the general reader in Japanese affairs. The effects of the
economic policies of Japan are being felt in almost every
civilized country of the world today. Thus, every person
interested in world affairs should have at least a general
knowledge of Japanese economic policies.
The justification for this thesis lies in the
keenly felt need of the author for a simple account con-
cerned only with the general economic principles of Japan.
It is hoped that the use of this treatise will result in an
increased interest in Japanese affairs and also a deeper
appreciation of Japan's economic position for both students
and general readers, oince many q.uestions will inevitably
arise which are not covered by this thesis, the reader is
referred to the list of selected works in the Bibliography
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THE APPROACH TO THE SURVEY
In order to obtain a true perspective of Japan,
we must first of all begin our investigation with, an open
mind
.
The events of the past few years, in connection
with Japanese policies, etc., have caused many people to be-
come prejudiced against the Japanese Nation. .Vith this
feeling of mingled distrust and envy in our minds, we are
unable to see the true situation. Let us begin with un-
fettered minds by viewing the cause of this almost world-
wide feeling of animosity.
The history of all the modern nations of the world
could be written in terms of industrial hunger - the material
necessities for which a nation has always been willing to
fight. This tendency to fight for existence has been noted
from the beginning of the Modern Era and perhaps has always
existed. We have only to trace back the world events to
discover this desire for existence promoting the Age of Dis-
covery. The national greatness of a country was determined
at that time by the amount of land it was able to acquire in
distant parts of the world. England, France, Spain, and
Holland were the most ambitious in the quest for foreign
colonies. The greatness of these countries depended upon
the exploitation of new lands and so they deemed it to be the
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2only practical and patriotic thing to do.
This movement of discovery and exploitation
naturally grew into the desire for world trade. This new
movement was first started through the medium of establish-
ing colonies. These colonies were closed off for the
elaborate commercial development of the mother country and
this served to promote the bringing of their "mother-land”
to world power and prominence.
The present era introduces a new industrial
hunger, the need for raw materials. This industrial hunger
for raw materials is caused by the unprecedented growth of
industrial machinery. The quest for these raw materials,
such as coal, iron, etc., with which to feed the mouths of
hungry machines, has led the industrial countries to search
the world over for colonies which have an adequate supply
of these raw materials. So intensive has become this search
that it has developed into almost a frenzy. It is a case
of whoever finds the most productive raw material sources
and finds them first wins in this great industrial race.
Forgotten bits of minor holdings are now being arduously
searched and the acquisition of additional productive land
is being promoted wherever it is thought feasible.
This desire on the part of Japan for additional
colonies has caused a great wave of resentment against her.
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3True, there are many just causes for antagonism, but, also,
there are many instances when the present methods used by
Japan, and which have been the cause of so much resentment
on the part of other nations, have been the guiding
principles in building the great countries of the world
today - and which countries, incidentally, we greatly re-
spect,
//hen we look at the conditions of the countries
a century ago, we find a great difference from those of the
present day. Under the old conditions of economic
existence, a country contained only a relatively small
population that would be able to consume the productive
capacity of the country developed to its highest possibility.
Production was carried on by the handicraft method because
it was more adapted to small scale operation than any later
method.
In order to exist today, the great countries of
the world have a double problem confronting them. First, to
a large extent these countries have to feed this gigantic
population from the goods of many foreign countries, because
these over-populated lands have long since passed the time
when their own ability to produce was adequate to satisfy
their wants. The other problem confronting these great in-
dustrial countries is the scarcity of raw materials for the
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maLnufacturing plants. The manufacturing industry calls for
raw materials from all over the world in order to keep the
wheels of industry turning. In an industrial situation like
this, the countries involved are obliged to search, both at
home and in the far corners of the world, for better means
of sustaining their economic system. The result of these
interior industrial influences cause the leaders of these
countries to look eagerly around for two important things —
raw material resources and markets for manufactured goods.
tVithout these two important industrial assets, a great com-
mercial country would soon perish. This is the day of
interdependence because no one nation can exist without the
help of another. However, in this mad race for economic
existence, many hard feelings have been born out of the
bitter fights which have ensued over first claim by some
nation to an advantageous discovery.
Any living thing fights for its life when confront-
ed with death. A living, striving, energetic country like
Japan naturally fights for her economic existence in the
face of so many obstacles, and we should admire her for being
so valiant. However, this economic contest (juite often leads
a country over the goal line dividing ^ust and unjust rights.
When anyone is aroused to an unduly high state of frenzy,
one’s feet are sometimes placed in unexpected places. Japan
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5has caused much critical comment hy her unexpected measures,
but was she justified in her actions? Upon the completion
of this survey we shall be better q.ualified to judge the
soundness or unsoundness of her economic policies and their
subseq^uent completion.
We now find, however, that Japan is in the same
general position as many other great countries of the world
are in today. Japan’s more alert actions, however, can be
attributed to the restless energy of her people who are so
earnestly striving to place Japan among the foremost nations
of the world. One must admit that Japan deserves credit for
her ambition, but cannot ambition be the direct cause of
descent rather than ascent at certain times? This question
can only be answered, however, with the passing of time, and
so for the present we are unable to accurately predict the
future, but we are able to record the past and present
economic policies of Japan.
It is the purpose of this thesis to survey the
recent economic policies of Japan in such a way as to make
plain to the reader the cause for the present-day economic
policies of this great island kingdom.
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6CHAPTER II
THE CEO&RAPHY OF JAPAH
The geographical influences of man^s environment
are the cause of many of his actions. Man^s mind is
tempered by beauty, strengthened by rugged mountains, and dev-
astated by the relentless heat of the tropics.
In order to accurately portray the reasoning of
the Japanese people, we must look behind their actions and
learn about the environment in which they live, breathe, and
have their being. With an accurate knowledge of these
things, we can more easily reconcile Japanese thoughts and
actions with those of good business practice.
1: SIZE AHD POSITION
The Japanese Empire consists of a long chain of
islands, in the form of a semi-circle, extending from the
peninsula of Kamchatka in the north to the coast of the
Chinese province of Kwang-Tung in the south. This distance
can be compared to the distance between the north cape of
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7These islands vary greatly in size and also, on ac-
count of the very irregular coast line, have an approximate
length of 34,350 miles. This coast line length gives a ratio
of one mile of coast to every 9 square miles of land. The
islands vary in size from the equivalent of Manhattan up to
the size of the whole of England and Scotland. Approximately
518 of these islands are inhabited by some 60,000,000 people.
The following table shows the area of the various
islands and colonies: (l)
TABLE 1: AREA OF VARIOUS JAPAITESE ISLANDS
Japan Proper








Honshu ( " ) 86,771.75 33.28 6,040.87
Shikokee{ ” ) 7.030.95 2.70 1,649.18
Kyushu ( " ) 15.587.08 5.98 4,506.90
Hokkaido ( ” ) 29.976.95 11.61 1,587.37
Other (Kuriles ,Luchu, etc
.
) 7,886.66 3.06 3,388.35
Taiwan (Formosa) 13,889.50 5.33 973.29
Karafuto (Saghalien) 2.024.30 5.34 945.01
Chosen (Korea) 85,228.68 32.69 9,324.00
TOTAL 260,704.23
The main islands of the Japanese Empire is the island
of Honshiu in the centre, the island of Hokkaido, which is the
next largest island to the north, and Shikoku and Kuishiu,the
(1) Japan Year Book - 1931 - 1 pp.
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8two large islands that lie immediately south of Honshiu.
2: POPULATION
One is astounded at the tremendous density of
human distribution over the comparatively small and inade-
q_uate island kingdom. The average population density of the
whole country is 400 per sq.uare mile, which makes it one of
the most densely populated countries in the world. It is
surpassed by only a few highly industrialized lands, such as
Belgium, Holland, or Great Britain. The degree of density
naturally varies in different parts of the country, according
to the climate and the productivity of the different sections
of land that are involved. The distribution of population
is so uneq.ual that, while we find the central districts
greatly overcrowded, the eastern provinces are so thinly popu-
lated that thousands more families could be comfortably
accommodated
.
There is a tendency here, as everywhere else, for
population to concentrate in the urban centres, where the
multiple attractions of various kinds are becoming more and
more powerful in the drawing of the people to these centres.
The following table shows the latest population
figures for the various divisions of the Japanese Empire: (2)
(2) Ibid P 1.
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Pacific Mandate 0.06 IT
3 : TOPOGRAPHY
(A) - RIVERS :
Due to the mountain ranges of Japan occupying the
central and major part of the Japanese Islands, there are no
great extensive plains to be found such as are found in most
continental countries. The Tiveisstart from the mountain
range, which constitutes the backbone of the islands. These
rivers have a very precipitous descent from the mountains,
thus being of very little utility for navigation. However,
these rushing currents serve a very useful purpose in
generating electricity on account of their numerous water-
falls .
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Go-no - ( " ). 124 1.471 124
Iskikari (Hokkaida) 227 5.401 M «
Kagami (Honshui 134 2.858 215
Jenzui ( " ) 78 1.073 27
Noshiro { ” ) 85 1.584 124
Omono ( " ) 93 1.614 142
Rakuto (Chosen) 327 9.212 215
Shinano (Honshui 229 4.734 344
Teshio (Hokkaido) 193 2.247 » »
Tiimen (Chosen) 325 4.061 54













Abukuma ( Honshu!) 122 2.114 81
Ara ( " ) 110 1.209 154
Kiso { " ) 144 2.513 278
Kitakami ( " ) 152 4.139 225
Naka ( " ) 78 1.262 68
Shingu ( ” ) 100 .942 183
Pan ( " ) 100 1.749 55
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90 1.027 M «
EAST CHINA SEA
Chikugo (Kyushu ) 88 1.102 117
Dakusui (Taiwan) 95 _
YELLOW SEA
Daiclo (Chosen) 273 6.437 161
Kan ( " ) 320 10.147 205
Yalu ( ” ) 491 12.255 434
* Including Tributaries
(3) HARBOURS :
k/e have already mentioned that Japan has an exceed-
ingly long and greatly indented coast line. This naturally
makes for an abundance of excellent harbours, Due to the
comparatively narrow width of the Empire, it is easy for all
the populated parts of the country to gain easy access to the
commercial ports.
In Japan proper we find 1,463 harbours, according
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very small ones to those that transact commercial dealings
with all parts of the inhabited world. Included in the
above total are 795 trade ports and 6 naval ports. The
total number of harbours that allow foreign steamers to
carry on business number 62. They are distributed as follows
19 in Honchu, 14 in Kyushu, 1 in Shikoku, 5 in Hokkaido, 10
in Taiwan, 11 in Chosen and 2 in Karafuto. The leading open
ports are Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, Nagoya, Shimizru, Yokkaichi,
Tsuruga, Tokuyama, Shimonoseki (all in Honshu); Nagasaki,
Miike, Moji, V/akamastu, Karatsu (all in Kyushu); Hakodate,
Otaru, Muroran (all in Hokkaido); Kulung, Tamsui, Takao (all
in Taiwan); Fusan, Ginsan, Jinsin, Moppo, Chinnampo ,Masampo
(all in Chosen); etc,
(C) MOUNTAINS :
The islands of the Japanese Archipelago qtuite
clearly prove its geological kinship with the Asiatic main-
land. The long, sinuous crest of these mountain islands of
Japan forms the advanced frontier of Eastern Asia.
The mountains form the most characteristic feature
of this land. They spread over the whole country and form a
chief part of every view.
The most conspicuous evidence of this mountainous
country is found in Honshu. Here we find the two branches of
the Kwen-Lun mountain system of China, meeting at the middle
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of Honshu with that of the Sagahalien system. The meeting of
these mountain ranges causes great upheavals of rock and these
mountain formations are popularly known as the Japanese Alps.
It is in this locality that we find the famed and historic
Fuji Mountain.
There are a total of 231 mountain peaks in Japan,
each measuring over 8000 feet in height. The first 39 in
height are found in Taiwan with the exception of Mount Fuji.
The following table shows the principal mountain
peaks in Japan proper, Taiwan, and Chosen;
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Mt. Fuji Suruga-Kai 12,294
Siairane-KitadaLe Kai 10,472








Shlomidake Shinano- Suruga 9,996
Senjogadake Shinano-Kai 9,950
Kita-Hodaka Kai 9 ,950
Shirane Nodoudake Kai-Suruga 9.927
Norihuradake Shinano-Hida 9,927
Hi jiridake Shinano-Suruga 9,878
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Miitaka (Mt. Morrison) 12,959










The climatic conditions of Japan offer contrasts
of a more striking character than any other country of
similar area in the world. V/hile hn the northernmost island
we have mainly sub-arctic features, in the southernmost we
find them sub- tropical. Then, on the west coast of the main
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region. Japan is truly a country of contrasts.
One may say that the general characteristics for
the Empire in its entirety are hot and humid though short
summers and long, cold and clear winters. The annual average
temperature of the northern frontier is 32 degrees Fahrenheit
and of the southern limit 75 degrees. As far as warmth is
concerned, the climate is by no means unfavorable to the
physical welfare of man or beast or to the production of
grains and every kind of vegetable and fruit.
(A) OCEAN CURRENTS ;
The ocean currents cause the climate of Japan to
vary widely in the different areas affected. These ocean
currents produce conditions differing from those existing at
corresponding latitudes on the neighboring continent of Asia.
Fishing and marine product industries are favorably
affected by the warm and cold currents meeting in the
Japanese seas.
The Japanese current in the North Pacific skirts
the shores of Sauitiastun in Japan proper and Taiu to a
point reaching about 85 degrees 6 feet North Latitude, Here
it divides and takes a north-easterly course.
The cold currents in the Japan Sea are known as the
Okhotsk Current in the Okhotsk Sea and the Liman Current. The
Liman current flows along the continental shores of Japan and
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then along the northeastern coast of Chosen.
(1) EFFECT OF OCSAa CTJRRSITTS ;
The effect of these currents on the climate can
he more clearly understood if we examine the climate in more
detail.
In Xyushui, Shikolru, and the southern half of the
main island
,
the months of July and August alone are marked
hy very oppressive heat at the sea-level, while in elevated
districts a cool and even bracing temperature may always be
found, though the direct rays of the sun retain very dis-
tressing power. There are not more than two months of winter
in this district, lasting from the end of December to the
beginning of March, for, although the latter month is not
free from frost and even sometimes snow, the balminess of
spring makes it clearly distinguishable. In the northern
half of the main island, in Yezo and in the Kuriles, we find
the cold to be very severe during the winter months, which
are four in number, and snow falls sometimes to great depths;
whereas in Tokio the number of frosty nights during a year
does not average much over sixty, the corresponding number in
Safforo, which is on the north-west of Yezo, is 145. However,
there being such a variation in the thermometer bebz/een
winter and summer, as much as 72 degrees in Tokio, the
climate proves somewhat trying to people with weak constitu-
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tions. On the other hand, the mean daily variation is in




Monsoons have a great deal to do in influencing
the climate of Japan, These Monsoons are prevailing winds
which change their direction about every six months.
The summer monsoon prevails during the summer
season. This wind current blows usually south to south-west.
Similarly, the winter monsoon prevails during the winter
months and blows in a northerly or northwesterly direction.
The winter monsoon is remarkable in that it blows
with great consistency of strength for several days at a time.
The summer monsoon is not so constant and varies a
great deal in its strength. Its duration is rather short as
compared to the winter monsoon.
(C) CYCLOHES MD TYPHOONS ;
This land is subject to the visitation of the much
dreaded and freq,uent rotary storms or, as they are commonly
known, cyclones. These storms appear in the early summer and
then in late summer or early autumn we find the typhoons
making their appearance. These storms have their birth in
the Pacific Ocean about the tenth latitude north, then pro-
ceeding northwards, half of them striking China and the
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remainder pursuing a northeasterly course over Japan. Practi-
cally every year sees a visitation of destruction in this
Empire by these dreaded storms,
TABLE VII (6)
FREQUENCY OF TYPHOONS & CYCLONES
1895-1918
Jan, Feb . Mar . Apr , May June July Aug, Sep , Oct . Nov . Dec.
Cyclones
101 114 157 165 159 123 60 37 50 87 597 114
Typhoons
30 17 18 14 33 34 90 93 109 96 52 43
(D) AIR TEMPERATURE ;
In winter the cold is very intense, considering the
location of Japan proper. This is due to the cold air rushed
over the Empire from the Asiatic Continent by the '.'/inter
Monsoon described above. However, the temperature is much
milder than that found on the Asiatic Continent, in Manchuria
and Siberia, in the same latitude.
The air temperature is high in summer, due to the
isolated position of Japan and also due to the effect of the
summer monsoon. The air is often very sultry and close, due
to the great amount of moisture carried in from the sea.
(E) PRECIPITATION :
The regular rainy season arrives early in the month
of June and continues, with but few interruptions, for
generally about four weeks. Because this is the season when
(6)
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the plpjQ ripens, it is popularly known as the plum season or
’’hai-wu". This is the most monotonous time of the entire
year, being a second "Pago-Pago" from the viewpoint of in-
cessant rainfall. However, it has its beneficial qualities
because, without this rain, the rice crop of the people
would be impossible. This almost incessant rain appears to
have a peculiar effect on the mind of the people. It is at
this time of year that most of the suicides are reported and
even the prices have been noted to fall on the stock market.
<Ve find 3 wet seasons each year in Japan. The
first extends from the middle of April to the beginning of
May; the second, which we have already mentioned, from the
middle of June to the middle of July; and the third from early
in September to early in October. During the fair months,
from November to February inclusive, only about 18^ of the
(A)
rain falls for the entire year.
In the district on the east of the main island, we
find the snowfall to be insignificant, seldom attaining a
depth of more than four or five inches. This generally melts
in a few days, while bright, sunny skies are usual.
However, in the mountainous provinces of the
interior and in the districts along the western coast, deep
snow covers the ground throughout the whole winter and the
sky is usually wrapped in a veil of clouds.
(a) See Encyclopedia Britannica, 14th editiout Vol, 12, P-897
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These differences can be attributed to the winds
V
that blow over Japan from Siberia. The intervening sea^ being
comparatively warm, this wind arrives in Japan carrying
moisture and having an increased temperature. Thus, when it
strikes the mountains and ascends, it cools and deposits its
moisture in the form of snow. Upon crossing these mountains
and descending their eastern slopes, the wind becomes less
saturated and warmer, so that the formation of clouds ceases.
Japan is emphatically a wet country so far as
quantity of rainfall is concerned. Because of the frequency
of the heavy rainfall and snowfall, the number of clear,
sunny days is comparatively small. On an average there are
(A)
150 days of rain or snow against 215 fair days in every year.
The following table gives us some idea of the
precipitation of various geographical points:
(a) See Encyclopedia Britannica, 14th edition, Vol. 12, P-097
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Observatory Jan, Apr. Oct. Total
Taikoka 16.5 15.5 13.6 14.9 186.3
Kumamotu 12.4 13.8 15.8 10.4 155.3
Kure 8.5 12.3 11.6 9.0 125.4
Osaka 8.7 13.0 12.3 10.5 137.3
Nagoya 9.5 12.4 14.5 11.8 148.9
Tokyo 7.1 14.0 14.3 14.3 146.2
Matsiimoto 11.6 12.1 15.6 12.5 148.1
Fakashima 14.3 11.8 16.8 13.3 167.6
Kanazawa CO.CM 15.5 15.3 17.6 224.1
Niigata 27.7 15.3 14.2 19.1 226.9
Hakodate 20.7 11.9 13.5 15.1 192.1
Safforo 20.5 12.5 13.0 17.0 194.7
Pusan 6.3 10.0 13.9 7.5 106.7
Kei,1o 7.8 8.4 6.3 6.9 112.8




All the islands of the Japanese Empire live in
the constant fear of earthquakes. These islands, which are
nothing more than the outer edges of the Asiatic mountains,
are part of the volcanic ridge that extends from the island
of Sakhalin to Java in the East Indies. These islands in
this territory are almost constantly on the verge of a
terrible upheaval because they are the centre of almost con-
stant volcanic motion. Between the years 1885 and 1903
there were recorded by the seismograph some 27,485 earthquakes.
Of course most of these were only tremors of no relative im-
portance, but this evidence proves the very great danger that
Japan is in at all times.
The greatest centre of activity for these earth
tremors is on the Pacific Coast, near the Bay of Tokyo. It
is at this point where all the great destruction has been
caused by tidal waves. In some of these catastrophes the
loss of life has been appalling. As many as a quarter of a
million houses have been destroyed at once and over 27,000
lives
.
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(A) BUILD IKCt CODES :
The Japanese Government has come to regard these
catastrophes in an anxious light. This fear has been
evidenced in the ‘building rules in the revised construction
regulations taken from the Japanese Year Book for 1931.
^1. All ‘buildings shall be provided with
bracing or struts,
2, In case the walls of the building
are made of stone or bricks, either
steel beams or re-inforced concrete
beams shall be provided at the top
of the walls,
3, In steel buildings the points con-
necting the beams or other cross-
pieces with pillars shall be firmly
fixed by using proper struts or
panels or other skirting, except at
the places where the walls are made
of bracing or re-inforced concrete,
4, In steel buildings and re-inforced
concrete buildings, they shall be
provided with proper bracing or walls
made of re-inforced concrete, etc,, etc,
5, In the calculation of the rigidity of
the buildings, the unit of the
horizontal vibrations of an earthquake
shall be fixed at 0.1 degree and
upwards ,
”
6: EFFECT OF GEOGRAPHY OH THE PEOPLE
Perhaps the reader may think that I am devoting
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cussing economic policies. The point is, however, that men’s
environment causes them to act in various ways. In the case
of the Japanese people the effect of environment is very
evident in their daily life. It is for this reason that we
should have a good background of their surroundings before
we attempt to analyze their economic policies.
"First of all, the fact that the historic
Japan has been a closely coherent group
of islands has promoted unity
The Japanese, although of Chinese origin,
are a distinct type, and have, with the
exception of a few sections in the north
and in the newly acciuired islands in the
south, attained a remarkable homogeneity.
They have as well a highly developed
national consciousness. Their intense
patriotism has undoubtedly been furthered
by the fact that the sea has separated them
from other peoples.'* (8)
There ia an amazing variety of scenery in Japan.
From the mountains burst forth giant volcanic eruptions; from
the land come tremblings and shocks that rock the iimpire and re-
sult in the death of thousands and enormous desyruction of
property; from the ocean rushes in the terrifying tidal wave;
overhead rages and roars the typhoon. In the v/et summer
season the floods of rain cause great landslides. Along the
coast are rugged rocks and roaring surf. All these things
give a weird and fantastic imagination to the mind of the
Japanese, An exaggerated imagination is aroused by this
phenomena of nature that is self-evident in the nature wor-
(8): Latourette
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ship and spirit worship of the Japanese.
Through the constant battle against destructive
earthquakes and tidal waves is horn that indomitable
perseverance and ambition that is so characteristic of the
native Japanese. Through this constant struggle we also
find the origin of the fatalistic attitude toward life held
by the Japanese people. Loyalty to one’s country is the
Japanese creed. Death in service to one’s country is to be
hoped for instead of feared.
Practically three-quarters of Japan is composed
of mountain land which is to a great extent uncultivated
because of the impossible handicaps.
In spite of the growth of industry and large
cities, there are still more than half the people living "on
the land". It will thus be seen that this restricted farm-
ing area must be worked with minute care in order to derive
even a scanty living for all concerned. It is in this
heart-breaking toil, to wrest a living from this restricted
cultivable land area, that the stamina, patience, persever-
ance, and perpetual cheerfulness of the Japanese is born.
One can thus see that there is an intimate
connection between the geographical features of Japan and the
psychological characteristics of the Japanese people. The
foundation of our study is based on this very point and we
should not lose sight of it when we are studying some
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Japan may rightfully claim the most contrasting
political policies of any modern nation, when her past
policies are compared with her present ones. Through a
brief sketch of these past policies one is better able to
understand the great economic upheaval that has been in
progress during the past few decades in the Land of the
Rising Sun,
In the early period of Japanese history the Island
Empire was constantly in the throes of savage warfare.
These constant wars began to be thought of as an Inevitable
part of Japan because of their habit of continually bursting
over night upon a tense and expectant people. It was the
same old story of graft and political desires upon the part
of the war lords of Japan. This incessant internal conflict
continued to ravage the country for some seven hundred years
and during this period the rule was in the hands of different
Shoguns - rulers - but the outcome was alv/ays the same -
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1, THE TOKITGA^YA ERA :
The Tokagawa period began in 1603, It was in this
year that lyeyasu
,
who was head of the Tokagawa house
,
seized control of the Empire. The country, however, in this
period was organized and successfully started mainly through
the efforts of lyeyasu.
The To^gawa era was the era in which Japan
announced her isolation policy, one of the most radical
political measures ever taken even by Japan.
'^For a period of more than two hundred
years all foreigners save the Dutch
and the Chinese were excluded from the
Island Empire and Japanese citizens
were forbidden to leave the country
under penalty of death. This policy,




in no small measure upon the convic-
tion that the vigorous and successful
efforts which Portuguese and Spanish
missionaries had made, between 1549
and 1612, to propagate the Roman
Catholic faith in Japan threatened to
undermine Japanese ideals and institu-
tions, and constituted a serious
political menace as well. Since the
Chinese and the Dutch were not
interested in religious activities,
they were allowed to trade, under
rigid regulations, at the Sauthun port
of Nagasaki. The policy of isolation
was, moreover, evidently regarded as
an indispensable aid to the maintenance
of the power of the shogunate itself
and to the promotion of national unity -
objectives which were successfully
achieved.” 1.
1. Moulton, H.a. - JAPAN - 1931 P.5-6
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This period of isolation gave rise to many dis-
astrous influences upon the Japanese people. One needs only
to thint for a moment to he able to realize the consequences
of such political idiocy. Under this policy of isolation
the nation was cut off from the rest of the world in every
possible manner and form. The Japanese people could make
use of no ideas but their own because the outside world was
a thing of fancy; not one of reality. Education was cast
in a set form to suit the whims of political leaders; the
attire of the individual had to agree with the edicts of the
rulers; one could think only in terms of thoughts allowed by
the officials, thus causing a great sense of dependency in
the nature of the Japanese people. Their minds were cramped
and warped, in order to comply with the standard require-
ments of Japanese ideas. The social structure of the country
was divided into many different classes, each class corres-
ponding to some set degree of refinement. Thus the people
were classified the same as we classify inventory in our
large business houses today. These people were stamped with
their grade and rank and were then placed in their own little
niche to act as mere puppets under the iron glove of the
ruling officials.
This Tokugawa period brought a tremendous blessing
to the Island Kingdom, however, in the form of peace. Kot
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for many years before did Japan have the peace and quietness
that she enjoyed during this period of isolation. Indeed,
Japan could not very easily have had war because she was as
thoroughly cut off from the outside world as though she had
been living on a different planet. However, this peace was
almost as destructive in many respects as the previous wars
had been. It was a peace that deadened the ambition and
aggressiveness of the people, leaving the nation in a stag-
nant state of morbid laziness.
2; THE END OF THE TOKHGAY/A PERIOD ;
A country can only stay so long under an unethical
rule, such as the form of rule during the Tokugawa period,
before it begins to show unrest. This was the case in the
downfall of the Tokugawa regime.
The Chinese Confucian classics began to be revived
in the intellectual centres of Japan. Through this revival
came the reminder that the Japanese owed allegiance only to
the Emperor (Tenno) and did not owe any allegiance or loyalty
to the then ruling class, the Shogun. One thing never comes
alone in a political or religious upheaval and this truth was
substantiated at that time, by the revival of the Shinto
doctrine, which taught the people to believe in the divine
right of the Emperor.
The Japanese people were now ready to accept
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Shintoism and naturally the word spread rapidly that the
Tokugawa period must come to an end in order to give way for
something better. The crucial point was now reached and it
needed only a spark to set off the explosion that would re-
sult in a new era for Japan. The spark came in the form of
an American - Commodore Perry*
Commodore Perry sailed into Japanese waters in the
year 1853. Naturally, the Americans saw a good opportunity
for reciprocal trading and they desired to make the most of
it. With this in mind, Commodore Perry immediately began
negotiations with the Shogun, which culminated in a treaty
concerning peace, commerce, and navigation, being signed in
the early part of 1854. This act of the Shogun was "the
straw that broke the camel ^s back". The Japanese people who
were opposed to the Shogun, contended that no one but the
Emperor had the right to enter into foreign negotiations in
such matters as these. They natunally demanded that the
treaty be declared null and void and that the Shogun should
declare his inability to assume such powers as he had taken.
With the choice of the people now openly displayed, the
reigning Shogun, Keiki, surrendered his authority and the
old regime became a thing of the past.
3: THE NEW ERA;
The present Japanese era had its beginning in the
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year 1868, It was in that year that the Emperor proclaimed
the Magna Charta of his time, known as the '^Charter Oath of
Five Articles". The most Important passages are cited
-below;
(2) 1, "An assembly widely convoked shall be
established, and all affairs of State
decided by impartial discussion,
2, All administrative matters of State
shall be conducted by the co-operative
efforts of the governing and the
governed
,
3, All the people shall be given oppor-
tunity to satisfy their legitimate
desires,
4, All absurd magic shall be abandoned,
and Justice and righteousness shall
regulate all actions,
5, Knowledge and learning shall be sought
for all over the world and thus the
foundations of the imperial polity be
greatly strengthened."
Thus began the new era. It is not our purpose to
observe closely all the minute details of the extraordinary
rate of progress that speeded Japan to world recognition
during the past few decades. However, we should stop and
realize that in the year 1868 Japan was a primitive nation,
living many, many years behind the rest of the civilized
world, //hen the Japanese nation emerged from this primitive
state under new leadership and with a new purpose and free-
dom in life, she soon occupied her rightful position of
authority and recognition in world affairs. Today her boats
(2): Nitobe, Hazo -- "The Japanese Nation", 1912 — P, 76-77
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ply the oceans of the world, her products are used in every
recognized land, her people live among 1934 surroundings in
"both home and factory. Japan is truly a modern nation.
It has been this unprecedented rise from obscurity
to world prominence in such an Aladdin-like manner that has
caused the world to gasp in astonishment at Japan’s recent
industrial and economic advancement. The energy behind this
movement was caused no doubt by the great power of unleashed
ambition at the beginning of the new era. The Japanese people
were given a freedom and a responsibility that caused them
to sacrifice everything for the progress of their country.
They had become so discouraged at the great backwardness of
their country, in contrast to the rest of the world at the
beginning of the present era, that no hardship was too great
for them in the remodernizing of their native land. The
enthusiasm of the new era, in coni^unction with the natural
superb business ability of the Japanese people, caused the
Japanese nation to advance very rapidly.
Through this brief historical review of the
Japanese Empire, one has a better understanding of the
Japanese people and their past history. With this in mind,
one can interpret the present-day economic policies of
Japan with more intelligence.
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'.Vhen we consider labor in Japan, we are analyzing
the root of all the industrial progress in this Empire.
Laboi enters into the development of all Japanese industries
to such an extent that, if it were not for this tremendous
labor supply, we would not see the great industrial Japan
of today. Labor is the principal commodity that Japan has
to offer as an international product. Her great labor supply
has been the means of building her up industrially even
though she lacks the fundamental necessities, such as raw
materials, capital, and mechanical ability. »Vhether we study
transportation, industrial activity, finance, etc., we must
turn to labor in order to discover the real cause for success
in these varied endeavors. We should keep this fact in mind
throughout this discussion.
THE ABUHDAHGE OF LABOR ;
The population problem has been very acute in Japan
during the last few decades. Through a study of population
and industrial charts, one discovers that the increase in
population parallels the growth of industrialism. Thus, the
faster the industrial growth, the more the increase in the
population. This increase has taken place steadily since the
Russian-Japanese War and with a great deal of added rate
after the World 'War.
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The following table gives an idea of the rapid
growth of population. The population of Formosa and Korea
are not included, (1)

















The present population is immense for the extreme
smallness of the Japanese Empire. As one might expect, the
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population density of Japan is greater than that of any
European country today. 'Hhen we say that the total area of
Japan, not including her colonies, is only 147,651 square
miles, which is somewhat smaller than California, we can
understand what difficult labor problems Japan is enduring.
The following table shows the comparative density
of other European countries with similar population prob-
lems in 1925. (2)
TABLE TABLE X
DENSITY OF POPULATION IN JAPAN AND SLSS;7HSRE - 1925
Arable Land
Country Population Kilometers Density
Ivlillions
Japan 59,737,000 60.2 993
Holland 47,416,000 9.2 802
United Kingdom 44,150,000 59.2 800
Belgium 7,812,000 12.2 640
Italy 40,548,000 132.3 307
Germany 62,569,000 204.8 305
The problem of food supply enters into the picture
because of the high density of population. Japan is a
country of very limited productivity in the food products
necessary for life. Thus the entire population has to live
(2): Crocker .7.R. "The Japanese Population Problem" - 1931 -
P. 51
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by the most economical methods known and by the highest
possible rate of food productivity.
The exceedingly large population is the result of
a high birth rate, exceeding that of any other great country
with the possible exception of Russia, combined with a
correspondingly low death rate. All statistics point to the
fact of such a large average family as being the cause of the
excess population. This comes from the changing of customs.
In the period of isolation, through which Japan passed before
the present era, families were small and infanticide was
practised to a great extent. Then, with the coming of the
new era, the Government saw the need of a large array of
soldiers and workers and so the people were prevailed upon
to raise large families. Now, however, they have followed
the popular advice too well with the result that an immense
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BIRTH AJfD DEATH RATES, 1918-1929 (3)
(Per thousand of population)
Birth Death Excess of
Year Rate Rate Births
1918 32.2 26.8 5.4
1919 31,6 22.8 8.8
1920 36.2 23.4 10.8
1921 33.1 22.7 12.4
1922 34.2 22.3 11.9
1923 34.9 22.8 12.1
1924 33.8 21.2 12.6
1925 34,9 20.3 14.6
1926 34.8 19.2 15.6
1927 33.6 19.8 13.8
1928 34.4 19.9 14.5
1929 33.0 20.0 13.0
VOCATIONAL LABOR PREFERENCE :
’jyhen one considers the enormous population of
Japan in comparison to her area, the conclusion generally is
that this country should he in a particularly favorable
position, due to the abundance of cheap and plentiful labor.
This, however, is not exactly the case.
The people of Japan are inherently fond of the soil.
(3): Moulton, H.C. "Japan” 1931 P. 387
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Agricultural work seems to be the desire of everyone even
though the farms must of necessity consist of only a very
few acres. The owners appear to be content if their living
is available even though no sign of profit is evident.
One of the greatest peculiarities of the Orient
is the shortness of industrial labor in the face of such a
pressing population. This is due to the fact, already
mentioned, that Japan is agriculturally minded and the
people resent any plea to induce them to work in factories
in some large city. For centuries the Japanese lived 1
a (luiet life upon their pigmy farms. Then, suddenly, the
industrial phase of modern life was shoved upon them. It
will take many, many years before they become accustomed
to this new era, and until they do, they will be reluctant
to accept any glowing offer from any industrial concern. It
is true of course that industry has gone forward 7/ith un-
precedented success in Japan, but it is also true that there
is a scarcity of industrial labor supply in comparison with
the total number of workers in Japan. The workers - that is,
most of them - that are working in the factories today have
not come willingly, but instead, have been lured to their
work with great promises of exaggerated earnings and oppor-
tunities.
The recruiting of labor has become a necessity in
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Japan, due to the rapid advance in industry. Large firms send
out men to recruit labor for their factories. These
solicitors generally go to the poorest farming districts in
the community because they are likely to have better chances
there of finding some poor, discouraged farmer. This recruit
ing agent then paints a glowing picture of city life and its
promises to this simple minded country farmer, and if the
picture is generously tinted with imaginative hues, the
industry for which the recruiter is working is likely to have
another laborer. However, the recruiting of this labor is
sometimes so difficult that the true facts of the companies
requiring labor are hidden. This situation became so
prevalent that in 1924 the Government passed regulations pro-
hibiting the hiding of true facts by the recruiting forces and
also prohibiting forcing employment upon people who were in
no shape for such work. Furthermore, the recruiting agent is
now required to give the prospective emplo^^ee full informa-
tion regarding the daily number of hours to be worked; the
wages paid, number of holidays per period, form of sleeping
quarters, the cost of food, and the length of time the
employee is to be assured of work.
The cost of this recruiting becomes quite an ex-
pense in the labor costs of the employer. This is especially
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community or if his business is spasmodic, with frequent
lulls in activity and also times of 24-hour shifts. Under
such conditions the employer is sometimes forced to pay ex-
orbitant commissions to the recruiting men who realize they
hold the 'hvhip-hand over the employer. It is known that a
large cotton-spinning firm in Osaka pays a recruiting agent
a commission of p3.50 for each girl he brings in for work, (4)
'The expense of securing one female hand,
according to estimates made by the Japan
Cotton Spinners' Association in 1919,
ranged from .^3.00 to J25.00, and when
indirect expenses were added, more than
-|25.00 was needed for employing one female.
Various textile mills reported in 1920-21
that the 'premium for getting workers'
,
including the commission to the agent, the
railroad fares involved, gifts to the girls
and advances to parents, amounted to from
8 to 12 per cent of what was paid in direct
wages." (5)
STABILITY OF ElTLOYlISilT ;
The problem of having a country over-populated and
still having trouble in securing factory labor appears, on
the surface, to be very irregular. However, as said before,
this may be expected even though industry has become such a
part of Japan, This great growth of industry has not been
caused by the average Japanese desiring such a turn of events
(4)
; Orchard, John E.
(5)
: IBID — P. 342
"Japan's Economic Position" 1930 -
P.342
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but by the leaders of Japan who have forced this industrial-
ization upon a people accustomed to simple, rural methods of
making a living.
Thus, one sees the necessity for recruiting. How-
ever, when.- labor is recruited, there is no guarantee
obtained saying that it will stay. This is the problem in
Japanese industry today - the problem of stability or the re-
taining of the workers in the factories. Due to the
reluctance of the average laborer in entering industrial life,
he is generally adverse to staying in it, and upon the first
opportunity, hastens back to the simple life on his farm.
This unsettled q^uality of the laboring classes
gives rise to many unbusinesslike acts on the part of employ-
ers. In times of great activity in the factories, competing
firms have been known to lure the workers from a rival mill
in order to gain a coveted advantage in production increase.
This practice has resulted in very strict measures taken by
the factories in order to insure their retaining their labor.
”In a strike against the Dai Nippon Spinning
Company in 1927, officers of that Company
stated that female operatives were not
allowed to leave the factory compound more
than four times a month. In this plant
there were 2,600 girl operatives, fifteen to
sixteen years of age, living in the Company’s
dormitories and confined to the mill
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premises. Officers in the plants of
three other large and important spin-
ning companies, personally investigated
in 1926, stated a similar policy. The
girls 7;ere not permitted to leave the
factory grounds except on holidays and
with permission. In a fourth large
spinning mill it was stated that the
girls and women were permitted to go
beyond the factory gates only if the
local labor union assumed the responsi-
bility." (6)
One of the great handicaps of the industrial em-
ployer in Japan is the high rate of labor turnover. Any
business man is well aware of the tremendous expense caused
by the hiring of new help. The laboring element in Japan
is never very satisfied with its work in the industrial
centres, with the result that an employer is continually
finding it necessary to hire nev; employees. This causes a
lack of well trained workers in every craft with the re-
sulting faulty work and productive loss naturally following.
Although Japan has become increasingly industrialized during
the past few decades, her labor is still very much untrained,
due to this high rate of labor turnover. This turnover is
clearly indicated in the following table;
(6): IBID - P. 343
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TA3LS XII (7)
PEHCEI'-TTAOE OF .70RKSRS SIt'-PLOYED 3Y FIRIIS
Percentag-e Employed by Firms for
'lore than 5 to lO 3 to 5 1 to 2 Under
16 Years Years Years Years 1 Year Total
Men 3.0 11.9 7.9 42.6 34.6 100
Yoraen 1.2 2.4 1,2 29.0 66.2 100
All /Yorkers- 2.2 7.6 4.9 36.4 43.9 100
UKEMPLOYITEHT :
It is to be hoped that the reader has not gained
the impression from the preceding sections that unemployment
is unknown in Japan. Indeed, v/e may say that it is a
chronic condition that has come to he accepted by the people.
Just because industry, one method of earning a living, has to
seek its labor supply in many stages of production, there is
no logic in thus concluding that there would not be any un-
employment. A country with such a large population in
proportion to its size is bound to be afflicted with a mal-
adjustment between workers and industry.
There are many reasons why unemployment conditions
are not so disastrous in their effects as in other countries,
however. In the first place, the family system tends to take
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care of the overflow that industry cannot provide work for.
It is one of the ancient laws of the Japanese - in fact, of
all Orientals - that one's family must take care of all its
relatives in time of need. Thus, there is sort of a family
dole set up in the various family unions. This phase of
family good will assumes grotesq.ue proportions at times -
both in a good and evil sense.
Secondly, the disastrous results of unemployment
are alleviated because of the great tranquillity of the
Japanese people. If a Japanese worker is dismissed from one
factory, he is much more resigned to his fate than an
American 'workman would be under similar conditions. These
unemployed laborers are willing to take anything else that
comes along in their way, not caring a great deal whether it
is farther up or down the social scale.
Thirdly, agriculture tends to take up a great deal
of the surplus workers in periods of great unemployment. The
people 'Without jobs can go back on the land with their
families and at least make enough to eat and provide some
sort of a home for themselves. Thus, they are able to bridge
over the period of economic adjustment.
The unemployed today, however, are generally the
industrial laborers in large factories that have become so
acclimated to industrial life that they are unable to adjust
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themselves to other forms of work. The present business de-
pression has been responsible for a great increase in Japanese
unemployment. A greater discussion of this trade influence
will be found in Chapter 6.
V/orld causes are the general reason for the present
Japanese depression, as for all the rest of the world. How-
ever, the Japanese Government can also be blamed for some of
the slackening of domestic trade. The Government has always
been the greatest buyer of Japanese business. '-7hen the de-
pression first began to make its appearance, the Government
cut down on all its expenses to the tune of some ninety
millions of pounds. This of course meant the withdrawal of
many public works programmes, etc. This act threw many out
of employment, which, in turn, caused a further depression
in business. This is always the case in the business world.
The minute an employer lets out some of his help, it is
inevitable that this discharge will act as a boomerang upon
himself in the form of decreased business. The less buying
power the country has, the less business is transacted. .Ye
are all in a business of some kind, so naturally we are all
affected in various degrees,
A glance at the following tables, prepared by the
Social Welfare Bureau of the Home Department, will show the
importance of the unemployment problem today:
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June 1931 Investigated Unemployed Percentage
Salaried /Vorkers 1,571,275 66,654 4.24
.Yorkers Paid Daily 1,485,324 143,565 9.67
Other ’.Yorkers 3 ,481 ,245 161 ,202 4.16
Total 6,537,844 381,421 5.38
NumU'er Number
1929-31 Investigated Unemployed Percentage
September 1929 6,599,778 268,590 4.07
January 1930 6,911,348 340,488 4.93
June 1930 7,070,600 361,916 5.12
January 1931 6,888,968 371,802 5,39
June 1931 6,537,844 381,421 5.38
1IETH0D3 OF ALIEVIATIITU UNSI/!PL0YTr5NT :
The Government no.v realizes the danger of this un-
employment situation, and is taking steps to remedy the
faults causing such a condition. The present Government has
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through extensive public expenditures the unemployment
situation will be bettered and a greater purchasing pov/er
be given to the public, llo one will deny that the public
works method has not been used successfully as the "old
standby" in all the previous depressions. It is practic-
ally the only one method that has consistently proved
itself to be of recognized value in alleviating financial
stupor. The total sum to be spent on these public works
were estimated to be around 131,000 pounds in 1929 and to
assimilate nearly 130,000 workless people.
The public employment agencies have been accepted
and established throughout the industrial sections of Japan.
They now number around 200 offices and are all operated
free of charge to both employer and employee. These agencies
are all under Government control and jurisdiction with no
private interests involved. However, there are many other
private agencies that do a large business and conse(iuently
make a good profit on all transactions.
The Government is faced with a great problem to
solve - a problem that req.uires a great deal more funds than
the present Government of Japan can well afford to spare.
There have been many possible solutions offered to solve the
unemployment situation, some of which are: (9)
”1. That local governments should under-
take relief work for the unemployed.
(9) : IBID -- P. 285
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with the consent of the central
G-overnment
,
2. That the amount to be paid in
relief work as wages should form
at least one-third of the whole
expenditure,
3. That the Government should give
a subsidy for local relief work
amounting to half the sum to be
paid as wages.
4. That the Government should give
consent to the raising of local
loans v/hen their object is the
relief of the unemployed.”
Close co-operation between the employers and the
Government in the strict observance of all helpful measures
passed will undoubtedly aid in the financial recovery of the
country. However, this present depression is not local,but
world-wide, and as such, cannot be greatly helped through
the puny efforts of a single nation, but only through the
united and concentrated attack by the entire world.
LABOR 7/AGES ;
iie find the average wages paid Japanese workers
are very low. Industry pays the Japanese worker very little
for his efforts, compared to the workers of other countries.
However, one must not conclude that the labor can be called
cheap labor in the manufacturing sense of the word.
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(Vhen we speak of cheap labor in a manufacturing
sense, we think of labor in the equality of producing so many
units of work, whether these units be in the form of raw
materials, finished products, or just overhead expense. The
Japanese worker is not yet so efficient that the original
cost of his labor remains unimpaired, due to efficient work-
manship. The real fact is that the employer has thought that
cheap labor, in actual wages, was the objective, without dis-
covering that so-called cheap labor is generally associated
with a lacking of skill and efficiency.
The wage rates are low throughout the entire
industrial system. This low wage cost plays a very important
part in Japan's foreign trade.
There is no one universal wage system in the modern
Japanese industry, but instead, wages vary with each
different branch of work or product produced. The wage rates
vary a great deal, even in one industry, because workers may
be paid by piece work in one department, on a time basis in
another department, and by a daily wage in another, all de-
pending upon the type of work.
The bonus is very prominent in the Japanese wage
scheme. This has been handed down for such a time that it has
become a part of industry. Every worker expects to receive
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a bonus at least twice a year, generally in January and July.
There is no scientific method used by the employer in
determining the amount of the bonus, but instead, he relies
entirely upon the condition of his business and his like or
dislike of the employee.
Ouite an accurate idea of the average daily wage
paid Japanese workers may be obtained by examining the
following table:
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THE AVERAGE DAILY EOESY TAGE OF .7QRKER3 IN JAPAi;S3E
IITDU3TRIES IL* 1926




Factories Male Female Average
Ceramics 51 ?1.17 $0.49 $1.08
Metals 57 1.42 0.57 1.37
Machine and Tools 112 1.41 0.65 1.37
Chemicals 61 1.01 0.46 0.84
Textiles 215 0.78 0.47 0.54
Paper 30 0.93 0.45 0.84
Fur , Bone ,Horn & Feathers- 5 1.64 0.63 1.62
ViTood and Bamboo 24 0.97 0.45 0.92
Food 79 0.99 0.46 0.86
Clothing 17 0.90 0.50 0.64
Building 2 1.61 0.37 1.48
Printing and Binding 30 1.01 0.55 0.93
Ornaments 4 1.19 0.51 1.10
Electricity and Gas 7 1.18 0.62 1.17
Miscellaneous 3 1.09 0.52 1.06
Total 697 $1.17 $0.48 $0.85
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The above money wages paid employees do not
constitute the only cost to the employer. The money wage is
generally only a part of the entire wage the employee actually
receives. The other part is in the form of food below the
regular cost, free lodging, and also at times free clothing
and other necessities. These ’'extras" of course vary with
the different employers and it is only natural to expect that
the greater the amount of these gifts to the employees, the
less will be the actual money wage paid them. There is a
certain psychological effect about giving certain things
"extra" or "free" that appears to enhance their value in the
receiver's eyes. Thus, if an employer can actually reduce
his wage cost by transferring a part of it to this "additional
reward" idea, then he will certainly take advantage of it.
LABOR EFFICIENCY ;
The great inefficiency of Japanese labor causes a
great weakness in the industrial system of Japan. This is
the main cause for keeping the industry of Japan on a lower
level than that say of the United States and Great Britain.
The factories are crowded with men who are really a hindrance
to each other instead of a help. Under a well organized
industrial scheme, a great percentage of the present employed
laborers could be eliminated and yet have an increased
productive output. This, however, would simply place Japan
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in the same position as our country is in at the present
time - the great army of unemployed. This problem has no
place in this discussion and so we shall look at the causes
of inefficiency of the daily laborer.
The extremely low wages paid the average Japanese
workman undoubtedly has caused a great amount of labor
inefficiency. '.Then the employers are able to hire laborers
at ridiculously low wages, they are not inclined to buy
machinery and other labor saving devices, especially when
they have very limited capital. Thus, they stock up on
labor with the result that the average factory has double
the size of payroll it would have under our system of machine
production. The employers appear to regard labor as being
so cheap that they can afford to hire any number of workers
they desire without any regard to the most efficient number
for the purpose. Thus, the result is that labor really is
dear instead of cheap, due to loss of time caused by
excessive number of laborers, added amount of supervision
necessary, and costs for the housing of the laborers.
The long working hours also play a large part in
promoting inefficiency in Japanese labor. The average daily
labor hours of Japan are much longer than those of the
western countries, as may be seen by the following table;
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AVERAGE .YORK DIG HOURS PER DAY - 1929
October November December
Industry Hours Minutes Hours Minutes HoursMinutes
Textile 10 2 9 58 9 56
Engineering 9 30 9 30 9 38
Metal Works 9 40 9 37 9 38
Ceramics 9 31 9 36 9 26
Paper leaking — 10 41 10 42 10 42
Chemicals 9 25 9 24 9 25
Food and Drink- 9 28 9 24 9 23
Printing and
Bookbinding 9 44 9 47 10 13
All Others 9 21 9 16 9 18
Average 9 45 9 43 9 45
The Japanese employer continues long daily hours because he
really believes that long hours enable him to have low labor
costs. He has not found out yet what the American industries
now know - that the shorter the daily hours, the more
efficiency is increased and the greater the relative pro-
duction. The background of the Japanese employer is also
(11) : IBID -- P. 358
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conducive to his present idea of long ho‘'urs. In the begin-
ning of the present industrial era the apprentices were the
mainstay of the domestic workshops. These apprentices were
paid barely a living wage and for that scanty remuneration
were expected to work anjnivhere from twelve to eighteen hours
every day. This custom still continues in many of the
smaller shops. Needless to say, these long hours dull the
mind and fatigue the body to such an extent that the last
few hours of each day are very unproductive.
GOI^IPARISON OF JAPANESE AND AMERICAN LABOR :
A comparison of the labor condition in Japan and
United States brings out the great differences existing be-
tween the two countries. In Japan long hours are
predominant. The Japanese employer runs his business on
the belief that the longer he can get a man to work for him
every day, the more he will get out of that man in produc-
tion, and consequently, the more profit he will have. The
American employer takes the opposite viewpoint. He considers
that in, say an eight hour day, a man can produce more than
he could in a ten or twelve hour day. This is because the
laborer can put in eight hours of full speed whereas, if any
additional hours are added, the worker will have to let down
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There is also the psychological effect to be
thought of. The Japanese worker knows, when he begins work
each morning, that he has all day and perhaps some of the
night ahead of him in which to accomplish his task.
]Jatu.rally, he is going to idle along with an indifferent
attitude towards his work and with many errors resulting
from such an attitude. The position of the American worker
is entirely different. He starts in the morning with only
a comparatively short period of v/ork ahead of him. However,
he has a certain amount of work to accomplish in this time
and naturally works at top speed and with great acc'oracy to
accomplish his q.uota of daily productivity. On account of
his longer periods of relaxation, he is able to work the
entire eight hours without any undue fatigae or loss of
efficiency.
In Japan low wages are predominant with a great
number of workers in each plant. The current belief is that,
because labor is so cheap, a great deal of it can be hired
and so take the place of expensive machinery. As mentioned
before, this labor is not really cheap at all to the
employer, due to lack of efficiency caused by the excessive
number of workers used to take the place of machine methods.
The wage system of the United States is built on high wages
coupled with the highest possible utilization of machine
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methods and the conseq,uent lowering of required labor. Thus,
the American laborer is much higher paid than his Japanese
contemporary, but at the same time produces a great deal more.
Due to this, the final result is Ajnerican labor is really not
much more expensive than Japanese labor becaue of increased
efficiency and greater production.
LABOR ORGANIZATION ;
A; Rise of the Labor Movement : Japan has been
greatly influenced industrially by the outside world. Each
country today is bound up in the v;orld trade to such an
i
extent that any irregularity upon its part, in an industrial
sense, is soon smoothed out by the pressure from the other
trading countries. Each industrial nation has to be in the
regular pattern today, both as to wages, machinery and
capital. Thus we are beginning to see the "squeeze” put on
the Japanese cheap labor, the night work of employees, and
the long hours of the average worker. The international
trade of the world today incorporates each country in such a
manner that irregular business methods on the part of only
one will disturb the normal cycle of business to a great ex-
tent. Thus, it is quite easily seen why any country that
adopts low wages or dispenses with machine devices, etc.,
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some other equally effective device for bringing it into"
line with accepted business policies. Thus, the pressure
for better labor conditions in Japan has not only been in-
ternal, but has been external as well.
Japan has a labor movement today. Perhaps it is
not as well known as some other labor organizations of the
world, but at least it is active and grov/ing. The birth of
this movement - the Yuai Kai - took place in 1912. There
were many other labor organizations formed before this, but
they all disappeared after a short duration. The original
purpose of this society was for mutual aid or what we know as
a welfare organization. Its original program, given below,
had no resemblance to any modern labor program.
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE YUAI KAI
1. Members were to be trained morally,
intellectually, and technically, in
accordance with the common and
accepted ideals of the time.
2. The position of all members was to
be improved by sure and steady
methods with the combined efforts of
all members.
3. The ideals of solidarity were to be
achieved by co-operation and mutual
aid. (12)
The effects of the Yorld .’sTar created a tremendous
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change in labor conditions in Japan. A great wave of pros-
perity swept over Japan, due to the after-effects of the
.Vorld '.Yar. iiYages began to rise and this started an energetic
labor agitation for further unionism. The Yuai Kai now
underwent a most radical change. After the completion of its
metamorphosis, it emerged as the Federation of Labor (Rod?
Sodomei). It was not the weak social society now, but in-
stead, an aggressive labor movement that fought hard for the
rights of its members.
The labor movement received a severe set-back in
1920, due to slackening of the war boom period. The follow-
ing table of strike statistics shows a great decrease in the
number of strikes about 1920, which indicates a decrease in
labor union activity:
TABLE XVI
TABLE OF STRIKES - 1914-1925 (12)
Year Str ikes Year Strikes
1914 -- 50 1919 — 497
1915 64 1920 282
1916 - 108 1921 -- -- 246
1917 -- 398 1922 250
1918 -- 417 1923 -- - 263
The labor union movement began to rise again soon
(13): Uitobe, Mazo — Japan - P, 290
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after 1930 and this movement included many different classes
of workers. The greater education of the masses, coupled
with greater ease of transportation and communication tended
to greatly facilitate the ease and rapidity of labor organiza-
tion, The following table shows the growth of labor
organizations in the period 1923-1930:
TABLE XYII (14)
GROWTH OF LABOR UEIOK MSIIBERSHIP IE JAPAH
Index of
Year Number of Unions Membership Growth
1922 • 387 137,491 100
1923 432 125,551 91
1924 469 228,278 166
1925 - 457 254,262 185
1926 - 488 284,739 207
1927 505 309,493 225
1928 - 501 308,900 224
1929 - 630 330,000 240
1930 - 700 350,000 255
B: Obstacles to Union Organization:
The growth of the Japanese Labor Unions took place
under a severe handicap of many obstacles. In view of these
(14): "Japan’s Economic Position", Orchard, J.E. - P. 398
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dangers to labor organization, one wonders how so many of the
unions survived at all. Briefly summing up the many
difficulties encountered, we find included:
1. Youthfulness of labor means lack of
interest in organization.
2. Large labor turnover tends to keep
workers away from unionism.
3. Personal relationship between employer
and worker, in small shop, tends to de-
crease chances of unionism.
4. A large number of workers are still
employed in the house of a master
craftsman. This is especially true
in the production of articles for
home consumption. This type of labor
works under old conditions and en-
vironment and is a long way from
being able to be organized.
5. The Japanese labor movement has had
to face very strong opposition from
the Government, The Government has
been the strongest opponent of the
movement from the very beginning of
any labor organization.
6. The internal strife caused by many
conflicting opinions among the
workers as to the various social
doctrines of the world.
C: Labor Parties;
Japanese labor unions may be divided up into three
main groups, - right, left, and central. This division
corresponds to our own labor organizations . The Right Organ-
ization includes The Central Federation of Japanese Labor,
Japan Seamen’s Union, Federation of Uaval Laborers, and
Cs
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Federation of Government 7/orkers. These parties are by far
the best organized and most important of the union organiza-
tions, In order to illustrate the beliefs held by some of
these unions, the following (quotation is given concerning the
Central Federation of Japanese Labor: (15)
"The Central Federation, which believes
in the settlement of labor troubles by
peaceful means and through compromise
with employers, is the mainstay of the
Social Democratic Party, and
has the roll of about 40,000 members




movements as unhealthy, but declares
at the same time that, so long as an
administration engineered by the rich
and supported by the police is in power,
such underground movements are bound to
spread. The Central Federation was
chiefly instrumental in settling many
of the grave labor troubles that have
appeared recently. The Federation of
Uaval Laborers consists of workers at
seven workshops and exists under
official recognition, and in the mani-
fests issued in 1928 it pledged itself
to carry to realization increase of
average wages, the system of paid holi-
days and the conversion of relief
guilds as legal person.
Some of the more important Japanese labor unions
are: (16)
(16): Orchard "Japan’s Economic Position"
(15): Japan Year Book - 1931 - P. 190
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1, General Federation of Japanese
Lab or
.
2, Council of Japanese Labor Unions,
3, General Federation of Japanese
Labor and Farmers,
4, Japan Seamen *s Union.
5, Seamen's Association.
6, Japan Cooks’ League.
7, Federation of Uaval Arsenal ’•Workers.
8, General Federation of Government
Employees
.
9, General Federation of Japanese
Transportation 7/orkers.
10. national Federation of Printers,
11. Federation of Machinists.
12. Ashio Copper Mine 'Workers General
Association.
Notwithstanding all the many obstacles that the
unions found in the last few years, there has been a very
impressive growth since 1912. The great business boom on^the
(Vorld <Var period greatly aided the unions in securing a firm
foundation. Since then the unions have gone steadily for-
ward - in fact, doubling their membership in the period
1922-1930.
D; THE LABOR PROGRAM ;
The General Federation was reborn in 1919, as
stated before, and it was in this year that the real labor
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movement began in Japan. In order to obtain a general view
of the program initiated by the G-eneral Federation, I am
listing the salient points of such program below in
summarized form: (17)
1. Freedom of association of all workers.
2. Abolition of child labor.
3. Abolition of night work.
4. Establishment of a system of social
insurance.
5. Establishment of a system of workmen’s
compensation.
6. Labor not to be regarded as an article
of commerce.
7. Enactment of conciliation and arbitration
legislation.
8. Provision against unemployment.
9. Establishment of Manhood Suffrage.
10. Amendment of the Public Safety and Police
Order law.
11. Establishment of a weekly day of rest,
12. Introduction of the 8-hour day and 48-hour
week.
13. Equal treatment for native and foreign
workers
.
14. Establishment of a minimum wage.
15. Equal pay for work of equal value.
16. Appointment of women factory inspectors,
17. Dwellings for workers supplied through
public funds
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18. Abolition of peonage and indentured
labor
.
19. Improvement of working conditions in
home industries,
20. Democratization of the educational system.
The reader will now understand the abrupt change
of policy brought about by union labor. The labor program
outlined above was put before the public in 1919. And one
can imagine the thoughts of the employers when they read the
demands. The General Federation desired to lift the average
worker up from being a mere slave to a position where he
could speak and be heard. He was to be treated as an average
human being and not as an animal without intelligence or feel
ing. j^Iany of the above social reforms have been met by the
Government since 1919, and with each reform passed, the
Japanese laboring class has moved just that much higher in
its living standard. The Government of Japan now definitely
recognizes the labor movement and so undoubtedly we shall see
a much greater increase in the social advancement of labor in
the next few years than there has been in the past.
E; LABOR LEGISLATION ;
In 1911 a Factory Law was passed, but did not come
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International Labor Conference that was held in .'/ashington
,
D.C., in 1919, a revision of its policies was made in 1923.
It was finally put into force in 1926 after a further amend-
ment. The principal items in this law are given in the
following summary: (18)
”1, Vlfith certain exceptions, it applies
to all factories employing 100 or
more operatives and to those engaged
in industries which are regarded as
dangerous or injurious to health.
2. V/hile containing no restrictions as
to the hours of work of adult male
operatives, it fixes a maximum of 11
hours’ work a day for boys under 16
or female operators, and, in the latter
case, further prescribes that a recess
(varying from half an hour to an hour)
must be allowed and that at least two
days’ holiday must be given to the
operatives every month.
3. Boys under 16 and female operatives
may not be employed on night work
(lo P.M. - 5 A.K. )
.
4. Female operatives may not be employed
4 weeks before and 6 weeks after child
birth, but the latter period may be
reduced to 4 at the request of the
operative and with the consent of a
doctor
.
5. Operatives who fall ill or are injured
while working are entitled to compensa-
tion in the shape of medical treatment
and allowances for temporary disable-
ment. In the latter case the amount is
fixed at a minimum of 60)^ of the
operative’s daily wages for a period of
180 days and not less than 40$^ after
that.
(18): Encyclopedia Britannica - 14th Ed. - P.913 - Vol. 12.
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6. Should the accident or illness result
in permanent disablement, the
operative is entitled to a gratuity
varying in amount from 180 to 540
times the rate of his (or her) daily
wages.
7. Should an operative die as the result
of an accident or illness while work-
ing, a compensation allowance of not
less than 360 times the amount of his
(or her) daily wages must he paid to
the family or dependents of the
deceased.
8. In addition, an allowance must be paid
for funeral expenses. This is fixed at
a maximum of 20 times the operative's
daily wages with a mininrum of not less
than 20 yen (about 2 pounds)."
SmXJJlY:
The labor problem of Japan assumes enormous pro-
portions when carefully studied. The dense population
serves to cause a great deal of worry to the Empire as to
how the surplus will be taken care of. There iiave been many
schemes put forward as a possible escape from this ever-
increasing density of population. The most advocated ones
are given here with a short discussion of each;
1 . Emigration ;
This has not been a successful solution
to the problem by any means. The Japanese
people are inclined to remain at home no
matter what inducements are offered else-
where. The great family tradition is
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were willing and anxious to go to other
countries, where would they go? Japan
has no colonies of any great size to
welcome her overflow of population. The
other countries of the world are no7;
raising harriers against the further in-
flow of immigrants and especially the
Orientals, which have generally been




Even a very hasty consideration of this
means of escape from the ever-increasing
population is a radical departure from
past customs. A few years ago any such
thought as this was vigorously suppressed
as a criminal idea. However, the great
seriousness of the population problem
is now causing the Government to take up
the possibilities of this subject as a
possible avenue of escape. It is fiurther
advanced as a possible solution by the
fact that most of the other plans have
proven to be impractical.
3 . The Advancement of Agricult^jre and the
Reclamation of Land:
Agriculture has always been the chief
occupation of the people so it v/as to
be expected that Japan should first seek
this industry as a means for a possible
solution. The chapter on the "Geography
of Japan” in this work shows the great
scarcity of arable land. Naturally,
practically all the available land has
been utilized by now, so about all that
can be accomplished in the future is the
intensification of production upon the
land now under cultivation. There is an
estimate that there are approximately
5,000,000 acres (19) that can probably
be reclaimed, but this estimate proves
to be exceedingly optimistic to anyone
who has carefully studied the topography
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of Japan. Thus the improvement
in farming methods , resulting in
an increase of production, appears
to be possible only by means of
intensified farming, which is
really near its maximum now.
4. A Change of Diet :
This is rather a theoretical
possibility proposed by Dr.Egerton
Charles Grey, Such a policy does
not take into consideration the
habits formed by hundreds of years
of custom, especially among a people
to whom custom means everything. To
change from such an established
dietary system to something entirely
new seems very improbable in the near
future
.
5. The Advance of Industrialization:
This is the one strong point advanced
in the Japanese economic solution. It
is the one main hope for utilizing
the excess labor supply of the country.
However, it is fraught with many
problems, such as lack of raw materials,
inefficiency of Japanese labor, lack of
capital, lack of industrial interest on
the part of the common laborer, and
many other varied problems. This
q,uestion will be taken up in detail
under the chapter on Industrialization.
Labor in Japan today is far from being the
finished product that the industrial accomplishments of the
country would indicate it to be. Japanese labor is still
inefficient, due to the rapid turnover and to the low wages
paid. Low wages also result in unskilled labor because of
lack of interest induced by low living standards. Many
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critics claim that this cheap labor supply is the source of
Japan’s industrial progress today. There are naturally two
sides to the q_uestion, as there are to all arguments. This
problem will be fully treated in the chapter on Industrial-
ization.
The Japanese employer still believes in a great
number of low paid workers in preference to a smaller number
aided by machine methods. Thus a great lack of efficiency
and q,uantity production results in a loss to employer and
employee alike. In order to advance in industry, Japan must
remedy these faults. Machine production will have to be in-
stalled in the industrial scheme, wages will have to be
raised in order to promote interest in the work and also to
attract the better class of skilled workmen. These changes
have already taken root in the Japanese industrial system.
The large industrial concerns realize that they must become
thoroughly /Yesternized in all their methods in order to meet
the strong 'Western industrial competition. The Japanese
Government now recognizes the urgent need of labor and is
already beginning to aid labor organization. The Japanese
employers realize that labor must be treated in a sympathetic
manner instead of absolute domination by force. Already the
policies of the Japanese labor unions are being felt in
industrial circles and so labor is coming into its own through
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the utilization of western economic policies, Japan now
realizes that only by the very best utilization of her
labor supply can she hope to successfully compete with the
industrial nations of the world.
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Communication is one of the most important phases
of industrial development in a progressive nation such as
Japan. Before there can be any extensive activity in a
country, there must be adequate means of communication be-
tween all parts of the nation. Men and goods have to be
transported to various sections of the land in every day
business life; business houses have to be in constant touch
with all parts of the world in order to accurately transact
their business affairs. Furthermore, an adequate means of
communication within a country is absolutely necessary for
the proper defense of its people. The Japanese Government
soon recognized the need for rapid advancement along all
lines of communication after the opening up of the present
era. The resulting progress has really been remarkable when
we consider that only about sixty years ago Japan did not
have a single mile of railroad, all the transportation de-
pending entirely upon such primitive methods of travel as
the pack Horse, and carts drawn by men. This chapter pre-
sents the present condition of the main modes of
communication in Japan together with a brief sketch of their
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development and also v/ith the present policies influencing
each field of communication activities.
1; RAILWAYS ;
The railways were the first to receive attention
in the development of Japanese communication services. In
1873 the first railroad was built. This was built under
hovernraent control because at this time the G-overnment was
practically the only one who had efficient capital to under-
take such an enterprise. This railroad was built between
the cities of Yokohama and Tokyo, a distance of approximately
17 miles. The gauge of this first railroad was 3 feet 6
inches instead of the standard gauge of 4 feet 8.5 inches
that is used throughout the western countries. The surface
of the country played its part in influencing the officials
to adopt this gauge and it has been the standard ever since.
(A) : Grcwth :
The growth of the railways increased quite rapidly
in the number of miles constructed each year. Since the
first railroad in 1872, the following table shov/s the growth
of this form of communication in the number of miles con-
structed in the various years; (1)
(1)
:
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TABLE XVIII
GROV/TH OF RAILWAYS. JAPAN PROPER, 1875- 1929
(In Miles)
Government Private





1887-88 - 525 517 642
1897-98 - 662 2,288 2,950
1905-06 - 1,500 5,285 4,785
1907-08 - 4,455 446 (2) 4,899
1917-18 - 6,000 1,855 7,854
1927-28 - - 8,522 5,401 11,725
1926-29 - 8,509 5,639 12,199
This table shows that the Government railroads have increased
at a faster pace than the privately owned railroads have
during the past few years. However, in the years 1907-08 the
Government bought a great deal of private mileage so that
considerably decreases the actual amount of Government-built
railroads
.
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(3): Ownership ;
.7e have already seen that there are two forms of
railroad ownership - Government and private. The first
railroad was started by the Governnient because of lack of
capital on the part of private companies. The Japanese
Government took the initiative because it saw the dire
necessity for such means of communication in order to com-
pete at all. with the countries of the world. However, the
Government at that time did not expect to build all the
railways in Japan, but instead, to serve as a medium for
instilling interest into the private capitalists in the
country. Private capital did come into the scene in the
late nineties and the early part of the 20th century with
such activity that the privately owned railroads increased
at a much faster pace than did those constructed by the
Government. This will be seen by looking back at the table
of growth presented. It will be seen that the private rail-
ways laid down 3,283 miles of road during the years between
1887 and 1905, while the railroads owned by the Government
only laid down 1,175 miles in the same period. Since that
time, however, the private lines have fallen back and the
/
Government lines have increased in mileage with the result
that private lines are now generally confined to local lines
"feeding" small sections of the country.
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(C): Nationalization ;
In any public enterprise, such as the railroads,
it is usually necessary for the Government to assume control
sooner or later. An industry with such a natural monopoly
and servicing so many people naturally has to be controlled
a great deal more strictly than some small boot and shoe
factory in a medium-sized city. A few privately owned rail-
roads without adequate supervision will soon be cutting each
other’s throats by price wars or else uniting to boost the
fares to such an extent that travelling on a railroad comes
to be only available for the wealthy class. Japan passed
through this stage when she decided to encourage the private
owner of railroads to increase the mileage of his lines.
There were many disputes over rates, schedules, close
proximity of competing lines, and finally, due to lack of
good management, a scarcity of capital soon became felt. A
thorough analysis of the roads was taken and the decision
was finally reached that, in order to have efficient control
and fair rates coupled with good service, all the railroads
would have to be placed under a single control.
This central management was not completed
immediately, however. It was not until 1906 that the Railway
A
Nationalization Law was finally passed. Under this law all
trunk lines were immediately nationalized and by 1907 the
(a) See Moulton, Japan, P-69-70
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State had control of the 17 major lines or, in other words,
out of a total of 4,899 miles of railroad, only 446 miles
remained under the control of private investors. (See table
on page 74). The purchase of the private lines by the
Government was accomplished through the issuing of Govern-
ment bonds to the owners of these private railroads.
Thus, the main lines were now placed under central
control, leaving only the small "feeder” lines under the
hands of private owners. However, since 1907 the private
companies have been encouraged to extend their lines through
the aid of subsidies and guarantees. These lines only are
to be found in small districts and are not meant to be built
so as to compete with the major lines under centralized
management. The lines under centralized control have been
rapidly extended until now the entire Empire is connected
in a very efficient manner. The funds necessary for the
building of these major lines have been raised through the
floating of loans which have always been very successful in
acciuiring the necessary amount of funds.
(D) ; llanagement ;
The Government Railway System is divided into six
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Bureaii, The six divisions are classified as, the Tokj^o Div-
ision, the TTagoya, the Osaka, the Moji, the Sendai, and the
Sapporo. The Minister of Railways presides as head authority
over the entire system. Separate bureaus are set up to take
charge of such duties as Adminis trat ion
,
Traffic, 'May and
^orks. Construction, Finance, Electric Division, and Mechani-
cal Engineering.
All railway finances are handled separately from
those entering into the general budget and all other State
accounts. The Government Railway account law stipulates that
all capital expenditures needed for railway construction,
railway improvements, and all necessary stores, must be met
out of operating revenues. In case the railway sho’ws a loss
and thus makes it impossible to meet necessary expenditures
out of revenue, then the management is allowed to procure the
necessary funds through a public loan.
During the past few years the railroad earnings have
been exceedingly favorable. The average net earnings on
capital of the Government owned roads have been around 9fo while
the private roads have earned profits of approximately 7fo on
invested capital. The following table gives the earnings for
the period 1926-1929: (3)
(3): Japan Year Book - 1931 — P. 287
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^/ORKinG REVEMJES AKD EXPENSES OF RAILROADS
Year
End ing Revenue Expenses Profits Per Mile Per Day Worked (Yen)
llarch Yen 1000 Yen 1000 Yen 1000 Revenue Expenses Profits
1926 480,451 259,440 221,011 171.0 92.34 78.66
1927 484,083 270,839 213,244 167.49 93,71 73.78
1928 506 ,445 281,988 224,457 169.54 94.40 75.14
1929 529 ,132 300,708 228,424 172.40 97.98 74.43
The1 railroad mileage is1 continually being increased
and for this reason the! revenues from railroad operation are
not sufficient to meet current expenses and also current ex-
pansions. The management then must issue bonds or secure
temporary loans in order to finance the expansion plans. The
funded debt used to finance the construction of additional
mileage during the past few years is shown in the following
table. (4)
TABLE XX. STATE RAILMY FUNDED DEBT
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These prices indicate a steady increase in expansion schedules.
However, this expansion increase is proportionately offset by
increased earnings so that we may regard these borrowings as
being of a productive character. Naturally, it would not be a
wise policy to increase expansion in the face of decreased
earnings, but as long as the rates of profit expansion remains
in proportion to railroad mileage expansion, the increased
debts will remain productive in character.
(E): Passenger Traffic :
The passenger traffic is exceedingly dense on the
Japanese railroads. This restrlts in a very favorable operat-
ing ratio. By this is meant that the operating expenses are
exceedingly small in proportion to the revenue derived from
operations. More than one-half of the Japanese railroad
revenue is derived from passenger service and this revenue has
been steadily increasing for the past few years. This
situation is exactly the reverse of the railroad condition in
England and the Unied States,where only approximately
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one-quarter of the entire revenue is derived from passenger
traffic
.




PASSENGER FARE SCALE FOR ONE MILS
(In Sen)
First Second Third
Distance Class Class Class
1-50 miles • 1 1 1 < 1 1 • 1 1 1 --- 5.0 ---— 2.5
Under 100 miles 6.3 —
-
4.2 --- -- 2.1












Under 500 miles 4.2 -— ___ 2.8 --- -- 1.4
About 500 miles 3.0 --- 1 1 • 0 1 1 1 -- 1.0
The average Japanese passenger fare is approximately 1,25
cents per mile while the average passenger fare in the United
States is 2.85 cents per mile. (5) Tables of passenger
traffic show that the third class fare is exceedingly popular
with the result that the average Japanese train fare runs
exceedingly low in comparison with the fares in other countries.
The Japanese railroads are very punctual and
efficient when compared with the other roads of the East,
Their schedules are strictly followed with a minimum of delay.
(5): Moulton — "Japan” P. 75
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The management is doing all in its power to increase the
speed of its trains, provide added comfort and increased
safety of its passengers. It is doing this in the face of
many obstacles, such as the narrow gauge roads, limited
capital, labor inefficiency, etc. However, the results are
very promising when we consider that the present tariff
fare is the same as it was before the World War, although
the commodity prices of the Hation have risen betv/een 150^
and 200^. This fact alone tends to account for the great





There is steady progress in the electrifying of
Japanese railroads. Every year will likely see a further
increase in the number of miles under this new type of power.
The many waterfalls of Japan will supply an enormous amount
of electrical power for use on these roads. Due to the
narr 07/ness of the country and the abundance of short, swift
rivers, there is no difficulty found in carrying the power
to the desired location. All evidence points to the further
rapid electrifying of the steam roads in the near future,
2 ; STEA]IISHIPS ;
One would naturally expect the Japanese people to
be sea-faring folks. They live in an island Empire, and due
I
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to a lack of natural resources, are forced to push out
across the seas to foreign lands in search of productive
necessities. Although this sea-faring instinct was born
in the Japanese people, it received a severe set-back in
the Tokugawa era. In this period all construction of ocean-
going vessels was prohibited under severe penalties. Due to
this, the only shipping and navigation possible was around
the coast of the islands and especially in the vicinity of
Tokyo and Osaka.
The birth of the present day shipping era came im-
mediately after the visit of Commodore Perry in 1853.
Although the ban on the construction of ocean-going vessels
was now removed, it took a matter of some twenty odd years
for the people to become accustomed to this nev; freedom.
Hence, it was not until the late ^ 70* s that any large Japanese
vessels were constructed,
(A) - The Growth of the Japanese Merchant Marine :
The Japanese Government has been very active in
stimulating the merchant marine. The important officials in
Japan have seen the need for adeq^uate shipping facilities and
have done all in their power to build up a merchant marine
capable of ranking with the best in the world. V/e all know
how well they have succeeded. This fact is true because they
have realized their position in regard to their means of food
and material supplies. They are dependent to a great extent
. V.*. Ic'^nP ' ':c l
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upon the merchant marine to supply them with the facilities
of expansion and with the food necessary for life itself, ,Vith
this reason for the importance of shipping facilities, one
can easily understand the enthusiastic aid the Government has
provided for shipping expansion.
The expansion of foreign commerce began about the
beginning of the present century. New steamship companies
opened up with great rapidity and a great amount of enthusiasm
was behind all shipping movements. The period follo/zing the
Russo-Japanese Jar evidenced a still greater revival in over-
seas trade and transport services. Many tons of shipping
facilities were acq.uired by both the Government and private
owners. New lines were now extended to North and South America
and to the Indies, Regular traffic was already in existence
with Europe, the United States and Australia.
The Jorld War period seemed to give impetus to the
greatest period of merchant marine expansion Japan has ever
witnessed. Foreign trade was greatly increased, due to the
scarcity of food, by many of the allies and conseq^uently the
shipbuilding industry was called upon to produce ships as
rapidly as possible for both carrying supplies and fighting
purposes. The reverse is true, ho.vever, in the post-war era
This period has been Just as depressed as its predecessor was
prosperous. The present period of depression has tied up
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many shipping lines. The summer of 1930 was particularly bad
for the merchant marine. In this year many lines stopped pay-
ment of charterage fees to the owners except for some very
small rate - ^ust to say they had paid something.
There have been many contributing factors in the
present Japanese merchant marine depression. The entire world
now has a large surplus of bottom space. More ships are now
tied up, rotting at the wharves, than there have been for many
years. The retrenchment policy of the Japanese Government in
1930 undoubtedly aided in the depression. The Government de-
creased subsidies to shipping lines and further decreased aid
in many other forms. The dislocation of trade in India and
China during the years of 1930-32 certainly decreased the
amount of Japanese shipping by a considerable amount. The
people in China certainly realized it when the Japanese thought
so much about it that they came down to Shanghai and tried to
convince the Chinese of the advisability of discontinuing the
Japanese boycott. The American stock market panic caused
financial reverberations the world over. The buying pov;er of
the United States was greatly decreased and the Japanese ex-
port and carrying trade for the United States suffered accord-
ingly. The sudden advance of the foreign exchange rates during
the latter part of 1929, by something over 10^, certainly
influenced Japanese activities a great deal. It affected the
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Japanese carriers very severely because these shipping con-
cerns are generally paid freight according to the currency
standard of the foreign country with which they are doing
business. There are many more reasons that could be cited
as causing the great 1930 depression period, but these are
sufficient to show the many varies cause of such a business
slump in Japanese traffic.
Japan stands high among the nations of the world
as regards amount of tonnage transported. The following
table shows her position at the end of 1929. Naturally, the
depression has somewhat altered these figures, but one must
remember that the other countries have been equally affected.
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United Kingdom 20 ,046 ,270 18 ,272,9i4
United States 13 ,591 ,802 4 ,202,294
Japan 4 ,186 ,652 1 ,500,014
Germany 4 ,057 ,657 4 ,742,046
France 3 ,202 ,684 1 ,792,210
Italy 3 ,215 ,227 1 ,274,127
Netherlands 2 ,922 ,420 1 ,286,742
China 214 ,628 86,690
TOTAL 66 ,407 ,292 42 ,079,177
(B); Control and Ownership :
The great development of Japanese shipping can be
traced, in a large extent, to the continuous aid from the
Government. In the early days capital was scarce and private
companies were unable to expand without Government loans. As
a matter of fact, there have been many eases where the Govern-
ment has furnished ships to worthy private enterprises entirely
(6): Lloyd's Register of Shioping, 1929-1920. Appendix Vol.2;
P.1176
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free from all costs.. Subsidies are known to have been granted
for shipping aid by the Government in the early seventies,
although there were really no set shipping policies until the
Navigation Encouragement Law was passed in 18S6,
Under this law there was to be a subsidy provided
for ocean-going ships. The amount payable was to be determined
according to the speed, tonnage, age, and distance covered ty
the ship. All ships that were iron or steel, having a capacity
of over 1000 tons, a speed of not less than 10 knots per hour,
that were built by Japanese citizens in Japan, and were not
more than 15 years of age, were eligible to receive a subsidy.
In 1909 the Overseas Subsidy Law came into being and
took the place of all laws previously in force. Under this
new law only ships armed by a company composed entirely of
Japanese subjects, and engaged in carrying trade to Europe,
Australia, or North and South America, could be subsidized.
The ships must either be steel steamships or motorships made
in Japan, and not be over 15 years of age. They nrjst have a
tonnage capacity of not less than 3000 tons and their speed
must not be less than 12 knots an hour. The subsidy cannot
extend for more than a period of five years and the amount of
the subsidy varies in accordance with the run, tonnage, speedl
and age of the ship. The routes of these overseas steamers
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can grant subsidies to any other ships not engaged in over-
seas trade at any time it deems it advisable to do so. This
act was revised in 1917.
One can easily detect the reason for this new law.
The Government wished to increase the size of their ships,
their speed, and to build an up-to-date merchant marine.
They realized that at this time they were being hopelessly
outclassed by such nations as Great Britain and United States
and so the most effective way of creating a modern shipping
service was to offer subsidies for new ships. The ships had
to be new in order to fill the subsidy specifications and so
the desired results were attained.
The Japanese Government also maintains subsidies
for shipbuilding companies. The requirements for subsidy
grants are:
1. Ship must be at least 5000 tons gross.
2. Have an average sea speed of at least
14 knots.
3. Must be built in Japan.
4. The owners must be Japanese subjects.
The Government grants a subsidy aid on steamers
meeting the above standards in the form of interest from
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\^o - Z^o and the hanks may supply funds up to the maximum
limit of two-thirds of the ship’s value. The banks are
not allowed to charge interest at a higher rate than 6^ on
the amount of the loan.
The req^uir ements will be seen to have advanced
again over the first subsidy requirements. The Japanese
Government is continually striving for bigger and faster
ships. The clause stating that the owners must be Japanese
subjects shows the fear of having foreign control creep in.
They want a thorough Japanese merchant marine equipped with
all the latest westernized conveniences and also with a
large tonnage capacity.
(C) Harbors ;
A brief glance at the map of Japan will indicate
the advantage the Island Empire has in the great number of
excellent harbors found in advantageous spots. The coast
line is very indented, affording numberless havens for
safe anchorage.
"In Japan proper alone there are 1,463
harbors, large and small, the figure
including 795 trade ports and 6 naval
ports. The harbors open to foreign
steamers number 62, i.e., 19 in Honshu,
14 in Kyushu, 1 in Shikolm, 5 in
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Hokkaido, 10 in Taiwan, 11 in Chosen,
and 2 in Karafuto . Principal open
ports are Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka,
ITagoya, Shimizu, Yokkaichi, Tsuruga
,
Tokuyama, Shimonoschi (all in Honshu),








in Taiwan), Fusan, Censan, J insen,
Moppo
,




There is a tremendous amount of tonnage passing
through the ports of Japan every year. This is due to
greatly improved facilities for handling cargoes and also
due to the great strides made in transoceanic shipping
lines. One may judge the activity of these ports by
studying the following table:
(7) : "Japan Year Book" - 1931 P. 5.
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STATISTICS FOR PRIEGIPAL PORTS OF JAPAIT
(1928)
Merchandise( Handled at Vessels called at
Port T onnage Value in Yen Number
Registered
Tonnage
Yokohama 16,360,288 2,141,786.820 98,584 15,776,933
Osaka 15,103,824 2,905,771,071 181,484 17 ,997,979
'.Takamatsu 14,654,275 292,647,382 70,527 7,514,111
Kobe 12,634,734 2,749,047 ,475 78,853 25,020,908
Tokyo 7,969,676 1,277,319,136 8,976 2,281,342
Moii 6,985,350 650,404,826 151,486 29,091,375
Nagoya 5,250,009 305,611,360 37,466 5,557,084
Hakodate 3,982,519 519,883,296 23,560 5,063,620
Muroran 2,832 ,819 119,138,281 5,413 2,813,774
Ataru 2,791,550 260,436,002 10,574 7,371,661
Shimonoseki 2,465,980 460,230,834 247 ,992 16,337,626
5; AIR COmiUNICATIOE :
Flying progress has advanced at a very rapid rate in
Japan. She has seen the need for air comiminication in order
to increase the speed of passenger and mail service and also
to keep pace with the progress of other countries in this
field. Regular flying services are now operated between such
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centres as Tokyo and Darien, taking in Osaka, Kyushu, and
Chosen en route; also bet^veen Tokyo and Kiigata, and
between Sakai and Shikoku.
The civilian branch of aviation is now under the
control of the Conmunicat ions Department, being transferred
from the Army Aviation Board in 1923, The Japan and Trans-
port Company began business in April 1929. It now controls
numerous air lines connecting the large business centres.
The Government encourages further aviation advancement by
offering bounties to regular commercial air services, special
prizes to winners in flying contests, etc. Radio stations
have been erected at important points along the regular com-
mercial flying routes. The Aviation Board is also granting
small bounties for upkeep expenses and repairs for the planes
in commercial services,




The telephone service was first inaugurated in Japan
in 1890 with services in Yokohama and Tokyo and also between
these two cities. It was not until 1897 that a long distance
service was opened between Tokyo and Osaka, a distance of 350
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this form of communication and there were so many applica-
tions for telephone service coming in that it was impossible
to grant service to all subscribers.
The authorities have not sufficient funds at their
disposal to meet the number of applications for telephone
services that are aubscribed for. Each applicant must de-
posit anywhere from 15 yen to 5 yen, according to his
situation. This sura of deposits is held in trust by a
trustee and now araounts to well over three million yen.
The telephone broker has come into existence throu^
this excess of demand over supply situation.
"The transfer of the privilege of the
installation commands a price bet’A/een
1000 and 2000 yen or more, according
to number. To obviate the inconven-
ience, the authorities have adopted
a ’hasty installation' expedient, the
cost charged thereon being 1,400 yen
in Tokyo. In April 1920 the number-
of-call system was introduced, 2 sen
per call, which rate was raised to 3
sen later, and the yearly charge was
reduced from 66 yen to 40 for Tokyo
and Osaka. The average number of calls
per connection has been cut down by
30,.^ to 50,^ since the innovation."
"In 1929 the Government decided a tele-
phone service expansion plan, which
was approved by the Diet, and an outlay
of about 584 million of yen apread over
12 years was voted for, the v;ork being
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started the same year. Further, with
a view to effect the direct connection
of telephone communications between
Japan proper and Chosen, the Communica-
tions Department started in 1929 the
laying of submarine telephone lines
between Yobiko, Iki and Tsushima islands,
the work to be extended to the Tsushima-
Fusan section later. At the same time
the Chosen Government-G-eneral took up'
the work of the through connection of
telephone system between Fusan and Keijo." (9)
The following table gives a brief idea of the im-
portance of the telephone and telegraph in the Japanese
communication system:
TABLE XXIV (10)
TELECRAPH AFP TELEPHONE STATISTICS OP LEADIFC COUFTRIES
T E L E G R APRS
.Vire Mileage Messages
(1000)
Country 1?13 1930 1913 1930
Japan 110,899 222,662 67,433 119,717
United States
1,849,196 2 ,315,000 114,000 215.000
United
Kingdom 267,588 378 ,000 83.780 51,141
France 387,918 520.000 67.120 34,999
Germany 459.811 277,000 51,858 25,100
Belgium 26,505 28 .923 6,131 7,475
Italy 132.557 222.826 20,019 31.240
China 106,622 105,424 6,401
India-Br
.
282.424 573.461 15,449 18,115
Canada 152,919 371,747 11,177 12,971
(9): Japan Year Book - 1931; P.P. 279-280
(10): U.S .Commerce Year Book, 1932 — P.P. 712-714
TABLE XXIY (continued)
T E L E P H OxMM E S
Wire Mileage Instruments
Country 1913 1530 1913 1930
Japan 458,272 3,277,739 219.551 809,467
United States 22J37, 479 83,110,000 9,542,017 20,301,516
United
Kingdom 1,714.388 9,117,000 730,763 1,982,171
France 1,060,052 4,300,000 293.195 1,153,560
Germany 3.708,211 14.507,350 1.387, 300 3,347,000
Belgium 202,456 1,389,595 66,457 309.038
Italy 195.000 886.667 91.720 377,490
China 25,986 103.060 13,810 84,000
India-Br. 81,300 328.462 17,697 57,788
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Both the construction and. operation of the Japanese
telegraph system have rested in the hands of the (government
from the beginning. The opening of telegraph lines came as
early as 1878, but this means of communication was not of a
great deal of importance until after this date. In 1879
Japan joined the International Telegraph Convention, The
telegraph system of Japan was put under the jurisdiction of
the Post Office Department in 1886.
5; POST :
The post offices of Japan are divided into three
grades, namely, first, second and third classes. The first
class is found in the important financial and industrial
centres of the country, such as Tokyo, Osaka, Yokohama, etc.
The second class is found in cities of minor importance,
while the third class is located in outlying provinces.
The post offices of Japan carry on a multitude of
business affairs. They of course look after all affairs
relating to post and telegrams, also receive taxes and send
the receipts on to the proper taxation offices. They also
pay pensions, annuities, etc., for the service* of the Treasury.
The air mail service now connects all cities of
major importance. This service was inaugurated in 1925.
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There are now lines between Tokyo and Darien, Tokyo and
Kiigata, Osaka and Matsuyama, Osaka and Shanghai. These
lines also serve all intermediate points betv/een the major
centres
.
6: AUTOMOBILES MD 3USES :
The automobile and bus traffic has seriously
menaced the older forms of transportation services in Japan.
Japanese roads have been so improved and all other motoring
facilities have been so modernized that now the automobile
and bus loom as a serious rival in the transportation field.
The railroads - that is, some of the smaller ones serving
local communities - have attempted to cut down expenses to
meet this automotive competition .by replacing their steam or
electric engines with gasoline motors. The great case of
competition betveen these two forms of traffic exists in the
initial outlay of each form of transportation. In the case
of the railroad an enormous expenditure is necessary before a
single passenger can be carried and also a great deal of time
must be spent in construction work. The automobile system is
entirely different. A company organized for bus service has
only to buy a few buses, hire some drivers, and then begin
operations. The outlay in this case is practically nothing
as compared to the cost of starting a railroad service, no
»18 . uv'Xq"
.
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matter how small it may be. Even suppose a special road
would have to be constructed for bus traffic, which is very
unusual, the cost v;ould still be under a third of the
regular railway service cost.
.7e are facing the same railroad situation in the
United States as they are in Japan. Every year finds the
competition greater between the automotive and railroad
services. The railroad can only regain its prestige, either
here or in Japan, through added comforts of travel, greatly
increased speed, and added safety to passengers.
7: RADIO
The modern-minded Japanese were (luick to sense the
possibility of radio development in their country. Broad-
casting services were started in 1925. This service was
given through three private stations at Tokyo, Osaka, and
Nagoya, and these stations came under the direct Jurisdiction
of the Communication Department. In 1926 this Department
ordered the merger of the three separate corporations into a
single unit. This organization was to be known as the ^ Japan
Radio Broadcasting Association'. This Association expanded
in April 1928, and established four branch stations at
Hiroshima, Kumamoto, Sendai and Sapporo.
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Communication service is one of the fundamental
necessities for industrial progress. Japan saw that, in
order to grow to any size in an industrial sense, she would
have to have an efficient communication system "between all
parts of her country. Thus, the Government, who was the
creator of the industrial movement, gave the first aid for
the progress made in the communication field. The State
realized that, in order to be properly industrialized, it
must aid industry itself by providing a sound basis for
further industrial growth. Its efforts have been realized
in the rapid expansion of all branches in the communication
field.
"'iVith the growth of commerce came,
too, an improvement in means of
transportation. Steamships plied
the coastal waters of the islands.
At first most of them were built
abroad and were the property of
foreigners, but before long, they
began to be constructed and owned
at home. Here, again, the Govern-
ment gave its encouragement and
heavily subsidized companies laid
the basis for the phenominal
growth of the twentieth century in
domestic and foreign shipping. The
State was a pioneer in railway
building. In spite of earnest opposi
tion by the conservatives, a line was
begun between Tokyo and its port,
Yokohama, and was officially opened
by the emporer in 1872. The State
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most of the earlier ones were con-
structed either by it or by
Government-aided companies
Telegraph lines were built by the
State and in 1886 were united with
the postal service under a joint
bureau. The telephone v/as intro-
duced in 1877 also under official
auspices.” (11)
The State was instrumental in furthering the
rapid progress of the communication system of Japan for the
following reasons: First, the State was the only body in
the country that had sufficient capital to initiate the move-
ment. In the second place, The Tokugawa era had left the
feeling of state importance in the furthering of any nation-
wide improvements or any radical changes in the life of the
nation. Thus, it was inevitable that the State should play a
major part in banking, communication, industrial, and agri-
cultural reformation in Japan. Ne shall notice this fact as
we proceed with our investigation because the fundamental
supporter of all the modernizing movements in Japan has been
the State.
(11): Latourette, K.D. -- "The Development of Japan,’1931” --
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1; THE CAUSE OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPLISNT
:
The present industrial era in Japan can be traced
back over a period of seventy-five years. It first made its
appearance soon after the arrival of Perry, which resulted
in the opening up of the Japanese Empire to the commerce of
the world. In these opening years of this nev/ era
industrialization was encouraged for defense purposes. The
terrified Japanese could not get the thoughts of those blaz-
ing American guns out of their minds and so determined that,
in order to be safe, they would have to set up an industrial
system by which they could manufacture adeq.uate defense
machines for themselves. The Japanese nation now realized
that they must revamp their entire defense system, if they
were going to be successful in defending their country against
the invading hordes of Westerners who would soon be flocking
to their shores for trading purposes. Thus, it was a natural
procedure for the Japanese to first sow the seed of industrial
progress in the establishing of crude shipyards and arsenals
by which means the future safety of the country was to be
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exploitation by the .Yesterners. She had already seen China,
India and other Asiatic lands divided by invading armies and
she was determined that her land was not going to be over-run
in the same manner.
Present day history shows us that the industrializa-
tion of Japan has accomplished its first purpose. Japan
remains one of the few really independent countries of Asia.
She has climbed to a place of distinction and power among the
leading nations of the world. She has accomplished this by
intensive advancement along industrial and military lines.
There is a new need for industrialization today in
Japan. She does not have to worry now about being crushed
by powerful nations, but she does have to consider the prob-
lem of a steadily increasing population. This population is
much larger than the agricultural land of Japan can support
and so she must turn toward industry for a living. The
different means of escape from this pressing problem have
been considered under "Labor'’, In this chapter we shall con-
sider Industry as a means for absorbing surplus labor and the
progress it has made in this field.
£: GOVSRIHMT PARTICIPATION;
(A); Means of Defense;
The Government was the first to enter into the
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industrial advancement scheme of Japan. This was the direct
result of industrialization being thought of as an effective
military agent for the defense of Japan. ^Vesternizat ion was
looked upon primarily as a source of national defense and so
the Government was the body that would naturally found and
further such a scheme.
(B) ; Lack of Initiative :
The fall of the Shogunate had brought to a close a
period of stifled initiative and repressed ambitions. The
general, or common class of people, had been taught to look to
their superiors for the rules of life. Laws issued by the
higher classes ruled the conduct and lives of the common
people under the Shogunate. Japanese customs and thoughts
were believed impossible to be improved upon and change was
not encouraged. The /Yesternization of Japan demanded initia-
tive and foresight of the xnost advanced kind and there v/as no
party in Japan with this ability save the Government.
(C) ; Scarcity of Capital :
,
.
The scarcity of capital was an important factor in
causing Government participation in industry. A great amount
of capital was req.uired for purchasing machinery and install-
ing modern equipment. This capital could not be supplied by
private means and so the Government had to be relied upon for
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the necessary finances. 7/hen the Government had the major
investment in industry, it was natural for it to desire the
control of the companies in which its investments were
placed - in this case the entire Japanese industrial system.
Until the opening of the present industrial era
in Japan, private accumulation of capital was practically
impossible. The poverty of the country was very severe, due
to the dependence of the people upon the meagre returns from
agr icult’jne . This industry was barely capable of affording
a means of subsistence to the population of that time. Many
famines occurred, due to scanty harvests, etc., and even
when the best crops were possible, a surplus was never built
up because of the pressing demnds of an excessive population.
Another cause for the scarcity of capital can be
found in the absence of any important trading functions of
Japan during the feudal period. The important countries of
that time - like Holland, England, and New England, has a
background of commercial success before the manufacturing age
came into existence. The commercial success of these
countries was built upon this extensive trading practices
with each other and also many other nations of the world. Of
course there were merchants in Japan also, but very little
business was done and the few merchants that did exist be-
longed to the lowest social class in Japan. Thus, Japan’s
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trading was of no importance , in either a financial or in-
dustrial sense, during the feudal period.
(D) : Lacic of Proper Industrial Bacl:ground:
The industry of Japan during the feudal period
was very primitive as compared with countries such as Eng-
land, Holland, etc., and with which countries Japan
determined to compete upon the birth of the Japanese indust-
rial era, some seventy-five years ago. Most of the
industries of this feudal period were of the handicraft type
and were carried on in the homes on a very small scale.
There was no management necessary because the relations be-
tween master and worker were purely personal. A change from
this condition to (Yestern methods was impossible by relying
solely upon the existing industrial system. Under the new
system handicraft v/orkmen were replaced by mechanics, larger
units were installed in labor, machinery, buildings, etc.,
and with this expansion of industry, a more complicated
system of management was required. to supervise the extensions
in industry and this supervision could only be given by the
Government because there was no other body capable of this.
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First Steps by the government :
The Government began its tremendous task by an in-
tensive search for scientific industrial knowledge in all the
industrial countries of that time. All the enterprises
inaugurated were decided by Government heads only after a
thorough investigation as to their feasibility. The capital
for these concerns was furnished by the Government or else the
Government established the plants itself. Technical and
scientific training was now a necessity and so this branch
of education was introduced and advanced by the Government
in -all of the larger centres of population throughout the
country. In order to obtain the very latest industrial methods,
leading instructors were hired from the most successful
industrial countries of that time. The Government thus
played such an important part in the founding of modern Japan-
ese industry that it has never been able to withdraw from its
guiding and dominating position in this field. The Govern-
ment’s participation in Japanese industry may be compared to
the foundation of a tall building; take away the foundation
and the building v/ill crumble. Thus, in the same manner,
should the Japanese Government decide to withdraw from all in-
dustrial affairs, there is no doubt whatever that the present
system would soon feel disastrous effects. Its guiding hand
has been influential in forming the Japanese industrial
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policies too long to have it taken suddenly away without a
disastrous decline in efficiency and results of the entire
system.
3: HIHDRMCSS TO lUDUSTRIAL DEVELOP^TgifT :
One can better appreciate the importance of in-
dustrial growth in Japan when the many obstacles that con-
fronted the pioneers in this field are studied. It is true
that Japan does not rank today with the great industrial
nations of the world, but it is also true that her accom-
plishments merit approval of the highest sort when one con-
siders all the barriers she has had to break down in order
to establish an industrial foothold. Some of the most
important obstacles to industrial progress will now be
considered
.
(A); Poverty of Raw Liaterials ;
A poverty of raw materials is one of the most im-
portant industrial weaknesses of Japan. It has a great deal
to do with the present direction of manufacturing in Japan
and also plays an important part in the Japanese policies in
China, which will be reviewed in Chapter 9. This is a
permanent handicap because minerals cannot be grown like
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land cannot "be made to produce a great deal more than it is
now producing. Thus, what is to be done with the future
increase in population? That is what worries the Japanese
statesman of today.
The land is able to produce practically all the
necessary food supply for the present day population through
intensive agricultural cultivation and the use of every avail-
able foot of land. This production is now approximately the
maximum and so no increase in foodstuffs can be anticipated
from native agriculture. In the raw material field the
manufacturer has to depend almost entirely upon imports for
the major part of his supply.
One of the very few raw materials that is avail-
able in any abundance in Japan is raw silk. Instead of
manufacturing it into the finished product, the Japanese have
exported the raw silk to the other countries of the world
f or manufa c tur e
.
The climate of Japan has all the requirements for
a successful raising of cotton, but due to the increased
demand for agricultural land, cotton raising has had to be
put aside to a large extent. The rav/ cotton is imported
generally from the United States, India, and Egypt.
.7ool is another important item that must be im-
ported to supply the home textil^e industries. Most of the
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vvpol is imported from Australia, and because it is generally
highly valuable in relation to its bulk, the transportation
costs do not amount to an important item. Besides raw silk,
the only other fibres produced in Japan are a small quantity
of flax and some hemp.
Japan lacks one of the most fundamental necessities
for advancement in manufacturing - that is, iron ore.
Deposits of this material do occur in many parts of Japan, but
they are generally insufficient in the amount rec^uired for the
modern blast furnaces. The total iron reserves of Japan
proper have been estimated at 80,000,000 tons. (1) This
amount, which represents the total supply of Japan, only
slightly exceeds the total output of the United States for one
year
.
Japan's supply of other minerals is not much better
than her supply of iron ore. Copper mining is one of the
ancient industries in Japan and placed this country in second
position in the world output of this metal, United States
being first. Since the iYorld ’i/ar the other copper producing
countries have greatly increased their production, while the
output of Japan has remained approximately the same, thus
placing her down in the list.
The per capita output of coal in Japan is very small
and this small output places a great handicap upon all
(1)
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manufacturing industries.
"The estimated reserve as determined
by the Imperial Geological Survey in
1913 has already’- been stated to have
been 8,051 million tons, including
the coal in Korea. If to this be
added the known reserve in Manchunia,
which is available to the Japanese
and most of which is already/ dominated
by them, the total becomes 9,251
million tons. In proportion to popu-
lation and probable needs, this is
not large, though as to fuel Japan is
better provided than Italy, for
example, which has about the same
population, and in many particulars
faces the same industrial problems." (2)
These numbers just given are of course hopelessly out-of-
date today because there has been a tremendous demand upon
this coal reserve since these figures were computed in 1913.
One can thus see that, if there is to be any great increase,
in manufacturing, coal will have to be imported in great
quantities from outside sources. The country possessing the
largest supply of coal generally holds the key to manufactur-
ing leadership, all other things being equal. This rule is




The geographical features of Japan adapt this
(2)
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country for extensive hydro-electric power. The many water-
falls, coupled with the several annual rainy seasons, assure
the power companies of an adeq.uate supply of water.
V/ater power development has been extensively carried
on by the Government during the past few years in order to
compensate the scarcity of coal. All the water power sites
belong to the Government, regardless of the ownership of the
land along the stream, lake, etc. The development of this
branch of power is carried on through licenses that are issued
by the prefectural governor after the approval of the Minister
of Communications and the Minister of Home Affairs of the
Imperial Diet has been obtained. This form of water power
development, or rather management, is carried through with the
idea of eliminating competition and costly waste. It is the
same idea as the Interstate Commerce Commission has in the
United States; that is, to keep those industries that are called
public servants out of the line of cut-throat competition, and
also to have them free from any monopolistic tendencies.
However, even if this source of power is consider-
able in size, one cannot think for a minute that the lack of
coal in Japan is now adequately compensated for. One must
remember that this water pov/er has to be used for a hundred
and one purposes besides manufacturing, such as transportaticn
,
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of coal cannot be sail to be compensated for by a large
water power reserve. This reserve of v/ater power is not
large when it is compared with the present consumption of
power in industry and certainly will not be able to meet
any further large power demands. Lack of power will un-
doubtedly be one of the factors that will keep Japan from
growing a great deal more in manufacturing. Hov;ever, water
power certainly helps industry a great deal and cannot be
overlooked as an important asset in an industrial survey of
Japan.
(C): Inefficiency of Labor ;
The Japanese labor is not yet accustomed to the
Western form of manufacturing. The people, as a rule, are
still agricultural, and are wedded to their little farms or
villages. If they have forsaken the land, they still prefer
to be artisans in a small establishment of their own, where
they can carry on their trade as they please, without the
harsh supervision of the factory foreman.
The many causes of Japanese labor inefficiency
have been thoroughly discussed in Chapter IV on '’Labor”, so
it is useless to again go into the matter here.
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(D): Scarcity of Capital :
There has been a serious scarcity of capital in
Japan ever since the establishment of modern industry in that
country. This scarcity of capital has been explained by
Nitobe to be the result of the Oriental outlook on life -
that is, his feeling of superiorty to all material things
and his feeling of peace with the present world. (3) It is
quite likely that the lack of 'j^estern initiative in the
Orient has been responsible for a scarcity of capital, but it
is more probable that the scarcity has arisen from the poverty
of the country and the great pressure of the population upon
the available means of stibsistence . A large surplus could not
be stored up from year to year with the result that no extra
private capital could be used for furthering industry.
This shortage of capital, as explained before, has
been the direct cause of Government participation in industry.
The Government was required to supply most of the necessary
funds for the establishment of new plants, machinery, etc.
The lack of sufficient capital results in the abundance of
small antiquated factories because there are not enough funds
to bring the plants up to date.
Japan is solving this problem little by little and
eventually will emerge with a good financial foundation. In
the meantime, however, this lack of capital places serious
(3): Nitobe, Nazo - "The Japanese Nation, 191E" P. 203
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restrictions upon her operations and calls for excellent
managerial ability on the part of her executives.
(E): Lack of Mechanical Skill :
The lack of raw materials, capital, po7/er
,
etc.,
are sometimes compensated for by the ingenuity of the people
in mechanical skill; but, although the Japanese have the
reputation of being very skillful mechanics, they lack that
mechanical ingenuity which serves to place a country upon a
secure industrial foundation. One could hardly expect the
Japanese to be a race of excellent mechanics and inventors.
Up to the period beginning some seventy odd years ago, the
main crafts were woodworking, painting, and armor making.
They knew little or nothing about the use of metals in machinery
and so had no background upon which to further their knowledge
when the present industrial era was suddenly cast upon them.
The Japanese people are great copiers. All their
present machines, factories, steamships, railroads, etc., have
come into existence through copying the inventions of ’.Yesterh
countries. I do not mean to say that Japan is the only nation
in the world today that copies from the industrial progress of
other countries, but I do say that the Japanese people are much
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is told about a Japanese company manufacturing sneakers. It
seems the company procured samples of these sneakers from a
prominent IT. S. manufacturing concern, and when the Japanese
product made its appearance on the market, it was a duplicate
of the original U. S, product to such an extent that it even
carried the name of the U. S. manufacturer who had produced
the model from which the Japanese product was copied. Many
thorough surveys have been made of Japanese factories and in
each case the story is the same - that all the machines and
equipment are copies of either English, German, American or
Swedish machines. These copies, however, are always less
efficient than the original machine from which the copy is
made. This fact is not due so muchto defects in copying as
it is to a lack of skill in the running of the machines. The
average Japanese laborer knows little and cares less about
running factory machines, with the result that a great deal
of time is wasted and many unnecessary repairs have to be
made
,
It can be easily seen how dependent Japan really is
upon the leading industrial nations for adequate machines. It
is true that within a comparatively short period of time the
Japanese people should have the mechanical foundation
necessary for industrial development on their own part because
they are very clever at assuming new duties and responsibilities.
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However, they are by nature a people that inherently desires
to copy the best from others and this accounts for the lack of
any important Japanese industrial inventions.
4; POSITION OF PRESENT DAY INDUSTRY :
Japan has progressed constantly, in an industrial
sense, during the past fev/ decades. In the period of isolation
the manufacturing was carried on in small work shops by
families. Now one finds factories erected in large numbers,
ipanufacturing products that go to the far corners of the globe.
This present manufacturing era is in great contrast to the
prior period when there was barely enough manufactured articles
for domestic consumption. Japanese made products are now well
known in all the large consuming sections of the world and
these products have ^.ately been a great source of worry to
many Western manufacturers in competing lines. This phase of
the economic survey will be discussed at length in Chapter 10,
The progress of Japan in an industrial way sometimes
becomes grossly exaggerated because of the marked difference
between the Japan of 1870 and 19Z3, This is quite natural
because in 1870, and thereabouts, Japan was in a very deplor-
able financial and industrial condition . The country was
many years behind the rest of the great civilized countries
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and so it is natural that the progress Japan has made in an
industrial sense, as well as in all other forms, should tend
to be exaggerated by the average person unless considerable
thought is given to the matter. Thus, one must not lose
sight of the actual industrial accomplishments of Japan, due
to this tendency to exaggerate the rate of industrial progress
made during the past few years.
The Government’s part in establishing and promoting
Japanese industry has already been given consideration in this
discussion. However, the importance of Government assistance
in all forms of Japanese industry must not be forgotten. The
first shipyards, arsenals, glass factories, and chemical .vorhs
were started through Government aid. It would be difficult to
find a major industry in Japan today that does not owe its
existence to Government initiative.
The industries of Japan have received special Govern-
ment protection in order to foster their growth. High tariffs
have been introduced and sustainea in order to promote and aid
domestic manufacturing. I'lany major industries have received
special protection, such industries including iron and steel,
rayon, woolen textiles, lumber and paper pulp, and chemicals.
Government aid has also taken the form of relinq.uishing the
right of tax payments due from certain industries. This is only
a temporary measure in most cases. One can thus see that what-
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ever success Japan has had in the industrial field, the
major part of the credit for this gain rightfully belongs to
the G-overnment,
The great increase in manufacturing in Japan may be
noted from the table shown below; (4)
TABLE XXV
VALUE OF CERTAIN RA.'I MATERIALS BIPORTSD IIJTO JAPAIJ
TTH^Ten]
1914 1927
Raw Cotton 217,872,619 623,919,938
Flax ,Hemp , Jute
,
and China Crass 7,938,656 23,575,466
yool 14,783,797 101,676,733
Woolen Yarn 4,219,533 43 ,552,326
Iron - Pig 6,595,542 20,975,480
Iron - Plate and Sheet
(not coated with metals)
6,942,091
Lead - Pig, Ingot and Slab 2,950,068 35,824,427
Tin - Black, Ingot and Slab 2,063,106 15,210,984




(4): Patterson, E.M 9 "The World’s Economic Dilemma" P. 268
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On account of the fact that a Japan has a scarcity of raw
materials required for manufacturing purposes, the increase
in the importation of these materials will serve as a guide
to the great increase in Japanese industrial activity.
These imported products shown above are similar
to the imports of many other industrial countries but with
the difference that in the case of Japan these imported raw
materials are manufactured into products for domestic con-
sumption, while most of the large manufacturing countries
import a large quantity of raw material and export it again
in the finished product form. Thus the profit is obtained
solely through the manufacturing process. This is not the
case in Japan because foreign markets are still only partly
developed, although to hear the hue and cry of many industrial
competing nations today, one would be led to believe that
Japan was controlling the markets of the world. These im-
ports, however, have to be paid for, and when the following
table is considered, the great importance of the textile
industry in Japan, including silk and cotton, will be realized.
The actual figures show that Japan exported products having a
total value of 1,992,317,165 yen in 1927. This total figure
contained silk materials amounting in value to 900,466,297 yen
and cotton materials amounting to 435,981,617 yen, or the total
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of the total Japanese exports for 1927, (5)
TAELS XXVI (6)








Shirtings - Grey, and Sheetings
Cotton Undershirts and Drawers
Knit

















The task of determining the principal industries of
Japan in the order of their relative importance is far from
being a simple task. There are many indices used for arriv-
ing at the solution of this problem, among which are: total
(5)
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number of workers employed in each industry, capital invested,
the value of product produced in each line, and the amount of
power consumed in manufacturing the article. There are many
objections to all the measures given because so many different
things enter into each case that it is almost impossible to
formulate an infallible rule for correctly designating the
most important industry of the country. However, we shall take
the labor employment figures as a guide in showing the
relative importance of Japanese industries to each other. This
index has its advantages, one of them being the importance of
the number of people employed in an industry in such a densely
populated country as Japan.
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TABLE XXVII (7)






Machine and Tool 250,657
Chemical 120,152











The above table shows that the textile division of
manufacturing has approximately one-half of all the factory
labor. This agrees with our findings as deduced from the ex-
port table previously given in this chapter. Thus, the
textile industries are agreed to be the most prominent in
Japanese industrial life. The textile industry is closely
follov/ed in importance by shipbuilding, brewing, and the metal
industries
.
When one considers the list of major Japanese
industries, some very important facts come to light, among them
being the great prominence of the textile industry and the
(7): Japan Year Book - 1931 -- P. 192
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relative unimportance of the metal industry. The textile in-
dustry, with its silk reeling, cotton spinning, cotton weaving,
weaving of silk and silk-mixed cloth, and the weaving of woo"!
and wool-mixed cloth, make up the major part of Japan's
industrial activities. There are only two industries of any
note that use metals - the shipbuilding and electrical machine
industry. This division of industrial importance has not
come about by chance, but by an economic law as old as the
country itself - the law of available resources. Japan has
few minerals, but this scarcity is compensated for by many
textile manufacturing industries. Thus, Japan is looming up
as one of the important world textile centres.
The following table gives a bird’s-eye view of the
importance of the main Japanese industries without taking the
time to thoroughly describe each. i7e are only interested in
the general industrial industry and therefore a general
statistical sketch of the main industrial divisions is
suff ic ient
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(Japan Proper unless Otherwise Stated) r
Product 1921-25 1926
Cotton Yarn - 1000 Its. 781,258 1,028,977
Spun Silk - 1000 Ihs. 7,863 10,060
Wheat Flour - Metric Tons 479,516 746,599
Crude Camphor:
Japan Proper (A) - 1000 Its.






Japan Proper (A) - 1000 lbs.





Cigarettes - Millions 26,620 25,960
Tobacco, Cut - 1000 lbs. 55,318 52,218
Sake - 1000 gals. 276,139 276,337
Printing Paper - 1000 lbs. 531,124 808,140
Cotton Fabrics - |l,000. - (C) 316, 941(D) 350,250
Silk Fabrics - |l,000. - (C) 185, 875(D) 201,162
Wool Fabrics - $1,000. - (C) 77, 790(D) 96,715
Porcelain Earthenware $1,000. -(C) 29 ,352 34,855
Vegetable Oil - f1,000. - (C) 17,117 - 20,843
Mats and Matting - $1,000. - (C)
—
13 ,353 10,682 ,
Lacguered Ware - |1,000. - (C) 12,433 14,331 11
!
J
(8): U.S. Commerce Year Book - Vol. 2, -- P. 546,
(A): Years ended March 31, following year
1932.
(B) : Restricted Year
(C) : Conversions to dollars at average exchange rates.
(D) ; 4-year average, 1922-1925
1927 1928 1929 1930
915,525 870,925 980,747 1,008,000
13,273 12,821 19,550 13,464







28,639 31,741 32,535 32,339






343,921 364,149 339,542 253,846
194,904 224,013 205,398 161,414
113,171 102,296 97,046 46,968
35,255 35,609 34,467
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5: THE PLACE OE THE D01HC3TIC SYSTEM III JAPAITESE IHDUSTRY:
The reader must not c onclude ,from the previous
sections in this chapter, that Japan has "become the home of
large factories to such an extent that the domestic
industrial system no longer exists. Sven though the Japan-
ese Industrial System has grown "by leaps and hounds during
the past thirty years, their manufacturing plants do not yet
compare in size with those of the great industrial countries
such as England, United States, etc. A general survey of the
factory system in Japan brings out the fact that small
factories are the rule instead of the large industrial plants.
There are, however, a few corporations of great
size in Japan, such as the Mitsui Company. This Company en-
gages in many different lines of business and can quite
accurately be described as being both vertically and horizont-
ally Integrated. Some companies, like the one just mentioned,
originated many years ago in the early days of industrial
evolution and they have played an important part in the economic
development of the country. They have now grown to such a
gigantic size that they control practically all the operations
in every industry in which they are able to operate in a
profitable manner. A few of the fields in which these gigantic
companies are interested may be classified as including raw
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material and fuel production, banking and financing, insurance,
transportation, manufacturing, wholesaling , and retailing.
These large companies have grown to such an extent in both
vertical and horizontal integration that they are practically
the only ones of their kind in the industrial world at the
present time. Naturally, the leaders of these great companies
enjoy an enormous power, both political and financial, which
enables them to rule in a very feudal istic manner.
"The very small size of the typical
factory is most clearly indicated by
the following table which shows, for
the end of 1928
,
the number of
factories employing a given number
of workers, (A) More than 50]^ of
the 55,948 factories listed employ
from five to nine -workmen, and only
about 0.5 per cent employ as many as
1 ,000 workers." (9)
TABLE XXIX






5 to 9 29,116
9 to 15 7,824
15 to 30 9,339
30 to 50 3,999
50 to 100 2,850
100 to 500 2,283
500 to 1000 314
1000 and over 223
(A): (Government factories are included.
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The manufacture of cotton crepe serves as a good
illustration of the common domestic industrial system. (10)
The production of cotton crepe is carried on principally in
and near Sano and Ashikaga, which is about 50 miles north of
Tokyo. There are a few small factories in this district
that manufacture this type of product, but the greatest
source of manufactured crepe is in the homes of the farmers.
The jobber is the medium for distributing the yarn to the
domestic manufacturers. This jobber buys the yarn from a
yarn merchant and then sends it out to different domestic
workshops. One workshop will bleach or dye it, another will
perform the twisting function, while a third will weave the
yarn into cloth. Each of these domestic workshops engages in
agriculture as a sideline, although sometimes it is the other
way around. Generally the manufacturing of the cotton crepe
is carried on by the women of the house and also by the young
children and the older people because both of these classes
are not able to take a prominent part in the hard role of
farming. Thus, before the finished product has appeared, the
cloth has passed through many hands, each one doing a certain
specific task in the manufacturing process.
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This same method of domestic manufacture can also he
found in the making of Japanese shoes, umbrellas, brushes,
lanterns, pottery, straw braid, and many other articles that
are possible to be manufactured without the use of expensive
and complicated machinery. This system of manufacture cannot
be classed as the factory system as known in the United States.
It is purely a system of domestic workshop production, where
the necessary division of labor is accomplished through the
use of many different domestic establishments.
The persistence of this domestic type of manufactur-
ing greatly affects the economic condition of Japan. It
promotes inefficiency in operation, it tends to give rise to
many credit problems, and it also tends to retard the general
economic development in many industries inclined to domestic
handicraft production.
^ THE MARKETING ORgAUIZATIOU ;
Industry cannot amount to anything in a country, if
there is not an adeq.uate system for the marketing of manufac-
tured products. It is not Intended that this section shall
constitute a thorough explanation of the trading organization
of Japan because this topic would require an entire volume
for an accurate exposition. In this section I shall briefly
summarize the salient factors in the Japanese trading system
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^ order to show that their methods of market ir:^ are as far
advanced as are their methods of manufacturing. It is through-
this co-ordination of advanced production and marketing
methods that Japan has been able to advance so rapidly in the
industrial field,
(A); The Organization of Trading Activities:
The trade organization in Japan follows almost ex-
actly the same principles that were practically universal in
the United States until a few years ago. The middleman is
found in practically all lines of Japanese business and is
the chief medium for the marketing of Japanese goods. These
middlemen vary in numbers according to the demands made upon
them by the various lines of trade. The wholesaler, however,
is generally found in almost every line of marketing.
The large centres of Japan, such as Tokyo, Yokohama,
Osaka, and Kobe, serve as the chief centres of distribution,
both for export and import trade. Osaka is now one of the chief
ports of Japan and consec^uently one of her greatest trading
centres. Osaka is situated at the head of the Inland Sea and
is in an advantageous trading position for serving the central
and southwestern part of Japan, also Taiwan, Chosen, China,
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northern position, serves as a distributing centre for Eastern
and Northern Japan,
The domestic trade of Japan consists mainly in the
exchange of barley, rice, vegetables, and other foodstuffs,
cocoons, cotton yarns, textile fabrics, machines, tools, ferti-
lizers, and other agricultural eq.uipment. Due .to the great
movement of agricultural products, there are seasonal problems
of storage, financing, and marketing in this line of trade.
The textile industry also gives rise to seasonal trading
activities because the winter goods are marketed in October
and November and the summer goods in Karch and April.
The "toiya" is the Japanese wholesaler. In the trad-
ing of rice, which is produced in practically all parts of
Japan, the toiya first buys the rice from the producer. This
toiya is usually located in a local market which serves a small
community. This local toiya then sells this rice to the large
toiya who is located in the large consuming centres like Tokyo,
Osaka, etc. This large toiya then immediately distributes the
rice through secondary wholesalers that are situated in
strategic distributing centres throughout the country. These
sectional wholesalers, in turn, distribute the commodity to
local dealers, who eventually sell it to the consumers. Any
rice that is imported into Japan is generally purchased by the
large toiya because he is usually the only wholesaler that has
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the necessary capital for large scale trading activities.
Practically all the raw silk exported is handled
through commission merchants situated either at Yokohama or
Kobe. The purchase of cocoons by silk rulers are also
financed by these commission merchants, providing the rulers
consign their product over to them. The sale of raw silk for
home consumption is generally consumated through the whole-
saler or through local brokers or dealers.
Practically all the raw cotton used in Japan has to
be imported. Thus, the Japanese cotton merchants maintain
branches in India and the United States for buying the raw
product and then arranging for shipment back to Japan. These
cotton merchants are merely wholesalers because they do not
engage in any manufacturing phases. They simply sell imported
cotton to the Japanese cotton mills and, in the past few
years have extended these trading activities to other count-
ries in need of raw cotton for manufacturing purposes.
There is a great economic waste in domestic Japanese
trade, due to the excessive number of small retailers in all
large industrial centres. This condition is generally found
in all countries with an excessive population. This condition
of an excessive number of retailers may be explained by the
prevalence of small-scale industries, each one of which desires
to market its goods through its own retailer. This is simply
the survival of the old method of doing business. Naturally,
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with such a large numher of retailers in all large centres,
the turnover of each will he very small. In order to com-
pensate for this small turnover, the old practice of marking
up the goods for sale has to he resorted to so that a living
for the proprietor may he assured. Thus, the cost of dis-
tribution is greatly increased without any increase in
efficiency. Another cause for high distribution costs is
found in the custom of shopping aversion by Japanese house-
wives. The result of this is that the retailers generally
have to solicit business as well as deliver the goods, which
naturally tends to greatly increase the cost of distribution.
There has been a strorg attempt to reduce this high
cost of distribution during the past few years. This movement
has attempted to eliminate many middlemen through the intro-
duction of large department stores in the more important
industrial and business centres. Consumers’ co-operative
associations have been set up, but chain stores and mail order
houses have not yet been extensively introduced. There are two
systems of retail chain stores - so-called by the Japanese -
now in existence. However, upon close examination, these
stores to not comply with our idea of a chain store system,
because all they do is market the products of a single manu-
facturer. In other words, the manufacturer of this certain
product has a monopoly of retail distribution through this
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series of independent stores.
( B ) 7/ar ehous in^ :
The increased domestic trade of Japan has resulted
in the building of many large warehouses throughout the
country. The greatly increased area over which the goods are
marketed necessitates adequate storage facilities at strategic
marketing points. The development of the warehouse business
has been one of the most important marketing advances in the
past few years.
The warehouses are used to store the most important
materials in Japanese trade, such as textile fabrics, rice,
raw silk, paper and imported cotton. Facilities for the
storing of agricultural products has lately been made possible.
In 1917 the Agricultural ?/arehousing Law was enacted, which
granted subsidies for the construction of agricultural ware-
houses in order to stimulate this form of housing. This
housing of agricultural goods has for its purpose the stabili-
zation of farm prices. The advocates of this Agricultural
'/Yarehousing Law believe that by storing the farmers’ goods,
the seasonal high mark in supply v/ill be ironed out with the
result that prices for agricultural products will be more
uniform throughout the year. These warehouses have the power
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the security of such warrants, and to act as agents of the
goods in transportation or the goods held in their warehouse.
These warehouses are now found in the centre of any important
agricultural community in Japan and, needless to say, they
serve a very important function for the average farmer,
(C); Produce Exchange :
Under the present law in Japan, there are forty-
eight exchanges there dealing in such articles as: securities,
rice, ra'W silk, cotton yarns, bean cakes, peas, beans. (11)
Most of these exchanges specialize in the trading of a single
commodity, but a few trade in several different commodities.
These exchanges have been developed entirely under
Government control from the very beginning. The first Exchange
Regulation Act was passed in 1874 and now the revised Act of
1922 controls the operations of these exchanges. Among its
many provisions the Act states that the exchange must be
organized as either a joint stock company or as an association
of members. The Act forbids all transactions in margins
except by an approved exchange which is required to be a
corporate body holding a Government charter.
"’.Yestern Influences in Modern Japan” by Uitobe and others,
P. 287
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"The Joint stock form of exchange
organization is peculiar to Japan.
In the early days the credit
standing of the brokers was commonly
so unsatisfactory that the Joint
stock plan was devised as a means
of making a company, as distinguished
from individual brokers, responsible
for damages in case of default on any
contracts concluded at the exchange.
<Vhile the present exchange law does
not require the exchange to assume
these damages, in practice all of the
Joint stock exchanges do assume re-
sponsibility in the case of future
transactions, while with other trans-
actions the amount for which the
exchange is responsible is definitely
limited. Like other exchanges, the
Joint stock organization charges fees
to the parties engaged in transactions.
Brokers are not required to be stock-
holders, though many of them do possess
stock in the 'Joint stock company. In
order to be able to assume the risks of
loss in cases of default, the Joint
stock company charges all brokers -
so-called "caution money" and requires
a deposit to cover risks of loss, the
amount of the deposit varying with the
size of the contract." (12)
Most of the transactions on the various Japanese
produce exchanges consist in futures. The Lojima Rice
Exchange, located in Osaka, and a few other security markets
are the only exchanges that deal extensively in spot or cash
transactions.
Until 1927 the Japanese cotton prices were de-
termined by. the fluctuations in American cotton prices.
(12): Moulton — "Japan" P. 141
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However, in this year the Osaka Sampin Exchange was opened,
which handled the first large cotton trade. This exchange
is now so important and influential in the cotton markets
that the quotations on this exchange are used in determining
the current cotton prices. The produce exchanges in Tokyo,
Hagoya, and Osaka deal chiefly in cotton yarns. The quota-
tions for cotton yarns at Tokyo and Osaka are recognized as
setting the standard prices.
(D): Trade Associations :
Trade associations are quite well developed in
Japan. One can find a Chamber of Commerce in every Japanese
city of any size. All these separate chambers of cc.iimerce
are united in the Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
which is similar in style and purpose to the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States,
Besides the above organizations, each separate
trade is represented by a trade association. These trade
associations are organized under the provisions of the Trade
Association Law of 1899, These trade associations are made
up of members who are traders in an important product, or are
closely connected in similar trading operations. Among the
many functions performed by these associations are the in-
spection of products, the drawing up of codes for trading.
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the investigation of protest^ to clients who endanger the
interest of members, etc. These separate or individual
trade associations generally band together, according to
similar lines of business interests, into federations of
trade associations.
Industrial combinations have become a new policy
in Japanese trade organization during the past few years.
These combinations have for their purpose the stabilization
of industry, in order to smooth over the peaks and lows of
seasonal business fluctuation. These combinations attempt
to achieve this business stabilization by assuming control
of production and also the sale of commodities, as well as
fixing the prices of the commodities sold. This system has
many advantages as well as disadvantages, but there has been
too short a period of time under its management to tell
whether it is really a success or not,
7; Sm-a-IARY :
The manufacturing industry in Japan now exceeds any
other industry in that country, although agriculture is still
occupying a very important place in Japanese economic life.
The following table shows the relative importance
of the various industrial products as calculated in 1,000 yen
for the year 1927; (13)
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TABLE XXX
VALUE OF, JAFAFSSE INDUSTRIES -- 1927
Value







In the period before the beginning of the present
modern era in Japan, manufacturing consisted chiefly of products
made by handicraft workers in their own homes. These
products consisted mainly of textile, paper, porcelain,
pottery, and lacquer ware articles. The beginning of the
present era saw a complete change in manufacturing policy.
The Imperial Government set out to revolutionize its entire
industrial scheme and to transplant the modern industrial
methods of the Occident in the fertile industrial soil of the
Orient. Theoretically
.perfect factories, modelled on the
best '.Yestern plans, were erected by the Government for the
manufacturing of raw silk, glass, beer, woolen cloth, etc.
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Special stress was laid upon the textile industry. The
Government sent many of its most promising j^’oung men abroad
in order to better learn the industrial methods of the
advanced ’//esterners
.
The war with China caused a great period of pros-
perity in Japanese industry. During this period of post-war
prosperity, the foundation was laid for the advancement of
Japanese industry in such lines as textile spinning of all
kinds, paper-making, shipbuilding, brewing, and flour-making.
This period of prosperity did not have a chance to lag before
the war with Russia was in progress and which resulted in
another period of prosperity for the Japanese upon the com-
pletion of their successful Russian campaign. The electric
industry was greatly developed in this period and great
progress was made in the electrification of industry. Only
a few years passed and the World War was attracting world-
wide attention. Upon the completion of this terrible conflict,
Japan experienced the greatest period of industrial activity
she has ever known. All industrial lines were boosted to an
abnormally high level. Included in these industrial lines
were the iron and steel industries, the textile industries,
shipbuilding, chemical industry, and the machinery industry.
This period of prosperity in Japan, after the World
War, did not last for any great length of time. The present
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industrial depression, which is nov/ felt in every phase of
Japanese industry, is the result of the combination of several
different industrial set-backs. Included in these industrial
reverses is the panic of 1920, the earthquake of 1923, and
the severe financial crisis of 1927, This depression is more
severely felt in the highly technical Japanese industries,
such as machine and chemical products, than in any other place.
In these products Japan now finds competitors in all parts cf
the world who have regained their standing after great
financial reverses due to the //orld- iVar . China and India are
now strong rivals of Japan in the cotton trade. Japan must
further her industrial achievements, if she is to continue in
the high manufacturing position she now occupies. Japan has
sensed this challenge and has set about a reserved policy of
the "rationalization" of her manufacturing system. She is
trying to cut dividend rates, attempting to speed up produc-
tion through the use of advanced machinery, and promoting
better relations between companies and their employers in
order to reap the benefit of greater labor efficiency. Much
success is being achieved through these methods and doubtless
Japan will continue to materially advance her industrial act-
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Japan was a comparatively unkno’.vn Empire five
decades ago. Today, however, her commercial achievements,
her financial achievements, etc., place her among the
leading nations of the world. This great advancement of
Japan has made necessary an entirely new financial system
that is comparable to the financial foundations of the lead-
ing nations today.
The financial system of Japan has weathered many
severe economic storms during the past fev; decades. During
the past fifty years Japan’s financial system has had to
combat the economic strain of three severe wars and one of
the most destructive earthq.uakes in modern times. Any
banking system that can withstand the terrific demands
placed upon it by wars and earthq,uakes
,
such as the Japanese
financial system has had to bear, and successfully emerge
without any disastrous effects, must be exceptionally sound
in all its fundamental policies. Due to the exceedingly
fine showing of Japan’s banking system, I consider it to be
of such importance as to warrant a hasty review of the
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1: EARLY BAilKIKG DEVELOPIIENT
:
In the days of lyeyasu there were no bankers, as
Japan thinks of the word "banker" today. Those were the
days of rigid caste systems, when
"bankers and brokers and merchants
trailed along together in the
third and lowest class of recognized
society, since they made a living
by merely manipulating, and that
at a profit, the laborious products
of others." (1)
The banking functions of those days were carried
on by "households", which were merely private firms who
received local taxes, generally in the form of goods, which
they converted into money, and then sent this money on to
the central Government. These so-called banks very seldom
made loans or received deposits, because the estates were
isolated and communication was difficult so that interfief
commerce was practically unknown.
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(A): The Kawase or (Exchange Houses):
The year 1868 found the Japanese G-overnment in
dire need of funds for carrying on the furthering of
industry. This was caused "by the Shogun retaining all the
treasury funds upon his abdication. This financial
difficulty caused a 2,000,000 ryo loan to be raised,which
may be regarded as the first public debt in Japan, (2)
This forced loan was raised through the aid of the llitsui-
Gumi and several other merchant houses in Tokyo and Kyoto.
These financial conditions soon caused mercantile
companies and exchange houses (kawase) to be formed in such
cities as Tokyo, Yokohama, Osaka, Kyoto, Otsu, Kobe, Tsuriga,
and Tliigata. These exchange companies (kawase) were generally
of the partnership type, with wealthy Japanese merchants as
the partners. This system of mercantile houses and exchange
companies formed the basis of the present Japanese banking
system. These houses had the right to make loans and receive
deposits and also to issue notes against reserves held for
this purpose.
These exchange banks were not satisfactory, how-
ever, Their note-issuing powers did not prove feasible
because the exchange company notes were not backed by a fixed
( 2 ): The Trade Information Bulletin 672, the Currency System
of Japan, P. 11;
Footnote 2: "The ryo was a pre-restoration coin which circulated
until" May 4,1871, when the new monetary regulations
replaced it with the yen. The value of the ryo at
that time v/as the same as that of the 1871 gold
yen .which was twice the value of the present gold
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amount of specie. Thus, there 7/as a fluctuation in the
monetary value of these notes to such an extent as to make
staple business an impossibility. Another disadvantage of
this exchange house system was that the G-overnment was
associated with private enterprises. Many of the kawase
failed and in 187S the exchange companies were finally
abolished
.
(3): The Founding of the ITational Banks - 1872:
The financial system of Japan was yet in a very
primitive and inefficient state. Business enterprises were
unable to obtain sufficient loanable capital to facilitate
expansion and improvements, and the scope of the exchange
comprises financial activities was very limited. Thus, it
was imperative that Japan should have a nev/ banking system
if she were going to succeed along the new lines of advance-
ment planned for her. American banking policies were
closely studied by the Japanese officials with the result
that the Japanese Hat ional-Bank regulations of 1872 were
essentially American in their fundamental principles. The
primary purpose of these bank regulations was to adjust the
country's currency. It was also hoped that, through the
issuance of Hational-Bank notes
^
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could be finally redeemed and so cause the people to have
their faith in the Government renewed once more.
"The regulations prescribed that
national banks be required to deposit
with the Government paper money equal
to 60 per cent of their capital ,which
was not to be less than 50,000 yen.
The Government, in turn, was to give
the banks an equal amount of specially
issued 6 per cent kinsatsu ’Government
paper money) exchange bonds, which the
banks left with the Government as
security for the Eational-3ank notes.
The paper money recovered by this ex-
change the Government was to destroy.
The banks could then make loans to the
public in bank notes which were con-
vertible into specie. As a reserve
the banks were required to hold the
remaining 40 per cent of their capital,
representing two-thirds of the note
is sue, in specie. In this way, the
Government hoped speedily to substitute
convertible bank notes for the in-
convertible Government paper money". (3)
These national banks were doomed to dismal failure,
hov/ever. The money had depreciated greatly at this time and
commodity imports greatly exceeded the amount of commodity
exports. Thus, it was only natural that as soon as these
convertible Hat i onal -Bank notes were issued, they should be
returned for immediate conversion into specie, and that this
specie should be immediately sent out of Japan in order to
pay for this excess of commodity imports.
(3): LT.s.Dept. of Commerce - Ho. 116. Japanese Banking — P.15
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The Japanese G-overnment decreed in 1896 that the
national Banks be dissolved upon the expiration of their
charters, or that they could be converted into joint-stock
banks, but could not have the right to issue notes. Out of
153 National Banks, there were 132 that continued in business
as private banks, (4) while the remainder was either ab-
sorbed or dissolved by February 1899.
(C): Yokohama Specie Bank - 1830 :
The chief purpose for the founding of the Yokohama
Specie Bank in 1830 was to call in the specie that was
hoarded by the people and put it out into useful circulation
once more. In other v/ords, this bank was founded in order to
further the advancement of Japanese business by means of a
more advantageous use of Japanese money. This bank was
capitalized at 3,000,000 yen upon its founding.
The Yokohama Specie Bank experienced many trying
conditions in the early years of its existence. Not long
after its opening the Yokohama Specie Bank was dangerously
near bankruptcy, due to its efforts to reduce the currency
inflation of that period through the circulation of silver,
and also by the bad management of the bank’s affairs on the
part of its executives. However, the bank managed to survive
(4); See Encyclopedia Britannica, Eleventh Edition, Yol.XV --
P. 216
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those troubled years, and later greatly prospered under the
guiding hand of Count Matsukata when . jhe Yokohama Specie Bank
devoted all its attention to matters of foreign exchange.
(D) The Bank of Japan - 1382 :
During this period of Japanese industrial progress
and expansion, the Japanese financial system was naturally
expanding also. This increased expansion of banking, with all
its attending difficulties, naturally resulted in a need for
a sound central bank.
There were many financial difficulties in the
Japanese banking system at this time. The ITational Banks
lacked the necessary co-ordination that was so essential for
satisfactory banking progress. Capital was not able to be
easily moved from one business to another and was not avail-
able in sufficient q.uantities for adequate industrial expansion.
Interest rates were extremely high and fluctuated to such an
extent that would-be borro'wers were naturally averse to
borrowing any more than they actually required for running
their business at the lowest possible productive level.
According to H. Parker .Villis,{5) the first central
bank established was the Bank of Sweden, which was founded in
1656. The Bank of England then followed in 1694 with the
Bank of France being founded in 1800. Jilr. Jillis goes on to
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say that by the time the Bank of Japan was established, there
were fifteen central banks in Europe and in Java.
The Bank of Japan was copied after both the Belgian
and the German systems of banking. The Bank of Japan was
founded in 188B through authority of the Imperial Ordinance
Number 32, Its initial capital -was fixed at 10,000,000 yen,
which was quite heavily subscribed by the Government.
The full details of the Bank of Japan will not be
considered at this time because a special section of this
chapter will be devoted to describing the operations of the
bank in detail.
(5); The Hypothec Bank System - 1897;
"Beginning in 1896, a group of special
banks called agricultural and industrial
banks was organized and centered on a
control hypothec bank. The main object
was to supply cheap capital to farmers
and manufacturers on the security of im-
movable property. By virtue of law Number
82 of 1896, the Hypothec Bank of Japan
was established in 1897 under Government
control. It was located in Tokyo, while
an Agricultural and Industrial Bank
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•.vas established in each prefecture by
virtue of la;7 Number 83,
The Hypothec Bank was authorized to
issue premium-bearing bonds to not
over ten times its paid-up capital.
For the first ten years a Government
subsidy would be received in the shape
of a guaranty of the 5 per cent
dividend. The initial capital
authorized was 10,000,000 yen." (6)
Not long after the founding of the Hypothec bank
system, there were several other semi-state banks founded.
This system of banks, including the Bank of Japan and the
Yokohama Specie Bank, formed the basis of the present
Japanese banking system. This basis proved to be fundamentally
sound and to be able to support the large banking organization
that Japan req.uires today in order to carry on her domestic
and foreign business. This banking foundation provided the
means for an extensive development of commerce, both at home
and abroad, besides giving the Government full opportunities
for directing trade and financial policies.





Great prosperity was brought to Japan by the World
'War, with the result that all baiiking activities were active.
(6); U.S.Dept. of Commerce Bullet in ,No .116 - P. 20
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surplus funds mounted higher and higher, and loans expanded
with a reckless freedom that prosperity always brings.
During this period of post-war prosperity there was a steady
decline of the smaller banks and an equally steady increase
in the number of large banks.
During the war Japan maintained a favorable
invisible and invincible balance of trade. This trade con-
dition resulted in huge accumulations of surplus gold which
quite logically brought about currency inflation, and conse-
quently, a rise in the price of commodities. Due to this
inflation and rise in commodity prices, commerce expanded to
a considerable degree and Japan experienced a period of very
satisfactory prosperity, (7)
This period of post-war prosperity continued in
Japan until 1920, when the stock market broke and prices
began to fall. Banks had over-expanded during the period of
prosperity with the result that they now held a great amount
of frozen stock which they were unable to liquidate, Banlc:
credit came to be as scarce as the proverbial ”hen’s teeth"
and many small business concerns, as well as some large ones,
simply folded up and went out of existence, A graphic account
of this period of business stagnation is given by A. Morgan
Young , ( 8
)
(7)
: Yamasaki, K, - "The Effect of the kVorld t'iar upon the
Commerce of Japan" -- P, 105
(8)
: Young ,A.Morgan - "Japan in Recent Times", 1912-1926 —
P, 190
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"All money was banked and all the
banks had lent money to industrial
and commercial concerns, Nominally,
when the crisis came, all stored
merchandise, most of the ships, and
most of the shares were the property
of the banks with whom they were
pledged for allowances. Actually
the banks dared not foreclose or
force sales. Bankruptcy is greatly
dreaded in Japan, and the judicial
authorities do not facilitate its
declaration. Even v/hen there is a run
on a bank which cannot be met, all
that is done is to close for three
weeks - and the weeks sometimes run
into months - while feats of
legerdemain and compromise are effected,
when the bank reopens without, apparently,
having suffered greatly in credit.
At the time of the collapse in 1920,
banks and their creditors acted on
the excellent principle of all hanging
together lest they should hang separately.
For years bad debts remained on the
books even of first class banks as
assets, and the necessary depreciations
were adjusted slowly."
(B) The Earthquake of September 1, 1923;
The great Japanese earthq.uake was one of the most
disastrous happenings to any country of modern times. It
caused a national problem for Japan and one that is estimated
to have cost her over one-eighth of her total national wealth.
The financial effect of this great earthquake reached every
part of the Island Kingdom and placed its mark upon every
Japanese citizen through an increase in the taxes required
k t
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for rebuilding. The effects of this major calamity is still
felt in many Japanese financial circles, (9)
At the time of the earthq.ual:e there were 84
associated hanks in Tokyo, of which there were 76 that lost
their main office in the terrific fire that S'wept the city
after the earthq.uake. The banking system of Tokyo was dead
and the entire banking system of Japan was paralyzed. The
buildings of the Bank of Japan were on fire, but fortunately,
the more important buildings escaped being entirely destroyed.
Through heroic efforts, the Bank of Japan continued to
function through the entire period of fire and destruction
caused by this terrible earthquake.
The Bank of Japan was one of the major forces in
the aid of the stricken area laid waste by the earthquake.
The Bank of Japan gave immeasurable assistance to all banks,
providing they would open immediately. Those banks taking
advantage of this aid were the Hypothec Bank, the Bank of
Taiwan, the Industrial Bank
,
the Yokohama Specie Bank, and
the I'itsui Bank,
"By the end of the year (1923) the ad-
vances of the Bank of Japan reached
853,000,000 yen, of which 133,000,000
were emergency advances
The note issue of the central bank
reached a new high on December 31, when
it touched 1,703,000,000 yen. As
(9): For further information concerning the Japanese earth-
q.uake, see Trade Information Bulletine Ho. 147, "Japan
after the Earthquake"
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stated in the Bank’s annual report
for 1923 (P.P. 8 and 9)
,
the rigid
precautions and ordinary require-
ments of the Bank of Japan in
making advances were considerably
relaxed. It acquired new ware-
houses to house security taken in;
interest rates and their application
were made as lenient as possible;
close co-operation with the Hypothec
Bank was arranged for the extension
of mortgage loans which the Bank of
Japan was unable to handle; numerous
companies and the Tokyo Stock Exchange
were assisted through local banks;
and the exchange banks, -which carried
the burden of greatly increased im-
ports and which had further been
subjected to heavy withdrawals of
deposits in their foreign branches,
were aided by the central institution." (IQ)
(G) The Panic of 1927:
This banking crisis of Japan in 1927 waa the most
serious that the Japanese nation had ever experienced. The
banking depression of 1920-21 was of a very mild form when
compared with the terrible banking panic of 1927.
There were many excuses for this major crisis, but
all banking critics agree that the major cause was the
failure of Japanese business to fully adjust itself to the
post-war period of inflation. Then, this 1927 banking crisis
was further aided by the great amount of bills and loans for
(10): U.S.Dept. of Commerce Bulletin, Ho. 116 - "Japanese
Banking" — P. 28
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earthquake losses and reconstruction campaigns, which weighed
down the financial system of the country to a great extent.
These earth(iuake hills were really "frozen assets" because in
most cases there was no possibility of the slightest realiza-
tion of any part of these loans.
Of course the two major causes given above were the
most prominent, but there were also many more minor causes
for this unhealthy banking condition of 1927 that deserve con-
sideration, The Russian revolution caused the nullification
of all the extensive plans of the Japanese for future trade
with Russia, thus resulting in a great Japanese loss, both
in actual preparatory expenditures and in anticipated exports
for which these preparations were made. There -were a great
many Japanese loans in China that were hopelessly "frozen" in
1927, which caused a great deal of trouble in Japanese bank-
ing circles, (11) China’s many rebellions and the anti-
Japanese boycott of 1925 also affected Japanese trade to a
great extent which, in turn, affected the Japanese financial
system, During the few years just preceding the banking
crisis of 1927, the price of raw silk greatly declined, thus
causing a large decrease in the annual returns of the Japanese
silk industry. When one learns that the silk industry is one
of the most important branches of work in Japan, one can under-
stand the importance of the decline of raw silk prices. The
(11): See Commerce Reports, Dec. 10, 1928, Article "Japan
Adjusting Frozen Loans".
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Japanese were also having trouble at this time in producing
iron and steel products at a competitive price figure v/ith
foreign iron and steel companies. Thus imports in this line
of commodities were slowly hut surely destroying domestic iron
and steel commodity production. These few causes, just out-
lines, together with the two major industrial disturbances
already mentioned, formed the major industrial influences
that resulted in the Japanese banking crisis of 1927.
There was a real financial crisis in Japan in April
of 1927. Approximately 30 banks v/ere closed betveen February
and May of that year and business was at a standstill. The
crisis became so acute that a special session of the Diet was
called for May 3, 1927. The Diet initiated and passed the
following measures to alleviate the acute financial situation:
(1) The granting of approval for a three
weeks moratorium that had been
previously proclaimed as an emergency
measTire, without going through the
official procedure necessary for such
an action.
(2) The law authorizing the Bank of Japan
to give special privileges to those
suffering severe losses due to the
crucial times.
(3) The law giving special privileges to
the financial organizations of Taiwan
-- V I
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"The law for special accommodation by the Bank
of Japan and for indemnification of losses
empowered the Bank of Japan to grant unlimited
special accommodations to banks by discounting
their notes providing for the indemnification
of the bank against losses up to 500,000,000
yen. The law further provided that the bank
might make loans on the security not onl57- of
national and municipal bonds, but mortgages on
real estate and company debentures and stocks
(previously not approved as security). The law
failed to specify, however, on what basis such
company stocks, immovable property, and warehoused
goods would be valued. It was therefore decided
to take as the value the prices prevailing on the
day previous to the enforcement of the moratorium.
The law created the Special Accommodations Losses
Investigation Commission, to determine the amount
of the Bank of Japan* s losses. Both the banks
which had not suspended payments and those which
had suspended
,
but v/hich might be expected to re-
sume payment in the future, were to be accommodated,” (12)
(12): U.3. Commerce Bulletin, Ko.llS — P. 44
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(1) Results of the Panic :
There are two or three results or effects of
this ma^or Japanese financial panic that stand out in bold
relief. The first of these is that there has been a con-
stantly increasing concentration of capital in a comparatively
small number of large banks, with the result that the larger
Japanese banks have been materially increased while the
smaller banks have suffered severe business reverses. This
business policy is no doubt due to the people having a much
greater faith in a large banking institution than they have
in a smaller one. This fallacious reasoning has been very
thoroughly exploded during the present period of financial
distress in the United States. This first effect of the bank-
ing crisis of 1927 naturally led into the second effect,which
was the great increase in the number of bank consolidations.
When the smaller banks saw the money flOvV turning towards the
larger institutions, they realized that their only hope for
survival lay in bank combination which could assure their
depositors that their money was in the keeping of a large and
strong institution.
The following extract proves interesting in
describing the possible methods of bank amalgamations: (13)
(13); '/Vikawa, Fadao
,
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"Generally speaking, there are two
kinds of bank amalgamations. One
of them is accomplished by means
of the purchase by one bank of
others; and the other by the con-
solidation of banks, which may be
subdivided into frwo cases - first,
what is technically known to the
common law as a consolidation, viz.
,
the creation of an entirely ne^v
bank and the dissolution of all
others concerned; and, second,
what is technically known to the
common law as a merger, viz., the
absorption by one bank of the
other , dissolving banks."
The third effect was to be seen in the rapid in-
crease of industrial consolidations. This of course cannot
be attributed solely to the effects of the 1927 panic
because at that time every industrial country in the world
was possessed with a great desire for bigger industrial
combines. However, one does know that the small industry
desired protection from another financial disaster such as
the one it had just experienced, and the only hope in this
direction rested in industrial consolidation.
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GRO.VTH OF JAPAIIESE BAIIKIRG FROM 1913 TO 1928











Special , including the
Ban]^ of Japan 53 53 32 32 -39
Ordinary 1,457 1,331 1 ,283 1,031 -29
Savings 648 664 113 100 -85
Total Bumber of Head
Offices 2,158 2.048 1 ,428 1,163 -46
Bumber of Branches and
Agencies 3,153 5 , 063 6 ,043 5,766 +83
Average Bumber of
Branches per Bank... 1.46 2.47 4.23 4.96 +239
Authorized Capital -
millions of yen .... 894 2,647 2 ,954 2,761 +209
Average Authorized
Capital per Bank -
millions of yen .... 0.41 1.29 2.07 2,37 +478
Bumber of Banks with
Authorized Capital not
exceeding 500,000 yen
1,757 1,054 490 349 -80
Bumber of Banks with
Authorized Capital of
from 500,000 to
1,000,000 yen 235 497 402 332 +41
(14); U.S. Commerce Bulletin, Bo. 116 -- ?. 58
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End of (+) Increase
(-)or decrease
Item 1913 1 . 1920 1927 1928
in the 15 years
following 1913
Number of Banks with
Authorized Capital
from 1,000,000 to
10,000,000 yen .... 151 451 472 424 +181
Number of Banks with
Authorized Capital of
10,000,000 yen or more 15 46 64 58 +286
Paid-Up Capital -
millions of yen .... 623 1,699 1,924 1,826 +193
Reserves - millions of
yen 218 536 968 — +344
Total Paid-Up Capital
and reserves -
millions of yen 841 2,235 2,892
Deposits




millions of yen 3,032 11904 14801 +388 •
The above table shows some very interesting facts
concerning Japanese banking in the period 1913-1928. By study-
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Panics actually decreased 46 per cent in this 15-year period,
the total paid-up capital increased 193 per cent, the reserves
increased 344 per cent, and the deposits increased 449 per
cent. Again, looking at this table showing the growth of
Japanese hanking, one learns that the total.working capital of
the hanks increased approximately 388 per cent during this
15-year period. Thus, although the total number of Japanese
hanks was steadily decreasing during the period from 1913 to
1928, the actual financial condition of these hanks was
steadily growing stronger.
3; JAPAUSSS BkEK DEPOSITS :
There is quite a difference in the several different
kinds of hank deposits in Japan from the hank deposits we are
accustomed to know in the United States. On account of this





This is the most popular of all the forms of Japanese
hank deposits, because this form of deposit hears the highest
rate of interest. The general rule is that these deposits
must remain in the hank for a period of at least six months,
although it is reported that many Japanese bankers do not hold
their customers strictly to' this rule. The hanks, which are
in a certain agreement to pay a definite rate of interest do
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not undertake to pay more than the naxiniuiii interest rate
stipulated, Put they do not definitely state that they cannot,
if they so desire, pay a smaller rate of interest than the
maximum allowed.
(3) Current Deposits;
Japanese current deposits perform two very important
functions in Japanese banking principles and practice. First,
the current deposits are kept by the ordinary banks with the
Bank of Japan in order to facilitate settlement with the many
other banks of the country with which the ordinary bank deals.
Second, these current deposits kept with the ordinary banks
by their customer serve as a means for settling the many debit
and credit transactions that arise every day in the customer's
business. In other words, these current deposit accounts
perform the same purpose as checking accounts do in the United
States. The use of checks in Japan is not nearly so well de-
veloped, however, as in the United States, so the Japanese do
not require as high a balance in their accounts as western
countries do, and also a higher rate of interest is paid by
Japanese banks on current deposits. The minimum amount re-
viuired for a current account balance is approximately 500 yen.
(15)
(C) special Current deposits ;
These deposits have the chars cteriztics of both
(15): See 'Foreign Banking systems” - lifikavia F. 665
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c.urrent and savings deposits, with, a decided leaning tendency
to7/ards savings deposits. Due to this tendency, they pay a
rate of interest bet’.veen the rate allowed on current deposits
and the rate paid on savings deposits. These special current
deposits need have onl^?- a rainiraura balance of 10 yen in their
account. (16)
An excellent description of these special current
deposits is given in the following paragraph by a Japanese
banker in New York, (17)
"Special current deposits are something'
like compound interest deposits. A pass
book is req.uired for withdrawals. These
deposits are used by salaried people
and are demand deposits. They seem to
differ from the savings deposits chiefly
in the mind of the depositor, who, it
seems, will place in a savings bank such
funds as he is not likely to have to
draw out, whereas he will place in an
ordinary bank as a special current de-
posit such funds as he feels he will be
called upon to draw on from time to time
for expenses.”
(D) Deposits at Notice :
As the name implies, these deposits may be 'with-
drawn at any time, providing an advance notice is given to
the bank, according to the terras agreed upon between the
bank and the depositor at the time the account was opened.
(16)
: IBID -- P. 866
(17)
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Thus these deposits are much more like demand deposits than
they are time deposits. These deposits are generally used
hy merchants who usaally have a great many transactions during
the course of a short period of time. Thus, they do not wish
to have their money tied up for any definite time. The term
of the deposit notice varies from one or tv/o months to a fe’N
days, depending upon the importance of the customer, etc.
(E) Savings Deposits :
Savings deposits are divided into three separate
classes - namely: Ordinary, Deferred, and Fixed. The average
interest paid on these deposits is around 4.5 per cent. The
Japanese savings banks do not follow the custom of the
American Savings Baiiks in demanding a 20 to 60 days’ notice
before withdrawals. Q,uite freq.uently an arrangement is made
between a savings bank and a customer whereby the customer
can make periodic deposits on the installment idea. The banks
even go so far as to send a collector around to the depositor
on deposit dates to collect the deposit.
4: THE JAPATTESS BAHKIEG LAV/ - 1927:
The Japanese Banking La7/ of 1927 is so important
that I am including the most significant articles of the Law
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in this section. A thorough study of these articles should
enable the reader to grasp the essential points of the
Japanese banking system. It should be understood that the
entire Law is not included in this section, but only the
most vital points.
Article I : Those engaged in the following
business shall be considered as banks:
(A) The acceptance of deposits
together 7/ith the loaning of
money, or the discounting of
bills of exchange.
(B) The carrying on of exchange
transactions
.
Those engag-ed in accepting deposits as a
business shall be deemed to be banks.
Article II : The banking business cannot be
carried on without receiving a license
from the competent minister of state.
Article III : The banking business may be
carried on only by joint stock companies
having a capital of 1,000,000 yen, or
more, provided, however, that the capital
of a bank which has its head office or a
branch office in certain places designated
by ordinance shall be 2,000,000 yen or
more
.
Article V : A bank (in addition to the bank-
ing business) sliall not engage in business
relating to secured debentures in accord-
ance with the secured debenture trust law,
or safe deposits, or other business
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Article VI : A bank shall in the follo';Ving
cases obtain the permission of the compe-
tent minister of state:
(A) 'jYhen it desires to change its
trade name.
(B) 7/hen it desires to change its
capital ization.
(C) '7hen it desires to establish a
branch, other office or agency.
(D) 7/hen it desires to change the
location of its main office or
other office.
(E) Then it desires to convert into
a branch, an office other than a
branch.
Article VIII : A bank shall, until the full
amount of its capitalization is reached,
set aside each time that a dividend is
paid on profits 10 per cent of such profits
as a reserve fund.
Article IX : The business terms of a bank
^all be from January to June and from July
to December.
Article XII : Auditors of a bank shall prepare
twice during each business term a statement
of audit in which shall be recorded the re-
sults of their investigations in regard to
the condition of the business and the
property of the bank, and place it on file
at the head office.
Article XIII : When the managing director or
manager engaged in the management of a bank
desires to engage in the management of
another company, he shall obtain the per-
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Article XIV : The amalgamation of a bank shall
not become effective until the permission
of the competent minister of state has been
granted.
Article XXII ; .Vhen the competent minister of
state deems it necessary in consideration
of the condition of the business or of the
property of the bank, he may order the sus-
pension of its business or the taking over
into custody of its property, or he may issue
any other necessary orders.
Article XXXIII ; A person engaging in banking
business v/ithout obtaining a license from
the competent minister of state shall be
liable to a fine not exceeding 5,000 yen.
Article XXXIV : In the following cases a
managing director, auditor, manager, liquidat
or the representative , in a place where this
law is in force, of a bank having its head
office in a place where this law is not in
operation, shall be liable to penal servitude
or imprisonment for a term not exceeding one
year, or to a fine not exceeding 1,000 yen;
(A) V/hen a Government office or the
public have been deceived by
false entries in a business re-
port or report of audit, or by a
fictitious public notice or
otherwise
.
(B) i¥hen examination provided by this
law is obstructed at the time of
making examination by concealing
record books and documents
,
.by
false statements, or by other means.
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5: THE BAin: 0? JAPAIT ;
(A) Functions and Operations :
The Bank of Japan is the central banking institu-
tion of that country. It is the only source of note issue
in Japan proper; thus, its main operations are the issuing
of notes and the control of currency.
Before the Bank of Japan was established in 1882,
there was no co-ordination among Japanese banks. There was
no sense of interdependency and co-operation, but instead,
each bank was run according to the whims and fancies of its
manager without any regard to the business policies involved.
Another reason for the founding of the Bank of
Japan was that the Government desired some responsible agent
that would act as an intermediary between the Government and
the public. This was one of the most pressing needs for a
central bank at that time, because the Government had no agent
that v/as really capable of transacting the voluminous amount
of Government financial dealings.
There was also another need for a central bank in
Japan to equalize seasonal fluctuations in the money market,
besides the need for a banking institution that could further
Japanese export trade and which might prove able to eliminate
the tightening up of the money circulation in times of
: v ;
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There was a great need in Japan, before the found-
ing of the Bank of Japan, for a banking institution that
could successfully solve the credit problem in times of
business adversity. In times of business depression the
bankers became very skeptical about making loans even to per-
fectly "safe" merchants and it was to eliminate this financial
disease that the central bank plan was advocated. It was.
hoped that the central bank plan would eliminate all personal
prejudice in the loaning of money at crucial business times,
"It was found by bitter experience that
the banks rapidly extended credit at a
time when they should perhaps have cur-
tailed it
,
and at the very moment when
business required a certain amount of
accommodation, these institutions were
forced to refuse it The national
bank system emphasized the extremes of
business variations; it, indeed,
stimulated confidence at times of
speculation and expansion, but it no
less surely strengthened the fears of
the public at critical moments of panic.
In establishing the central banking
system, the Government wished mainly to
remedy, this evil. Its first object '-vas
to organize and control the unification
of credit in its most sensitive part,
viz., the issue of notes." (18)
The Bank of Japan met several special problems upon
its founding in October, 1882. First, it was founded in a
country that was trying its best to advance to the top, in an
economic sense, in the shortest possible time. This rapid
(18): Droppers , Garrett
,
in "Money and Prices in Foreign
Countries” - United States Special Consular Reports,
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__economic development called for a great amount of capital ex-
penditures, which had to come through Government aid. This
great capital outlay had to he hacked hy a sound currency
system which could only he assured through the central hank
plan of currency control. Second, the majority of the wealth
rested in the hands of a select minority, due to the family
system that had predominated for many centuries in Japan. Thus,
a few private families came to he the real financial rulers of
Japan. Third, the political control of hanks was also strongly
influenced hy these wealthy faxmilies mentioned above. These
families quite often decided the appointment of the finance
minister and through him controlled the hanicing system to their
own benefit.
The following are the regulations of the Bank of Japan
as proclaimed on June 27, 1882; (19)
A: To make the circulation of currency easy
and undisturbed.
B: To render service to the Government as a
financial agent in international trade,
discounting foreign bills of exchange in
order to regulate the flow of specie and
bullion.
C: To aid the Government in its ordinary
financial operations so as to simplify
the business of the Exchequer.
D: To monopolize the power of issuing con-
vertible hank notes.
The founding of the Bank of Japan certainly ushered
(19): See Takaki
,
"asayoshi, - ”The History of., Japanese Paper
Currency" - Johns Hopkins Press, 1902 -- P. 54
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in a new era of improved banking for the Japanese people.
"It offered, in comparison with the previous
national banking system, several evident ad-
vantages. Its sole power of note issue - to
be exercised as soon as the redemption of the
paper money and national bank notes was in
sight - v/as to be a great asset in the orderly
development of the country. The elasticity
of its currency provided a new and very de-
sirable feature. Through its semi-governmental
character the bank, in the exercise of its loan
pov;ers, was able to relieve the situation
previously caused by the tendency of private
banks in times of stress to withhold much
needed funds from the money market. By con-
centrating (Government deposits in a single,
semi-public institution, it made possible the
impartial distribution to the public of the
benefits of such capital. Lastly, it made
possible greater Government supervision of
banking activities." (20)
(3) Government Supervision :
The Bank of Japan is modelled after the Belgian
system, except that the German system is followed in the
matter of note issue. The Bank of Japan is held under very
close Government supervision; so close, in fact, that in
actual banking practice it is really a Government bank. All
the bankas policies, activities, and other official duties
are closely supervised by Government officials.
The Government requires that the following rules
and practices be observed in the administration of the Bank
of Japan:
(20): U.S.Dept. of Commerce Bulletin, Ho. 116 -- P. 99
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1: Control of the Bank’s note issue, advances,
interest rates, establishment of branches,
and many discount act iv ities ,by Covernment
authority
.
2: All actions, by the Bank, against Covernment
interests are strictly prohibited,
3: The Bank must malce complete reports to the
Ministry of Finance at least once a month.
4: Personal investigation of the bank by Covern-
ment comptrollers at freq.uent periods.
5: The appointment of all bank officers by the
Covernment.
6: The complete authority of the Covernment to
suspend the bank’s operation at will.
7: The Ministry of Finance is given the power
to veto any act of the Bank.
The above clauses show the absolute rule that the
Japanese Covernment holds over the Bank of Japan. The Covern-
ment dictates the policies of the bank and also appoints the
officers of the institiition. This is only another example of
the absolute rule that the Japanese Covernment holds in all
business, political, and financial lines in Japanese daily life.
(C): Type of Business Handled :
The Bank of Japan is alone responsible for both the
receiving and the disbursing of Covernment cash. The Bank is
also responsible for the custody of the Covernment ’s negotiable
instruments, the investment of the treasury funds, and for both
the issuance and redemption of national bonds as well as taking
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care of all interest payments on same.
The Bank of Japan also takes care of the investment
of the postal-savings funds for the Government, as well as
many other Government financial services. Due to this close
connection between the Bank of Japan and the Government, its
business is strictly limited by law in order to avoid the mis-
use of the Bank’s influence due to Government backing. Among
the many other services the Bank performs for the Government
is the managing of the Blxchequer notes. Whenever the total of
these notes does not eQ.ual the amount that is authorized for
any one year, the Bank is required to loan the difference to
the Government at the current rate of interest.
The Bank of Japan has been very helpful to the
Japanese Government in times of dire need. Large amounts can
soon be raised by the Bank through national loans for various
Governmental purposes, such as war, public improvements, etc.
The Bank of Japan is thus one of the best financial aids the
Government has, which fact is substantiated by the follo7/ing
quotation: (21)
’’The bank functions almost as an integral part
of the Government Treasury and the Ministry
of Finance. As a fiscal organ, it has fully
lived up to the hopes of its founders. In
the redemption of the Government paper money,
beginning 1886, in the all-important adoption
of the gold standard during Japan’s several
wars, and during various economic crises the
(21)
:
IBID -- P. 105
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bank has been the C^overnment ' s right hand.
Official business is the bank's principal
activity.
"
The present scope of the bank's principal business
carried on today is summarized in the following points that
appear in the Financial and Economic Annual of Japan for 1929
(p. 174). (22)
1: To discount or purchase Ooverrmient bills, bills
of exchange, and commercial bills;
2: To buy or sell gold and silver bullion;
3: To make loans on security of gold and silver
coins and bullion;
4: To collect bills for banks, companies, and mer-
chants, who are its regular customers;
5: To receive deposits and to accept for custody
articles of value, such as gold, silver, and
other precious metals and documents; and
6: To make advances in current account or loans
for fixed periods on security of G-overnment
bonds, treasury bills, and other bonds and
shares guaranteed bj’- the Government.
(D) Operating Restrictions :
The Bank of Japan strictly avoids all direct foreign
exchange business, leaving this to the Yokohama Specie Bank.
The BanI: of Japan is also restricted from participation in a: y
industrial enterprises or in owning any real estate other than
that necessary for its office buildings. It cannot lend any




money on the security of real estate, shares of stock, or on
its own shares.
The Bank of Japan, however, is not limited in profits
to any fixed percentage. These profits are chiefly earned from
discounting the hills of ordinary hanks and making loans to
those hanks on security.
(E) Profits:
Even though the Bank of Japan is a G-overnment insti-
tution, like the Bank of England, it operates for a profit.
It will accept private as well as Government current and time
deposits; on the time deposits it pays interest. It makes
loans to the Government, to other hanks, and also to the pub-
lic. It makes profits on all its transactions except the
fiscal business of the Government.
The profits of the Bank of Japan are distributed
according to the following rules found in Article 36 of the
Bank of Japan Act:
1: A dividend shall he paid at the rate of 6 per
cent per annum on the actually paid-up amount
of the share capital.
2: After the above mentioned amount of dividends
has been deducted, at least one-tenth of the
remainder shall he set aside as a reserve fund.
3: An amount to an extent not exceeding one-tenth
of the said same remainder shall he set aside
as bonuses and allowances for the officers,
subject to the internal regulations of the bank
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The amount remaining after the above tiiree deductions
have been made shall be divided among the shareholders , sub ject
to the approval of the Minister of State for Finances on each
occasion for the actual rate of dividend.
TABLE XXXII
PROFITS OF THE BAIHC OF JAPAF ( 23
)
















18.9 13.4 5.5 4.50 12 0.7 2.2
1918
42.3 36.2 6.1 4.50 12 1.0 2.0
1919
59.3 52.3 7.1 4.50 12 2.1 2.1
1920
72.5 61.2 11.3 4.50 12 6.2 2.8
1921
46.6 35.2 11.4 4.50 12 6.7 3.0
1922
60.1 46.5 13.6 4.50 12 8.7 3.4
1923








72.6 62.3 10.3 4.50 12 5.0 4.7
1926
55.7 45.3 10.4 4.50 12 5.0 5.6
1927
163.7 153.3 10.4 3.75 10 7.6 4.6
1928
321.2 310.8 10.4 3.75 10 6.4 4.9
1929
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,6: TIT!; Y0K0HAJ.:A SPSCIS BAMC :
This hank is peculiar to Japan in its operations.
7/hen it was founded in February, 1880, the Japanese Government
had two main purposes in view; (1) To call back into circu-
lation specie that was hoarded by many holders both rich and
poor; (2) To build up the export trade and by so doing to
bring back a favorable balance of trade to the Japanese. The
purpose of this Specie Bank was to furnish a supply of silver
coins, kept as the Government specie reserve, to the merchants
engaged in foreign trade. Thus, the name "Specie" was attached
to this bank.
(A) Operation :
The main purpose of this bank is to develop foreign
trade, and so foreign exchange trading and the m.aintenance of
a specie balance is its principal business occupation.
From the very beginning of its existence, the Yoko-
hama Specie Bank has carried on a great deal of foreign
exchange business. Its reason for this was to create a sub-
stantial amount of specie funds abroad so as to enable the
Government to satisfactorily meet all foreign obligations,
thus raising the foreign public opinion of Japan to a more
favorable attitude.
Although foreign exchange activities and the receipt
of deposits form the main business functions of the Yokohama
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give other lines of business activities that this bank may
follow: (24)
Article VII :
The business of the Yokohama Specia Bank shall
be of the following nature:
(1) The purchase and sale of foreign bills of
exchange - credits and documentary
(2) The purchase and sale of inland bills of
exchange - credits and documentary
(3) Loans
(4) To receive deposits of money or valuables
for safe custody
(5) Discounting and collecting bills of ex-
change, promissory notes, and other
negotiable instruments
(6) Exchange of coins or money
Article YIH :
The Yokohama Specie Bank may, if deemed expedient,
purchase and sell public bonds,gold and silver
bullion, and foreign coins.
Article IX :
The Yokohama Specie Bank shall, when so ordered by
the Japanese Government, act in all matters con-
nected 77ith public loans or Government moneys in
foreign countries.
Article X :
The Yokohama Specie Bank shall not transact any
business other than that specified in Articles VII,
XIII, and IX.
Article XI:
The Yol^zoham Specie Bank shall not purchase or other-
wise acquire real estate, shares, or other property,
save in the follov/ing cases;
(24): Sanctioned by Imperial Ordinance No. XXIi.
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(1) Waere either land or buildings are re-
quired for the business of the bank
(S) v7here property has, in satisfaction
of outstanding debts, been conveyed or
sold to the bank
(3) .'/here property/ mortgaged to the bank,
which is sold under a decree of court,
is bought in at public auction on
behalf of the banli.
The Yokohama Specie Bank is the only official so^urce
of gold bullion in Japan because the Bank of Japan does not
sell the metal. This function of the Yokohama Specie Bank has
proved very valuable at times.
The Yokohama Specie Bank always maintains the
closest possible business connections with the Bank of Japan,
This close connection between these two banks is facilitated
through the Specie Bank being the agent for the Bank of Japan-
in all its foreign transactions. All the funds that the Bank
of Japan keeps abroad are managed by the Specie Bank; also,
all the foreign agencies of the Bank of Japan are located at
the foreign offices of the Yokohama Specie Bank,
The Yokohama Specie Bank maintains offices in China,
Manchuko
,
Germany, France, England, United States, the
Argentine, Brazil, and many other foreign countries.
(3) Government Control :
The Yokohama Specie Baik is controlled by the Govern-
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the Specie Banl; must first he approved by the iainistry of
Finance before they are able to be put through. The Government
approves and appoints all directors of the Specie Bank.
The Japanese Government shows good business sense
in having sole authority over the Yokohama Specie Bank. Cn
account of the bank’s monopoly of all foreign trade trans-
actions, the Japanese Government has, through its control of
the Specie Bank, guided Japan in her foreign trade policies.
Another reason why the Japanese Government should be so
interested in the Specie Bank is because the bank handles and
controls all Government loan operations abroad, as well as
the receipt and disbursement of treasury funds in foreign
countries. Thus, the Specie Bank is such an important National
financial instrument that the Government feels responsible
for the bank’s actions and so strictly controls all the bank’s
policies
.
7: THE HYPOTHEC BANK SYSTSM :
The Hypothec Bank of Japan vms organized in June 1897,
for the express purpose of making long-time loans on immovable
property. The bank was founded under Government control v/ith
a total subscribed capital of 10,000,000 yen, one-quarter of
which was paid in.
The main purpose of the Hypothec Bank, as before
stated, was to ease credit conditions through the loaning of
t" ixuLf. r'.'J '^ivj tnri' -.'.C'.','
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money on security of immovable property. The bank obtained
the money for these loans through issuing premium-bearing
bonds up to 10 times the total amount of its paid-in capital.
The total amount of bonds that could be issued by the bank
•.vas changed from 10 to 15 times the amount of the bank’s
paid-up capital, in August, 1920. The amount of these deben-
tures was not to exceed the amount of outstanding loans that
were redeemable by annual installments plus the agricultural
and industrial debentures on hand. These debentujpes v/ere
’’redeemable with premiums by means of drawings
,
taking place
at least twice a year, in amount proportionate to the amounts
to be redeemed in the same year of the loans redeemable by
annual installments and agricultural and industrial debentures
on hand”. (24 -a-)
The Hypothec Bank of Japan is today exceeded in im-
portance only by the Bank of Japan and the Yokohama Specie
Bank. It has aided the industrial system of Japan in no small
Treasure and still continues to be of great assistance in the
furthering of any financially embarrassed business concern.
(A) Banking Activities :
The following extract from the Financial and Economic
Annual of Japan for 1930 (P.P. 175-176), gives the principal
business of the Hypothec Bank:
(24-a-); U, S. Commerce Bulletin, No. 116 -- P. 169
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"(1) To make, on mortgage of immovable property, loans
which shall be redeemable by annual installments
within a period not exceeding 50 years, or at a
fixed term of not more than five years, provided
in the latter case the total amount of such loans
does not exceed the total amount of its paid-up
capital and reserve fund; the amount of loans
made on security of residential land or buildings,
other than sites or buildings belonging to
factory foundations or factories, which lie in
localities where the city organization law is in
force or in city land to be designated by
imperial ordinance, shall not exceed one-half
of the total amount of the paid-up capital and
mortgage debentures issued;
(2) To make loans without security to prefectures,
cities, towns, villages, and other public corpor-
ations authorized by law;
(3) To make loans without security, redeemable at a
fixed terra or by annual installments in case of
the adjustment of arable land under the law for
such adjustments;
(4) To make loans without security, redeemable within
a fixed term or by annual installments, to
industrial, fishery, forestry, stock breeding, or
building guilds, or associations of such guilds;
(5) To make loans without security, redeemable within
a fixed term of not exceeding five years, to a
party (group) of at least 10 persons .... with
joint liability, who are engaged in agriculture,
industry, or fishery in any prefecture where no
Agricultural and Industrial Bank exists;
(7) To take up debentures issued by the Agricultural
and Industrial Banks, Central Chest for Industrial
Associations, Hokkaido Colonial Bank, and Chosen
Industrial Bank.
(8) To make loans, redeemable by annual installments,
on security of the claim on loans redeemable by
annual installments that are issued by these
agricultural and industrial banks and of the mort-
gage in security for such loans; and
1
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(9) To take deposits and take custody of gold and
silver bullion and negotiable papers, provided,
however, that the total amount of deposits
other than the fixed deposits and deposits of
prefectures or cities shall not exceed the
total amount of the paid-up capital. "
The above banicing rules show that the Hypothec Bank
is practically a Government institution for the purpose of
loaning money to small borrowers throughout the country, in
order to advance the credit standing of Japanese business.
This bank proved very helpful in lending assistance to small
business houses and agricultural concerns after the banking
crisis of 1927. At that time, the majority of the total
currency of Japan was concentrated in the large banks of the
major cities with the result that the smaller districts and
rural communities suffered from a lack of ready money.
Through a series of loans, advanced by the Hypothec Bank, the
dearth of currency was removed and the financial crisis was
alleviated
.
8; THE IHDUSTRIAL BXm: OF JAPAH :
The Industrial Bank of Japan was organized along the
lines of the Credit Mobilier, and was founded in March 1902,
"for the purpose of facilitating the finances of the manufac-
turing industries. To carry out this specific purpose, the
bank is authorized to issue industrial debentures up to ten
times its paid-up capital". (25)
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The Industrial Bank, as its name implies, was
founded for the express purpose of aiding industry in further
manufacturing expansion. Besides the power to issue indus-
trial debentures, the Industrial Bank of Japan was allowed to
discount bills, receive deposits, engage in trust business,
and to make loans to public bodies that are organized by law.
The funds for these loans were to be raised through the
issuance of industrial debentures described above.
The Japanese Government aided the Bank of Japan,
during the first few years of its existence, by guaranteeing
a 5 per cent return on the bank’s shares for the first five
years
,
The Bank of Japan was established under Government
control as a joint stock company. The bank operates under a
50 year charter which can be renewed at the option of the
Government. The total authorized capital for the Industrial
Bank of Japan was set at 10,000,000 yen, of which one-q.uarter
was paid up at the opening date of the bank,
(A) Functions of the Industrial Bank;
The follo'Wing functions of the Industrial Bank of
Japan are taken from the Thirtieth Financial and Economic
Annual of Japan (P. 176-177):
(1) To make loans on pledges of national and local
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(2) To subscrilDe for or take up national and
local bonds and companies’ debentures;
(3) To receive deposits of money (26) and
accept articles of value for custody;
(4) To engage in trust business for mortgage
debentures
:
(5) To discount bills;
(6) To engage in the business of bills of ex-
change
;
(7) To make loans on security of foundations
created as prescribed by law;
(8) To make, on mortgage of ships or ships
under construction, loans which shall be
redeemable by annual Installments within
a period not exceeding 15 years, or at a
fixed term of not more than five years;
(9) To make loans on security of shipbuilding
materials or eq.uipments;
(10)
To subscribe for or take up shares which
have beenapproved by the competent minister
of state;
(13) To purchase national or local bonds or
companies’ debentures and shares or gold
and silver bullion with available money
which the bank may employ for the purpose;
9: SklimS BAiTiCS :
One of the oldest savings banks in Japan today is
the Tokyo Savings Bank, which came into existence in 1880.
In 1920 the economic depression in Japan caused
numerous runs on the savings banks with the result that many
(26): The bank receives deposits on fixed, current and
special current accounts.
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savings bank depositors withdrew their deposits and placed
them with the postal-savings system. In order to aid the
savings banks in regaining these lost deposits, a ne'// savings
bank la7/ was put into effect January 1, 1922. This law
defined the principal business of the Japanese savings banks
as follows: (27)
(1) Receiving deposits at compound interest;
(2) Receiving a sum of less than 10 yen as a
single deposit;
(3) Receiving deposits periodically, or several
times during a given period, by fixing
beforehand the time of their repayment; or
(4) Receiving money periodically or occasionally
during a certain period, under promise to
repay a certain sum of money at a fixed date.
Tadao Yikawa (28) points out that the main
difference between savings banks and ordinary banks is that
the savings bank-is under no obligation to grant credit. It
may, if it so desires, invest the entire amount of its funds
in interest-bearing securities. The savings banks in Japan
must have a license from the Minister of Finance in order to
operate ;they also must be a joint stock company having a
minimum capital of 500,000 yen.
There are certain restrictions that are imposed
upon the Japanese savings banks in the matter of investing
their funds, such as the following: (29)
(27) :Thirtieth Financial and Economic Annual of Japan -PP. 173-174
(23) : "Foreign Banking Systems" - P. 842
( 29 )• Twenty-Eighth Financial and Economic Annual of Japan —
P. 165
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Savings banks may only invest their funds in:
(1) The purchase of national or local bonds, or
debentures and shares of companies, with the
approval of the Minister of Finance;
(2) Loans on pledge of the above securities;
(2) Real estate mortgage loans;
(4) Loans to a depositor v/ithin the limit of his
deposit;
(5) Loans, within the limit of his deposit, to a
person who deposits money periodically, or
occasionally during a given period, under
promise to pay a certain sum of money at a
certain time;
(6) Depositing money with other banks or the post
office; and
(7) The purchasing of bills accepted by banks.
The depositors in Japanese savings banks are protected
through the deposit of r^overnment bonds by the savings
banks, eq.uivalent to not less than one-third of their total
deposits, with the Deposits Bureau of the I'^inistry of Finance,
These bonds may be either national or local Government issues.
The directors of these savings banks are held jointly liable,
under an unlimited liability clause, for all deposits received
during their tenure of office; this liability also continues
for two years after the directors’ resignation from office.
The Fudo Savings Bank of Tokyo is the largest savings
bank in Japan, having deposits of some 363,000,000 yen. "The
Fudo Savings Bank typifies a special kind of savings bank
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^unknown in the United States. The Japanese name of the above
hank is Pudo Chokin Ginko
,
which means ’immovable deposit
bank’. While there are several banks of similar nature, the
Pudo is the only one whose name clearly indicates the fact.
Savings banks of this kind will take deposits for a fixed term
of, say, from one to three years. The depositor may not,
within that time, remove his deposits, but the bank agrees to
make loans against such deposit to the extent of the deposit.
Such banks will also make advances beyond the amount of the
deposit in order to accommodate depositors who may req.uire
assistance in connection with their business. Advances of
this nature, where in excess of the amount of the deposit, are
secured by real estate.” (30)
10; POSTAL- SAYINGS SYSTEI»I :
The Postal-Savings System of Japan was established
by Imperial Ordinance in May 1875. Its purpose was to trans-
act small money exchanges and to receive money deposits too
small to enter ordinary banks; thus, its real purpose was to
create and further thrift among the common people. The Japanese
Postal-Savings System was patterned on the British and Belgian
systems and was first started in Japan as an experiment. (31)
The early growth of this banking system was very slow because
its introduction came at a time of severe depression and
(30)
: U.S. Commerce Bulletin, No. 116 -- P. 249
(31)
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undeveloped barOcing.
The Japanese Postal-Savings System operates under
the control of a bureau knov/n as the Direction G-eneral of
Postal Money Orders and Savings Banks. All the money col-
lected as deposits by the Postal-Savings System is deposited
with the Deposits Bureau.
Postal Savings deposits have lately become known
as a sort of industrial barometer because of their great
growth in popularity, Because of the fact that the rural
communities contain the largest number of Postal-Savings
}
depositors, deposits always increase when business is good
and decline in periods of depressed business conditions. The
total deposits of this system arealways increased in times of
depression, due to people withdrawing their money from
private banks and depositing it with the Postal-3av ings
System,
The Postal-Savings System of Japan has become a very
important unit in the financial system of that country.
"Rot only does the volume of capital accumulated
through the Postal-Savings Banks assume enormous
proportions, but those banks, together With the
money order system, offer to even the poorest
coolie in Japan the facilities of a complete banking
machine, the services' of which are sold on almost
a microscopic scale. Through this system negotiable
and non-negot iable checks for small sums may be sent
to all parts of the Empire; they may be made payable
in cash at any post office, or at a specific place.
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or at the payee’s address. Money may he deposited
on current or fixed account or in several other
ways. Joint accounts may he opened, as also ac-
counts of shrines, municipalities, or other
juridical persons not organized for profit. Through
the post office municipal and national taxes may he
paid; national bonds and securities may he pur-
chased or sold; or such securities may he entrusted
to the post office for safe keeping. Through the
post office also pensions are paid and life insur-
ance and annuities may he bought and hills collected." (22)
The Postal-Savings System accepts deposits in
various forms, such as fixed deposits, monthly deposits,'
"co-operative" deposits, special group deposits, and many other
forms. The monthly deposits are, generally collected by the
postman
.
No deposit or withdrawal of money can he made in
the Japanese Postal-Savings System without presentation of
the customer’s pass-book.
The minimum deposit accepted at one time is 10 sen,
but a minimum balance of 50 sen must he kept in the account
at all times. The present lav; states that no depositor may
he allowed to keep more than 2,000 sen in his account at any
one time. If the deposit exceeds that amount, the post office
notifies the depositor. If the depositor does not heed the
notice and reduce his deposit to the maximum deposit allowed
within 20 days, the postal authorities use this surplus
deposit to buy Government stocks or bonds, holding them for
the depositor.
(22): U. 3. Dept, of Commerce Bulletin, No. 116 -- PP 224-225
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The following table shows the enormous growth of
the Postal-iavings oystem in Japan during the past three
decades: (35)
TABia 11X111
GRO'/7TH OF POSTAL- SAVINGS DEPOSITS IN JAPAN
1904 to 1930














































(33) : IBID — P. 227
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The Japanese Postal-Savings System has proven very
advantageous to the Japanese nation, because it has been the
means of encouraging thrift among the poor people who would
never have saved their money through the use of the ordinary
banks. Then, again, the small savings deposited with the
Postal-Savings System might have been hoarded by the farmer,
etc., and thus the money v/ould have been -withdrawn from
circulation. Through the putting of such savings into circu-
lation, the Postal-Savings System has added to the efficiency
of the Japanese currency system, and at the same time, has
been the means of teaching many lessons of thrift to countless
numbers of illiterate people.
11: TRUST COLIPAIIISS :
The Japanese trust companies are organized to per-
form all fiduciary f-unctions. The word "trust” seeir^s to have
filled the average Japanese business man with a great sense
of appreciation for the safety implied by that word, because
the flow of deposits from banks to trust companies lhas become
so great at times as to tax the ingenuity of trust managers in
safely investing these funds. This condition has become so
evident at times that the Ministry of Finance is now dis-
couraging the formation of nev/ trust companies.
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The Industrial Bank of Japan, founded in 1902, was the first
trust company in Japan, I say this hecause, when the Indus-
trial Bank v/as established, it was given certain trust
functions. From this date on the trust company gradually
gained in importance until the present day, when the number
of Japanese trust companies are up in the hundreds.
The trust business in Japan embraces many different
business undertakings, "Trust companies may receive in trust,
money, securities, claims, personal property, and leases;
they may act as guarantors for debts; they may float securi-
ties, act as custodian, and handle interest and dividend pay-
ments; they may act as intermediaries in the sale or lease of
real estate and in the making of loans on real estate; and may
conduct agency service in a wide range of activities. Trust
companies are also authorized to subscribe to security
flotations; make loans to business enterprises, public corpor-
ations, and co-operative societies; purchase bills accepted
by banks or trust companies; purchase property, real or
personal; and make deposits with banks or post offices. The
trust companies are subjected to official examination; and are
recLuired to put up C^overnment bonds eq.ulvalent to not less
than 10 per cent of their capital as a guaranty against losses
caused by failure to fulfill the terms of the trust'’’. (34)
(34): Moulton -- "Japan" - P. 182
r*:f>
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'Me nay divide trust company holdings in Japan into
tv/o major gro-ups - money and securities:
(1) The best known trust is the deposit of money in
a "trust deposit under general direction".
This type of trust deposit pays a higher rate of
interest than the other forms of trust hbldings,
A deposit bank in Japan may only receive a
deposit for one year, whereas the minimum deposit
period for a trust company is tv/o years, with the
maximum time varying with the type of trust. The
Mitsui Trust Go. reports that the maximum terra of
a personal benefit trust is 50 years, and that of
a charitable trust is 100 years.
(2) Trust companies also hold securities which, in
turn, may be divided into two kinds:
(A) Those securities which the trust company
is allowed to use for re-investment , etc
.
(B) Those securities which are merely held
by the trust company for safe-keeping.
12: CLICARIKG HOUSES :
The first clearing house in Japan appeared in Osaka
in 1879, founded by the Bankers’ Association of that city.
Today Japan has some thirty odd clearing houses distributed
throughout the larger cities of the country.
These early clearing houses v/ere only open to the
members of the Bankers’ Association that .founded them. The
expenses of the early clearing houses were distributed in
three ec^ual parts according to:
(A) The number of members in the Association;
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(B) The niimher of bills and checks shared
in the fiscal period;
(C) The total value of the clearings for
the fiscal period.
The clearing houses of Japan follow the functions
of those of the United States to a great extent, except
that their operations are not nearly so specialized. The
Japanese clearing houses do not deviate a great deal from
their chief function - that of actual bank clearings - whereas
American clearing houses co-operate in any new scheme that
seems likely to prove of benefit to themselves.
Clearing Houses in Japan are chiefly engaged in
clearing checks, bills of exchange, promissory notes, postal
drafts, money orders, securities, coupons, and many other
currency instruments. They endeavor to keep their members
informed of the current condition of any bank whose financial
condition is rather weak and (questionable.
The daily work of the clearing houses is clearly
stated in the following quotation: (35)
^Clearings are settled daily. In Tokyo the clearing
begins at 10:30 A.M. of each business day and
closes at 11:30 A.M.
,
a general settlement being
effected by means of transfers recorded in the
current accounts kept for the purpose with the Bank
of Japan. Dishonored checks are returnable up to
4 F.IvI. Coupp-iJS are returnable up to IB M. the
following day. (Coupons are cleared together with
checks and securities, there being no separate
(35): U.S.Dept. of Commerce Bulletin, ITo. 116 -- P. B74
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coupon exchange such as is held by the New York
Clearing House).
In Osaka there are two clearings daily. The
second, which is not attended by the Bank of
Japan or the post office, is held from 3 to
3:40 P.II. This second clearing is known as
the preliminary clearing, settlements being
effected the following day at the first clear-
ing, which takes place in the morning. The
morning clearing is attended by the Bank of
Japan and the post office. Debit balances
remaining after the morning clearing must be
covered by 1 P.M. the same day. Osaka’s is




’’’iVhen the Emperor Meiji died in 1912, it seemed as
though Japan’s transformation was as complete as it could
ever be; yet the developments of the next comparatively short
reign could as little have been foreseen and are almost as
surprising as those of the long period of Meiji, During
those fourteen years (1912-1926) Japan became the third
maratime Power of the world, both in naval strength and com-
mercial tonnage; her warships swept the Pacific and Indian
Oceans and the Mediterranean; her arms penetrated three
thousand miles into Siberia and controlled China; she lent
money to Russia, France, and Britain; her representative at
Versailles enforced her will on reluctant Europe; her officers
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manufae turers were in the most eager demand in every country
in the world; and her growing power so alarmed the United
States that the President called a Conference at .Washington
to try and limit it, while the Congress passed a bill to
prevent Japanese immigration. She exchanged representatives
with the Porte and Vatican; so far did the Japanese flag fly
that Britain found it convenient to ask her ships to carry
succor to an Atlantic possession which no British line could
reach; Japanese scientists took their place in the vanguard
of research; and Japanese speculators had to be reckoned with
in the world’s markets." (36)
This great advance of Japanese progress noted above
during the last few decades had naturally placed a tremendous
burden upon the banking system of Japan. However, the
Japanese Government has assumed full control in the formula-
tion of banking principles and practice in the same manner as
it has assumed control in all the other phases of Japanese
life.
The Japanese Government has created and developed
a banking system that is adapted to the peculiar requirements
of that country. The Government has established a central
Bank - The Bank of Japan - which is a note-issuing institution
with branches of equivalent financial power in both Chosen and
(36): Young: "Japan in Recent Times" P. 16
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Taiwan. This hanking foundation provides a reasonably
elastic currency system and co-ordinates a large body of
commercial banks ("ordinary^ banks) comprising savings banks,
co-operative banks, trust companies, and an efficient postal-
savings s.ystem. Besides these financial organizations, the
Japanese Government controls another important group of
banks known as, "special banks". This group of banks com-
prises the Yokohama Specie Bank, which is the chief exchange
bank of Japan, and the closely allied Colonial Exchange Banks
of Chosen and Taiwan.
The agricultural banking activities of Japan are
handled through the Government controlled agricultural banks -
the Hypothec Bank of Japan. This bank was organized for the
specific purpose of granting loans on real estate. The
Industrial Bank of Japan was created by the Japanese Govern-
ment in order to aid the advance of manufacturing in all
commercial lines. The Industrial Bank of Japan aided
industry through the medium of extending loans to industry,
shipbuilding, etc., chiefly against mortgages and secar ities
.
Both the Hypothec Bank System and the Industrial Bank of
Japan raise the funds necessary for aiding agriculture and
industry through the sale of debentures. Other Japanese
' T" 7 *
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banJcing institutions of importance are the Holhkiaido Colonial
Bank and the Industrial Bank of Chosen, the Deposits Bureau
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The rapid advancement of the economic life of
Japan has caused a great strain upon the Japanese public
financial system. Each succeeding year has seen larger
revenues being raised in order to meet the extraordinarily
large expenditures necessitated by public improvement, Heed-
less to say, this extensive public improvement program has
developed into such a tremendous strain upon the finances of
the country that the excessive public debt of Japan today
presents a rather difficult problem for the monetary experts
of Japan to solve. In this chapter I shall present the
fundamental points that serve as a basis for the present
Japanese financial system,
1: oUMI^IAHY OF THE EARLY JAPAHEBE FIHAHCIAL SYSTSI.!;
The fiscal history of modern Japan began in 1868,
In that year a national treasury was established for the
first time following the breaicdown of the feudal system. The
revenues, during the first few years of the existence of the
national treasury, was collected almost entirely from land
taxes, which, in turn, were paid either in rice or in money.
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There was no Government budget or financial accounting system
to he taken care of.
This financial system of Japan proved to he far
from favorable for over a decade. Expenses were generally
many times the amount of the revenues, with the result that
borrowings increased by leaps and bounds and also that a great
deal of paper money was turned out by the "money mills".
The revenues increased considerably in 1873, due in no small
measure to the abolition of the fiefs and the establishing
of a prefee trjral system based on the French plan.
During the ^rears 1872 to 1881, Japanese expendi-
tures took a decided leap, due to the heavy costs of the
Satsuma Rebellion and the Korean and Formosan expeditions.
Due to the great national debt, the Government found it
necessary to issue inconvertible paper money. In 1878 this
paper money had fallen so far below par that business was
practically at a standstill in all parts of the country.
The monetary officials now recognized the fact that some
standard monetary system must be devised to take care of all
annual expenses. Thus, the budget system was introduced and
also a Board of Audit was established, 'sYhen these new
financial devices began to operate smoothly, the national
financial affairs of Japan began to take on a much more
favorable appearance. It was not long before the currency
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was placed on a eonvertilDle basis and was soon restored to a
parity level;
”A central banlc (the Banh of Japan) was
established; loans were adjusted; the
fiscal system was re-arranged; and the
system of taxation was revised on a
more equitable basis”. (l)
A new era of progress in the Japanese public
finance system was ushered in by the constitution in 1889
and also with the creation of the Imperial Diet in 1890.
The first steps taken by the new Diet was an attempt to
reduce the land tax existing at that time. The only possible
way by which this reduction could be made was through a
drastic curtailment in expenditures.
There was a decided expansion in the Japanese
budget after each of the three major Japanese wars in the
present era, - the Sino-Japanese lar of 1894-5, the Russo-
Japanese lar of 1904-5, and the World War. The Russo-
Japanese ?/ar caused an enormous increase in the Japanese
public debt with a resulting large increase in taxation.
The increase in the Japanese public debt, due to the Sino-
Japanese War and the Russo-Japanese War, is clearly shov;n
in the following table: (2)
(1)
: Dept. of Commerce Bulletin, Do. 83; — P. 53
,
"Public Finances in Far Eastern Countries’^ - JAPAII”.
(2)
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Ten Yen Yen Yen
230,681,580 76,395,945 307,077,525 6,931
237,694,192 63,565,988 301,260,180 7,033
241,438,310 55,468,455 296,906,765 6,707
245,445,566 50,065 ,256 295,510,822 6,496
243,230,655 63,370,072 306,600,727 6,804
241,743,709 58,873,789 300,617,498 6,744
235,126,272 51,200,044 286,326,316 6,762
235,814,851 47,704,773 283,549,624 6,446
263,807,284 65,520,517 329,327,801 6,774
341,759,995 78,579,236 420,339,231 9,276
357,335,134 62,045,082 419,380,216 10,001
399,245,928 28,995,374 428,241,302 9,024
391,253,123 27,112,265 418,365,388 8,940
480,967,249 27,399,453 508,366,702 10,734
486 ,460,195 23,728,883 510,189,078 11,086
502 ,226,140 67,891,816 570,117,956 11,911
530,180,810 55,983,447 586,164,557 12,185
539,569,751 42,514,359 582,084,110 12,017
969,288,139 116,628,616 1,085,916,755 22,261
1,850,381,121 243,200,000 2,093,581,121 44,640
2,420,256,082 130,415,333 2,550,671,415 48,247
2,254,346,452 22,000,000 2,276,346,452 47,302
2,228,306,822 27,505,095 2,255,811,917 46,439
2,582,798,363 68,435,291 2,651,233,654 53,804
2 ,650,395,115 129,986,100 2,780,381,215 55,007
2,553,704,973 188,474,946 2,742,179,919 54,022
2,493,969,745 249,600,969 2,743,570,714 51,796

THi: JAPAUESS FISCAL SYSrai:
(a) Organization and Requirements :
The Imperial Constitution of Japan provides that
both the revenues and expenditures of the State receive the
authorization of the Imperial Diet in the form of the
annual budget. The final figures of this budget are req.uired
to be thoroughly examined and confirmed by an Audit Board,
the report of which shall be submitted to the Diet, The
financial year runs from April 1 to March 31,
The Japanese Constitution stipulates;
"that the Diet cannot reject or reduce,
with the (government ’ s concurrence, those
fixed expenditures which are based upon
the powers appertaining to the Emperor
and those which may have arisen by the
effect of law or those appertaining to
the legal obligations of the Government," (3)
The Japanese Government is allowed to make expenditures
according to its own judgment in times of dire emergency
and when the Diet is unable to meet. These expenditures,
however, have to meet with the approval of the Diet at its
next session. If the Diet does not approve the national
(3): U,iS,Dept, of Commerce Bulletin, lIo,83 -- P, 53
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budget submitted by the Ooverninent
,
a nev/ budget must be
i^repared within the limits of the budget for the preceding
year
.
(3) The Japanese Budget :
The Japanese budget contains a general account
used for general administrative purposes. This account is
divided into sections embracing such divisions as ordinary
and extraordinary revenues and expenditures and also
special accounts. The special accounts include colonial
Government accounts, Government railway accounts, and many
other State business ventures which are able to support
themselves through their own revenues. The ordinary revenues
and expenditures are made up of regular items that are to be
found in the budget every year. Extraordinary revenues and
expenditures, however, consist of those items that appear
only at intervals and which cannot be very accurately figured
from past experiences. In order to illustrate this point,
I may say that tax revenues are considered to be ordinary
revenues for the simple reason that they are received every
year. Receipts from the sale of certain State property, on
the other hand, are classified as extraordinary revenues
because they may not be received any more for quite a few
years. Turning to expenditures, we find that, for example,
naval expenditures are listed both as ordinary and extra-
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ordinary expenditures. This is so beoause the Japanese
budget officials treat the maintenance of the navy as an
ordinary expense, due to yearlj’- cost for up-keep, but all
naval construction -.vork is classified as extraordinary be-
cause this type of expenditure is naturally very spasmodic.
"The Government is authorized also to ask the
consent of the Diet for certain amounts as
continuing expenditure funds to run for a
fixed number of years. That portion of a
continuing account which relates to any
particular fiscal year is embodied in the
extraordinary expenditure of the budget for
that year under the appropriate account, as
well as in the special section devoted to
continuing accounts of the budget law for
the year when the continuing account was
enacted." (4)
Due to this transfer of amounts from special to
general accounts, and vice versa, the gross amount of the
budget is much greater than the net amount, because items
appearing as expenditures in one account quite often appear
as revenues in another account. For this reason, relative
ratios of revenues and expenditures to the State resources
of Japan, in comparison with other countries, are quite
difficult to determine. In Japan many enterprises are con-
trolled and run by the State that are usually controlled by
private companies in other countries. This policy of
(4)
;
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Government ownership and control is verified hy many examples
in practically every chapter of this thesis. Government con-
trol is one of the distin^ishing features of the Japanese
economic system.
The special accounts are of several types and number
over 20 different divisions. They may be classified by
various types, such as: (1) those accounts having to do with
colonial finances; (2) those accounts having to do T/ith cer-
tain Government enterprises; and (3) many miscellaneous
accounts. (5) The finances of the different colonies are
handled separately in order to keep strict supervision over
all financial transactions between the different parts of the
Emp ir e
•
The Government employs many varied methods of ac-
counting for its various business enterprises. There are
q.uite a few enterprises that are completely independent of
the "general” account, or the Government budget. Some of
these enterprises are the railroads. Governmental ironworks,
etc. In the case of the railroads, all net profits earned
may be used for further improvements and extension of the
railroad system. In the case of a deficiency, however, the
Government floats a loan in the form of bonds, etc., and
charges this loan against the railway account instead of the
general account.
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The Government controlled tobacco, salt, and camphor
organizations have their accounts handled separately. However,
the net revenues or deficits are eventually transferred to the
general account.
In order to give the reader a clear picture of the
accounts found in the annual budget of Japan, I am including
in this work the proposed budget for 1929-30. This illustra-
tion will serve the purpose of placing before the reader a
clear picture of the relative importance of the many divisions
of Japanese finance. The figures in the following budget are
not meant to be studied closely, but the different accounts
should be read over carefully so as to more clearly follow the














Taxes:— Land Tax 63,620
-3,502
Income Tax 202,664 -8,711
Business -Prof its Tax -— 53,785 -8,939
Capital Interest Tax — 15,820 -92
Succession Tax 25,951 +4,495
Mining Tax - -- 5,652 +271
Tax on Issue of Bank Notes 4,936 + 784
Tax on Liq_uors 234,626 -3,788
Tax on Beverages 4,008 -156
Sugar Excise 82,797 +4 , 242
Consumption Tax on Textile
Fabrics 39,878 +5,132
Tax on Bourses 11,343 -3,561
Customs Duties --- 144,840 +3,771
Tonnage Dues - - 2,199 661
TOTAL 892,124 -9,351
Stamp Receipts 86,247 +7,090






Services 249 ,599 +8,926
Forests 46,303 +2,977
Profits of Monopoly 171,480 +3,051
Dividends Revenue 9,487 -60
Prison Revenue 6,547 + 346
Other 5,131 + 34
TOTAL 488,549 '+15,206








Transferred from special ac-^-
count for deposits section
of Finance Department 5,150 +1,826
Transferred from special ac-
count for promotion of
educational and rural com-




TOTAL -- --- 3E,188 +1,799
TOTAL ORDINARY RSVEITUES --- 1.499,;i0'' 14 , 744
Extraordinary:
Proceeds of Sale of State
Property 20,252 +13,354
Miscellaneous Receipts
Local Payment by public bodies
16,862 +8,871
to expenses incurred for cost
of Engineering l7orks 5,876 +3,096
Local Contributions for Engi-
neering Works shared by public
bodies 5,233 -4,803
Local Contributions to scientific
research encouragement funds
Transferred from special ac-
75 30
count funds
Receipts from issue of public
29 ,207 + 15 ,295
loans 91,201 + 27,201
Payment from Insurance Companies
Surplus of the Previous Year
3,519
Transferred 81,476 -34,100
TOTAL EXTRAORDINARY REVENUE 253,706 + 28,972
GRAND TOTAL REVENUES - 1,752,816 + 43,716
I,
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(C) Budget Surpluses ;
The Japanese Government is noted for making very con-
servative estimates in its annual budgets. The Government

213
senses the tremendous financial load that they have to carry,
due to the high rate of advancement that is officially
advocated. The Government also realizes that, because of the
ambitious plans laid down by the executives of the country,
many extraordinary expenses will arise that will recLuire a
substantial outlay of money. These outlays can be met much
more easily from surplus than they can from the imposition
of new taxes or from other hastily imposed revenue-producing
devices. A critical examination of the supplementary budgets
compiled for emergencies during the last few years shows that
they derive their income from the surpluses carried over from
the annual budgets of previous years.
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(In Thousands of Yen)







1892 225 386 1 9 675
1893 224,926 -460 24,727 5,052 5,512
1894 211,049 -13,877 29 ,187 4,460 18 ,337
1895 207,057 -3,992 20,041 -9,146 -5,154
1896 293,104 86,011 33,115 13,074 -72,937
1897 316,898 23,794 18,162 -14,953 -38,747
1898 332,685 15,787 3,506 -14,656 -30,443
1899 341,079 8,394 1,361 -2,145 -10,539
1900 401,873 60,794 1,191 -170 -60,964
1901 409,050 7,177 3,899 2,708 -4,469
1902 418,018 8,968 7,904 4,005 -4,963
1903 435,966 17,948 9,205 1,301 -16,647
1904 445,168 9,202 11,552 2,347 -6,855
1905 888,698 443,530 53,854 42,302 -401,228
1906 2,080,390 1,191,692 62,131 8,277 -1,183,415
1907 2,170,781 90,391 71,333 9,202 -81,189
1908 2,074,025 -96,756 263,545 192 ,212 288,968
1909 2,029,945 -44,080 166,321 -97,224 -53,144
1910 1,977,467 -52,578 156,163 -10,158 42,420
1911 2,037,794 60,327 120,555 -35,608 -95 ,935
1912 1,971,152 -66 , 642 92,421 -28,134 38,508
1913 1,960,806 -10 ,346 118,111 25,690 36,036
1914 1,855,463 -105,343 169,227 51,116 156,459
1915 1,787,499 -67,964 100,207 -69,020 -1,056
1916 1,769,667 -17,832 140,363 40,156 57,988
1917 1,747,622 -22,045 249 ,133 108,770 130,815
1918 1,933,799 186,177 397,667 148,534 -37,643
1919 2,258,027 324,228 528,983 131,316 -192,912
1920 2,442,584 184,557 701,872 172,889 -11,668
1921 2,883,217 440,633 695,366 -6,506 -447,139
'
1922 3,047,869 164,652 626,810 -68,556 -233,208
1923 3,235,492 187,623 697,249 70,439 -117,184
1924 3,570,393 334,901 561,260 -135,989 -470,890
1925 3,642,645 72,252 543,122 -18,138 -90,390
1926 3,703,578 60,933 598 ,586 55,464 -5,469
1927 3,815,557 111,979 551,669 -46,917 -158,896
1928 3,978,674 163,117 372,608 -179,061 -342,178
1929 4,298,609 319,935 265,385 -107,233 -427,158
1930 4,378,503 79,894 145.976 -119,409 -199,303
(7): Moulton -- "Japan” -- P. 212
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The last coluran in the above table shows the con-
dition of the Government finances for each year during the
period under survey. It will be seen that Government
finances were in a comparatively sound condition during the
early nineties. The China-Japanese 7/ar, however, in 1894-95,
created large deficits which continued until 1900. In 1900
the Boxer War further increased the national expenses. Prom
1901 to 1904 the financial condition of the Japanese
Government was q.uite satisfactory. The Russo-Japanese War
of 1904-05 tremendously increased the financial deficits by
great outlays for war materials, etc. During the period
from 1907-1917 the situation was very favorable with revenues
usually exceeding the expenditures. Beginning with 1917,
however, large deficits began to appear and have continued
to appear ever since. During the last few years they have
naturally been extraordinarily large, due to the abnormal
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3: TAXATION SYSTBI/I ;
(A) Forms of Revenue :
The Japanese G-overnment derives over one-half of
its total revenue from taxes. The tax revenue may he
classified as coming from three different sources; through
direct taxation, indirect taxation, and from Government
enterprises amd properties. Indirect taxes supply the major
part of the tax revenues with direct taxes coming next. The
tax revenue derived from Government enterprises is also
quite large when compared with other industrial countries
laboring under similar present-day economic conditions.
Indirect taxes include taxes on liquors, -soft
drinks, the sugar excise, the customs duties, and consumption
tax on textile fabrics. The liquor tax is the most
important from the standpoint of revenue collected. This
tax is levied upon the manufacturers of alcoholic beverages.
The sugar excise was started in 1901 and is placed upon all
sugar, molasses, and sirups used in domestic consumption.
The textile-consumption tax was introduced in 1905. This tax
is levied at the rate of 10 per cent ad valorem upon all
persons taking delivery for the purpose of domestic con-
sumption all textiles other than cotton fabrics.
'•
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Customs duties first made their appearance in
Japan in 1859, but it was not until 1899 that she was able
to set tariff rates without first negotiating with other
powers. In 1899, a general statutory tariff was put into
effect and a fev; tariff treaties were agreed upon with some
of the pov/ers. The import tariff v/as revised in 1911 for
the purpose of protecting and encouraging Japanese manufac-
turing industries. The revised tariff allowed raw materials
to come in free of duty, but finished manufactured articles
had to bear duties ranging from 15 to 40 per cent with
luxuries being subjected to a duty of 50^. The semi-
manufactured goods came in under lower rates. In July 1924
the luxury tax was revised, which imposed an ad valorem duty
of 100 per cent upon 120 articles classified as luxuries.
A further increase in tariff rates was made in 1926.
Japan has followed the example of the powerful
industrial nations of the world during the past few years in
the raising of her tariff rates. Each country that is of
any importance industrially has participated in this great
tariff war during the past ten years. Manufacturing has now
become one of the chief industries of the large countries
and so the field is becoming q.uite crov/ded, with the result
that every country must use, or at least they think they
have to use, the tariff as a weapon for self-defense. The
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great industrial nations are no’.v beginning to realize what
fools they have been during the past few years in their
idiotic tariff wars. It would take many volumes to adequately
describe the tariff situation in order to give full thought
to all the pros and cons of the tariff policy. However, it
may be said in passing that never before in the history of
the world has each country needed the help of all the other
countries that it does today. In order to exist today, each
country is dependent upon the aid, both financially and
industrially, of its sister countries. There is no such thing
today as a country surrounding itself with a barb-wire fence
of tariff duties and then expecting to exist in utter
disregard of all v/orld affairs. The political leaders of
sensible lands are today agreeing to this premise. They are
beginning to see the "light of day" after all those years
they have spent in chasing the elusive rainbow of "tariff
prosperity"
.
The following table shows the Government receipts
and disbursements of Japan for the fiscal years 1927 to 1930
inclusive, and the budgets for the period 1930-1932 inclusive ; (8
)
(8): U.S, Commerce Year Book, 1932, Yol.2 -- P, 555
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aOVERmiENT RECEIPTS ARB EEPEUDITURES




Ordinary Receipts 1,484,780 1
Income Tax 215,070
Land and Business Tax 116,026
Customs 140,601
Liquors , Sugar and Textile 358,814







Other Public Enterprises 61,606
All Other 35,181
Extraordinary Receipts 577 ,975



































































































(3) Taxes and Excise Duties :
I am including the income tax and excise tax la-^s
of Japan in this section, because I consider them to he of
sufficient importance , to anyone interested in either the
public finance or the foreign trade of Japan, to warrant
their inclusion in a wor]c of this kind. (9)
(1) Income Tax
The corporation income tax is chargeable
under three divisions of income and the
rates are:
A: Ordinary Income: Per Cent
Income of corporations
having their head office
within the Japanese
Emp ir e 5
Income of foreign corpor-
ations derived from sources
within the Japanese Empire 10
B: Excise Income:
Income exceeding 10 per cent
of the canital invested .... 4
Income exceeding 20 per cent
of the capital invested .... 10
Income exceeding 30 per cent
of the capital invested .... 20
C: Liquidation Income:
Reserves and income not sub-
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The Income Tax on interest and profit from trust loans is
chargeable at the source.
A: Interest of Public Bonds Per Cent
(except national bonds) 3
Interest on debentures,
bank deposit and profit
from trust loans 5
B; Dividends and bonus received
by non-residents 7.5
The individual income tax is imposed on persons whose total
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Total exemption is granted where the total income
does not amount to 1,200 yen less various deductions referred
to below:
Earned Income Allowance
(1) An allowance of one-fifth of earned income
where the tax-payer’s total income does
not exceed 6,000 yen.
(2) An allowance of one-tenth of earned income
where the tax-payer’s total income does
not exceed 12,000 yen but his investment
income exceeds 6,000 yen.
(3) An allowance of one-fifth of the earned
income up to 6,000 yen and of one-tenth of
the remainder where the tax-payer’s total
income does not exceed 12,000 yen but
exceeds 6,000 yen, of which his investment
income is less than 6,000 yen.
Deduction for children and dependent relatives:
A deduction of 100 yen may be claimed by a
person whose assessed income does not exceed
3,000 yen in respect of each child under the
age of 18 years and other dependent relatives.
(2) Tax on Capital Interest :
The 2 per cent tax is charged on:
A: Interest on public bonds, debentures,
industrial debentures, bank deposits,
and profit from trust loans.
B: Interest on loans and deposits made
not as business by the income-tax-payer.
ncl^d ct
icuki'^
(2) Business Profit Tax ;
The tax is chargeable on corporations and
individuals engaged in business whose net




( 4 ) Land Tax
;
The tax is chargeable under three divisions
on the assessed value of land.
Per Cent
a; Residential Land ^,5
B: Cultivated Land 4.5
G: Land other than Residential
and Cultivated 5.5
(5) Mining .Duty ; Per Cent
On the value of Output 1
3en
In respect of prospect per 1000 Tsubo(lO)
of the mining area 30
In respect of working per 1000 Tsubo
of the mining area 60
Per 1 Cho (11) of.riveribed placer 30
Per 1,000 Tsubo of non-rivetbed placer... 30
(10)
: 1 Tsubo -- 3.95369 st^uare yards
(11)
: 1 Cho i:. 45064 acres
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Alcohol'and Alcoholic Liquors .. 42 yen and over
per hoku (12)
Beer 25 yen per koku
B : Sugar Per Pical Yen { 13
)
Class 1: Under Ko.ll Butch
Standard 2,00-2.50
Class 2: Under No, 18 Butch
Standard 5.00
Class 3: Under No, 22 Dutch
Standard 7,35
Class 4: Above No, 22 Butch
Standard 8.35




Silk and Silk Mixed lO^o of the value
./oolen and Joolen Mixed , . .lOfo of the value
4: THN JAPANESE PUBLIC BEST :
The amount of public debt that any nation owes is
determined by the fiscal operations of that nation. By this
statement I mean that, whenever a country allows the total
revenues to fall below the total expenditures, the deficiency
(12)
: 1 koku -- 47.05389 gallons - liquid - U.S.A.
(13)
: 1 yen -- 0.4984 dollars - U.S.A.
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must be borrowed. G-enerally speaking then, the total amount
of the public debt at any given time is eq.ual to the total
accumulated deficits resulting from the excess of public ex-
penditures over public revenues.
Public borrowings should not always be regarded as
evidence of poor financial management by the borrowing
Government. There is a great deal of difference between loans
floated by a government for the purpose of ac(iuiring revenue
producing businesses and for the purpose of acquiring non-
revenue producing businesses. Thus, in the case of Japan, a
great part of the Japanese public indebtedness has been
incurred for the purpose of acquiring or producing revenue
making properties. This fact is clearly confirmed by the many
governmental enterprises, such as the railroads, steamship
lines, etc.
The first loan raised by Japan was one of
500,000 yen in silver, borrowed from the British Oriental
Bank in 1868. (14) However, this loan was really only a
temporary borrowing and so cannot be classified as a loan In
the correct sense of the word. The first true loan was the
(14): U.S. Bulletin - Trade Promotion Series, Ho. 83 — P. 65
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London loan of 1870. This was a 9 per cent issue, amounting
to 4,890,000 yen, mostly used for the building of the Tokyo-
Yokohama Railway.
The funded debt of Japan has been steadily
increasing during the last couple of decades. This statement
is not so pessimistic as it may sound, however, because
during this period the World War and the earthquake disaster
have furnished the nation with exigencies that were very
costly. Then again, a great deal of the total borrowings
was used for productive purposes such as financial adjust-
ments, colonial development, economic enterprises, and the re
organization of many public institutions.
The follov;ing table sho7/3 the total funded debt
outstanding at the close of the fiscal years beginning with
1918-19: (15)
(15) : IBID — P. 67
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TOTAL - January 31,1933-- 6,748,750,000




Japan has experienced some very trying financial
situations during the past few years. Many of these
financial crises were brought about by the rapid development
of the country, both in an economic and cultural sense.
During the past few years, however, Japan has been weather-
ing her financial battles very successfully although no rosy
financial picture can be painted for the future, Japan is
trying to compete with the wealthiest countries of the world
in both economic and military development. She is not
content to remain securely in the niche that nature placed
her in, and as a result, she is continuously being swamped
with ever-increasing debts. How long this situation can last
no one knows,
Japan is earnestly striving to conq,uer this financial
problem by increasing her foreign trade, both in commodities
and in tourist travel. The foreign trade of Japan has been
greatly aided since 1931, due to the depreciated yen. The
yen averaged 28.11 cents for 1932 and on October 2, 1933, it
was 28.15 cents. (17) The effect of the depreciation of
the yen will be fully taken up in Chapter 10 - Foreign Policies,
The trade situation is the all-important problem in Japan
today, because the future of Japan depends upon the progress
made through this business channel. Every effort is being
(17)
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made to expand exports relatively to imports in order to
secure a favorable balance of trade. A favorable balance of
trade is very hard to secure in Japan because of the
immense population with the relatively small amount of
resources required for industrial development and for food
to feed the excessive population. Japan is truly facing a
difficult financial problem.
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This chapter deals primarily with the Ilanchurian (A)
dispute between Japan and the rest of the world. There are
many sides taken in this (question, many against Japan and many
in sympathy with her. I shall attempt to place before the
reader an unbiased account of the principal points to be con-
sidered in this problem, in order that we may obtain a
satisfactory knowledge of the general principles involved.
Japan has caused a great deal of resentment to be
raised against her throughout the world during the past few
years, due to her "land-grabbing^ tendencies. People who did
not realize the basic causes for this imperialistic desire
on the part of Japan took a very prejudiced view-point of the
entire affair. One should thoroughly examine the basic




The Japanese have proclaimed that the old name of
Manchuria be changed to Manchukuo
,
and as such be
known throughout the world. However, there is such
a dispute over this newly organized state that I
prefer to call this territory Manchuria until a
final stable policy is promulgated.
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1; USED FOR JAPM5SS EXPANSION
:
(A) Pressure of Population ;
However we may regard the policy of Japan in
Manchuria, it is not difficult to find reasons for sympathiz-
ing with her in her problems of population and available area
for expansion. It is entirely probable that the great
majority of people outside Japan do not realize that the
Japanese Empire has a population of over ninety millions
sq_ueezed into an area - including the many hundreds of islands
just a little larger than that of the Province of Alberta in
the Dominion of Canada, It is only necessary to imagine
ninety millions of people packed into Alberta, which has an
area of 255,285 sq.uare miles and a population of 731,605,
(1931 census)
,
(1) to get some idea of the overcrowded
state of the Japanese Empire.
The recent announcement of the annexation of a new
section of Chinese territory adjacent to Manchukuo serves to
focus attention upon the Far Eastern q^uestion insofar as it
concerns Japan’s needs for expansion and her Empire ambitions.
The simple fact is that Japan must have an outlet for her
surplus population. This fact appears more important than
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ever when one learns that the population of the whole Empire
is increasing at the rate of about one million each year. It
reg^uires no great effort of the imagination to realize why
Japan is reaching out beyond her present Empire boundaries
in the search for new territory in which she may settle a
part of her present surplus population and make room for what
is yet to come.
The manifold evils of crowding huge bodies of
people into immense cities are recognized everywhere, and
naturally, the amazing growth of Japan’s cities is giving the
G-overnment of the Mikado much concern, Tokyo is now easily
the third largest city in the world, with a population of ap-
proximately five and one-half million; and there are t-vo
others over a million - Osaka and Kyoto. Nagayo
,
a ne'w port,
is expected to pass the million mark in a few months’ time.
Kobe, the largest western port, has 787,596 population, and
Yokohama, the chief eastern port, 620,296. (2)
lianufacturing industries have multiplied to such an
extent in Japan, that to obtain an outlet for their production,
prices have been cut down to a degree which is causing positive
alarm to other nations. For instance, not only in silks,
which might have been expected perhaps, but in cottons and
other fabrics, Japan is actually underselling Lancashire and
ITew England in their own domestic, as well as in their foreign.
(2)
:
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markets. The Indian trade, which was for a long period,
Manchester’s favorite preserve, has almost entirely gone to
the cheaper Japanese trade.
Costs of production have been lowered, largely by
the reduction in wages paid to the Japanese factory workers,
to a degree which sounds incredible in western countries. The
scale of living has, in conseq^uence
,
been brought down to a
level distinctly inimical. to the health of the workers, and
the numbers of people implicated make conditions dangerous
to the nation from many points of view. Japan has recognized
the danger and is setting about the business of securing
outlets for her ever-enlarging population with the machine-
like orderliness and the business-like methods that have
stamped her entire progress since she emerged from her old
Oriental traditions of isolation and imbibed Western ideas -
and most of all that goes with them.
Japan’s plans for the distribution of her population
promise to give rise to the gravest anxiety; in fact, they
have already provided the Australian Commonwealth with food
for much thought, and certain action has been taken looking
to a possible emergency which it would not be very difficult
to visualize. A large Japanese population is growing up
in Brazil, which is Japan’s chief emigration outlet. There
are at present 150,000 Japanese in the South American Republic,
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and for the coming year the q.uota has ^ust been fixed at
27,100,
One thing is certain - Japan must expand in order
to accommodate her surplus population. The matter of this
expansion that most concerns the v/orld outside Asia is
whether that expansion is to he confined to Asiatic terri-
tory, or to go beyond. Upon the answer to that q^uestion
may depend the future peace of the v/orld.
(3) Lack of Raw Liaterial s
:
A nation cannot develop to any great state of
industrial importance, if it does not possess adeq,uate re-
sources of rav/ materials which are so necessary for manufac-
turing purposes. Japan is greatly lacking coking
. coal,
,
copper, iron ore, and petroleum. She also has an insufficient
supply of hides, raw cotton, wool, rubber, and lumber.
Naturally, Japan has to create some source from which she
can derive the raw materials she lacks for manufacturing
purposes
.
Manchuria is very rich in minerals and so appeared
in a very favorable light to industrial Japan,
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"lianchuria is rich in coal; the reserves uvere
estimated hy the Chinese Ceological Survey
of 1926 as 30,000,000 tons of anthracite,2.792.000.
000 of bituminous, and 128,000,000
of lignite. Production of the Fushun open-
cut mines, owned by the Japanese, totaled
7,100,000 tons. The main coal deposit there
is on the average 150 feet thick and this
serves 1,200,000,000 tons. Oil shale
deposits in !^shun are calculated to contain
2.380.000.
000 tons to a depth of 1,000 feet,
and 4,150,000,000 to a depth of 2,000 feet.
The oil yield averages 5.5>io and is reserved
for the Japanese Kavy. There are rich de-
posits of iron, lead, gold, silver and
asbestos." (3)
(C) Lack of Food Supply :
The lack of food supply in Japan is the direct
result of the pressing problem of population in the Island
Kingdom. . Japan has been primarily an agricultural country
from time immemorial. However, due to the constantly
increasing population, Japan now suffers from a lack of
foodstuffs. Her land is worked to the limit and in a very
few years will begin to show a decrease in productivity
because of the excessive strain of continuous cropping.
Practically all the available land is now under cultivation
’With the result that Japan must look elsewhere for the food
necessary to feed her excessive population.
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gives a very encouraging picture of the agricultural pro-
ductiveness of Manchuria:
"The soil of Manchuria is one of the richest
in the world ... The area under cultivation
totals 81,719,000 acres. In 1931 the
harvest of soy-heans was 5,227,800 metric
tons from 7,000,000 acres; wheat, 1,589,200
tons from 3,411,000 acres; millet, 3,692,000
tons from 2,890,000 acres; maize 1,712,500
tons from 2,139,000 acres; and rice, 317,600
tons from 511,290 acres. Flax and sugar beet
production is increasing. Forty mills turn
out about 15,000,000 sacks of wheat flour
annually.
"
The previous sections of this chapter give adeq,uate
evidence supporting the fact that Japan must have colonial
expansion in order to exist. She can remain in her present
state only for a short time because soon she will be in a
position where she will have to act on a very extensive
scale in order to exist. Unless an intelligent plan of world
co-operation aids Japan in seeking a solution to her problems,
she will cause an eruption in world policies that will travel
around the globe with "Krakatoaian" force.
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2; I^AKCHURIA AS THS OUTLET :
(a) Creo^raphical Features and Climate;
I shall briefly present the outstanding geographical
features of Manchuria, in order to clearly show what a great
asset this country is to Japan,
Manchuria is sometimes called the Three Eastern
Provinces of China, and includes the area stretching from
the Amur River to the Yellow Sea and the Gulf of Liaotung. Its
eastern boundary is formed by a part of Siberia and Korea,
while the western boundary between Manchuria and Mongolia is
rather indefinite, due to its moving steadily weatward as the
Chinese agriculturists penetrate into Mongolia.
The following figures show the latest known areas
of the three provinces as well as the estimated population;
TABLE XXXIX (5)
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The rainfall of Manchuria is rather scant, the
averages falling between 600 and 700 millimetres. The rainy
season falls in July and August. The snow fall is generally
very light.
"The principal mountain ranges are the Great
Kling-an on the northwest and the Changpai on the southeast,
while the principal rivers are the Liao, Sungari and its
tributary, the Nonni, the Yalu and the Tumen, These waters
were, until the advent of the railroads, the main means of
transportation for the great, fertile valleys ,where is
produced the .vealth of Manchuria, and they were also employed
for bringing timber from the mountain forests." (6)
(B) Railroads ;
One of the most important essentialities of any
industrial country is the railroad system it possesses. The
railroad system in Manchuria has been a source of constant
trouble, due to many involved business dealings between
Russia, China, and Japan. There is nothing to be gained by
going into a long detailed discussion of these difficulties
in a thesis of this type because these Janglings will likely
continue for many years to come without any appreciable
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The following brief description of the lianchurian railroad
system appeared to me to be so good that I am including it
ver batim in this section: (7)
”The Chinese Eastern railway (1,078 miles), built
by Russia 1896-1903, and managed jointly by Russia and China,
crosses it a little north of centre from lianchouli in the
northwest to Vladiostok, the Russian Far East Pacific Ocean
port, which is just beyond the mountains that form the
eastern boundary. A spur south from Karbin connects at
Changchun with the South Manchuria Railway, built by Russia
as part of the Chinese Eastern but ceded to Japan after the
Japanese-Russian ’.7ar of 1905. This runs through Mukden south
to Darien, the seaport of Kwangtung, held by Japan under
lease from China; and from }iukden southwest to Seoul in Korea
and to Fusan, the seaport opposite Japan. The total mileage
is 691; the capital 440,000,000 yen, half contributed by the
Japanese Government. A Chinese railway (723 miles) runs from
Tientsin northeast to Mukden, continuing to the northwest to
Solun, and to Tsitsihar on the Honni River just north of the
Chinese Eastern Railway, Chinese feeder railways total about
2,400 miles.”
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"The entire Manchukuo State railway system was
placed under the control of the South Manchuria Railway in
March 1S33, the road having increased its capital stock to
1,000 million yen. Contracts for building three new roads
involving expenditure of 100 million yen were awarded to
the South Manchuria also. Negotiations for the sale of the
Chinese Eastern Railway by Russia to Manchukuo were initiated
in 1935. A ten-year program to provide for the construction
of 94,000 miles of first class roads, about the same mileage
of second class roads, and 18,000 miles of third class was
announced in March, 1933, and 15,000,000 yuan were appro-
priated from a bond loan for the first two years work."
"The Japanese Government had had under concession
the zone along the railway and the railroad which they have
extended to tap the vast coal mines at Fushun, 20 miles east
of Mukden, which they own and operate. The Japanese have
invested huge sums in commercial enterprises, farming,
manufacturing, and banking, a total estimated at over 1,700
million yen ($850,000,000 at par of exchange)."
The above excerpt illustrates the great progress th
Japanese have made in promoting and developing a worthwhile
railroad system in Manchuria during the past few years.
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Japan realizes that a country or colony cannot "be of any
commercial use, if it lacks a good transportation system.
Thus, Ivianchuria is being developed into a great commercial
country through the furthering of the existing railroad
system in that country,
(G) Resources:
1: Agriculture ; Agriculture forms the basis of
the total wealth of idanchuria. There is a great abundance
of arable land in llanchuria estimated at some'/;hat over 20 l/2
millions of acres now under cultivation, A conservative
estimate places the total available arable land at approxi-
mately 65,000,000 acres. This great opportunity for develop-
ment has been clearly seen by Japan and so she is steadily
availing herself of the opportunities offered her in the
form of this economic Llanchurian Paradise found waiting right
at her doorstep.
There are many varied agricultural products grown
in Llanchuria. Goya beans - the most important agricultural
product - can be manufactured into many different useful
articles and products, such as: Soups, soy and various
sauces, condensed milk, breakfast foods, cheese, casein, salad
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enamels, explosives, varnishes, butter and lard substitutes,
salad oils, edible oils, linoleum, water-proofing material,
soap, paints, rubber substitutes, celluloid, inks, lubricat-
ing oils, and many other useful products.
Other Manchurian crops include millet, wheat, rice,
barley, kaoliang, corn and other crops. Many other products
are nov; being experimented v/ith in the hope that they can be
successfully raised. The great variety of products that are
found in Manchuria is a cause of both joy and astonishment
to the average Japanese because he is so used to a very
limited range of edibles that it is difficult for him to
understand how any one country is able to produce such a
variety of foodstuffs.
2; Coal ; Manchuria contains some of the greatest
coal mines in the world. The Jhishun coal mines are found
about twenty miles east of Mukden and are connected by rail
with the main line. This coal mine produces a very fine
grade of coal with a very small percentage of impurities.
The Japanese have modernized the mining methods so that now
the greatest productivity is obtained with the minimum
amount of effort. Both the hydraulic and stripping methods
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mines is of the bituminous kind, suitable for locomotives
and marine engines, also for home consumption,
(3) Oils; The oil industry is also carried on
in connection with the Pushun mines. The oil is distilled
from the shale deposits, which are found in abundance.
This shale must be removed from the mine during the mining
operations for coal, thus making the raw material for oil
products practically costless, Llanj’’ experiments have been
performed in order to perfect a way for the manufacturing
of oil. A new process has now been developed which appears
to be very efficient and which is claimed to be able to
produce over 70,000 tons of crude oil, as v/ell as ammonia
and paraffin products, yearly.
(4) Iron: There is a large iron reserve in
Manchuria, estimated at about 300,000,000 tons. The q.uality
of the iron ore mined, however, is rather poor, averaging
from 35 to 40 per cent of metal to the ton. Iron is a very
important commodity to Japan because she possesses only a
very limited q.uantity and, due to her great industrial
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her future industrial progress.
(D) The Setting Up of LlanchuJkuo :
Through the preceding discussion on the economic
wealth of Iianchuria, the reader will nov/ understand more
clearly why Japan is taking such extreme pains in develop-
ing IJanchuria. I have already mentioned the fact that
there is a great divergence of opinions as to exactly v/hy
Japan has assumed the role of promotor and protector in
advancing Manchurian interests.
The following condensed account of the Japanese
military activities in Manchukuo serves to well illustrate
the precision used in obtaining their objective - the
complete rule in the nev/ state; (8)
"Eack of setting up of Manchukuo was the Japanese
military action, begun on September 18, 1931, when the
tearing up of a portion of the South Manchuria Railway near
Mukden set in motion what the Japanese called defense
operations, aimed at Chinese soldiers and bandits in the
railway zone. The forces of the Covernor of Manchuria,
Marshal Chang Hsiao Liang, were ultimately driven into Jehol
and then within the Great .’/all. China appealed to the
(8)
:
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League of Nations, and after negotiations, the League on
January 14, 1922, sent a commission, headed by the Sari of
Lytton, to investigate the situation. This Committee
reached Mukden on April 2 and in its report, made October 2,
held Japan v/holly responsible for setting up Llanchukuo
,
and
recommended an autonomous government for Manchuria, subject
to Chinese sovereignty, to be established by direct
negotiations between China and Japan, Japan refused to
give up her policy, having formally recognized Manchukuo
as an independent state on September 15 and signed a protocol
with it. In this Manchukuo declared its intention of abiding
by all international engagements entered into by China so
far as they are applicable to Manchukuo, and gave Japan the
right to station such military forces as may be necessary to
secure the national safety of either state at any point it
may select. It formally confirms all rights and interest of
Japan or her subjects by virtue of Sino-Japanese treaties and
private contracts."
"Japan in February 1933, alleging provocation
on the part of the Chinese , overran Jehol, a Chinese province
which had been considered a buffer state, and advanced beyond
the Great i/all nearly to Peiping, meeting occasionally stout
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resistance. On luay 21 China and Japan signed a truce, leav-
ing the Japan-LIanchukuo army in possession of Jehol, now
assimilated as part of lianchuJoio
,
with a militarized zone
"betvyeen it and China, The Chinese troops withdrew hehind a
line 130 miles long parallel and 25 to 35 miles east on the
Tients in-Peiping Railway, running from Lubai on the coast
to Yenkiing, 45 miles northwest of Peiping. Japan agreed
ultimately to withdraw to the G-reat .'/all, claimed as the
boundary of Manchukuo.'^
5; THE ASIATIC PROBLmi :
As I write these words, there seems to be a brighter
optimism on both sides of the Atlantic. Along with this
feeling of renewed energy, goes the kindling expectation of
better times with civilization getting on its feet again.
But if all this is true of the .Vestern .7orld, it
merely serves to throw into sharper, harsher contrast the
utter chaos of the Eastern Yorld; the decline of the power
and prestige of the white race; ruined and prostrate China;
and the desperation of the Japanese in their plain struggle
for existence; Only a generation ago, as Lothrop Stoddard
remarks in 'The Rising Tide of Color", the white man was
the undisputed master of the East.
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(A) Power in the Sast ;
But in the East, power rests on prestige - what
the Chinaman calls "face". Jhen Japan defeated Russia, the
v/hite man’s prestige received a heavy blow, ./hen the Great
War came and the white race embarked upon a kind of
collective suicide, all that remained of the white man’s
prestige was shattered. Ever since the Great 7ar
,
the white
man has been in retreat from the Ear East; a moral retreat,
as llr. Stoddard points out; a relinq^uishment of political
control - in India, in the Philippines, in the Dutch Indies
and elsewhere.
So far it has been orderly. At any time, with the
rising tide of communism in China, it may become a rout.
All this might have been prevented, if hard times
and national and internal troubles had not made it impossible
for the nations that had the biggest stake in the East to
employ strong measures to maintain their authority and their
"face". But they did not. The old Orient has gone never to
return. It has become westernized, and all over the East
social unrest echoes Western demands for a higher standard of
living.
Japan has been .’/esternizing herself for three-
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(luarters of a century. Old Japan has almost vanished. As
llr . Stoddard says, the cherry blossoms are smutted with the
soot of factory chimneys, and wither in the fumes belched
from blast furnaces. The new Japan is the only disciplined
people in all the present anarchy of Asia, the only nation
capable of supporting and defending a civilization accept-
able and endurable to the white man.
If disciplined Japan finds it hard to keep her
balance, think how much harder it must be for the other
Asiatic peoples. China shows what may happen in many Eastern
lands, now that the power of the white man is shaken and
his prestige tarnished.
The revolution which overthrew the Manchu Dynasty
twenty years ago, and turned an old-fashioned Oriental
Empire into a so-called republic, broke the mould of ancient
Chinese life. Politically, economically, socially,
culturally, and spiritually. Old China began to go to pieces.
It is a sad fact, that in China today the only Chinese v/ho
are really doing anything are those v/ho are doing harm.
This does not disparage the activities, admirable
and convincingly altruistic, of the enlightened few who are
working for the good of their country and their race. But
their number is small, and their influence seems very nearly
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nonexistent. There are approximately 400,000,000 people in
China, the most easily intimidated people in the world.
Bandits, war lords, pirates, and extortion gangs bleed them
white, rob them to starvation. There are more than
3,000,000 men under arms, supported by enforced taxes on a
miserably impoverished people. The Communists have seized
whole provinces. Hanking makes war on Canton, and then
both join against the Reds. The wonder is that the Chinese
continue to survive at all.
The Japanese know all this, realize all this, far
better than we on this side of the world. It is to their
interest to bring order out of chaos, civilization out of
the anarchy. They may have to take Chinese territory in
doing so, but take it they will.
(3) Swarming Ivlasses :
There is still another side to this boiling
ferment in Asia - this caldron which may spill over at any
time to the peril of our Western Jorld - and that is the
fact that in every Asiatic country except Japan discipline
is maintained by relatively small upper classes. Beneath
them the S’warming masses, miserably poor, densely ignorant,
with no traditions whatever of self-government or self-
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If these native upper classes should be over-
whelmed by a flood of social revolution - v;hich is exactly
what is going on now in China - the result would be a
terrific descent to the level of savagery. The sudden re-
lease of the Ignorant masses from traditional restraints
of religion and custom would mean a sudden plunge into an
abyss which v/ould endanger the .Vestern ./or Id, and from
v/hich the 3ast could only emerge after many years, if ever.
All of this Japan thoroughly realizes as she
watches events in China and builds, in ilanchuria, her own
'wall of defense against the advancing tide of Communism
from Russia. Japan knows that, if the great smash comes,
the billions of Europeans and American capital invested in
Far-Eastern land would be lost forever; that the great
foreign trade of the Orient would dwindle to nothing.
4; JAPAIT AI'TD THE PHILIPPnTSS ;
The Philippines are causing a great deal of
argument at this time about whether or not they should be
free from all authority of the United States. This question
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appears more important than ever when one considers the
imperialistic desires of Japan.
It is very peculiar how really prejudiced v/e all
are in many respects. Take the case of Japan, for example.
V/e can easily understand why Japan must expand her territory
and we do not worry a great deal about the territory she
takes, as long as it is not ours. The minute Japan even
looks at our possessions, however, we begin to see red and
propaganda is immediately thrown in our faces from every
direction, calling upon every man to do his duty and save
our country from the grasping hands of the invaders. V/e
never stop to realize that our possessions were not given
us, but that we took them in a "dignified manner". I do
not mean to say that we should not be patriotic; of course
we should. I do contend, however, that we should viev/ the
situation in a rational manner and not give vent to our
very first emotions, because some day Japan is going to
become so tired and disgusted with our kindergarten actions
that she v;ill come over to our side of the Pacific and teach
us to act like grov/n-ups. This lesson, however, will be at
our expense.
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illustrate the feeling that is running in our minds concern-
ing the so-called Japanese aggression. Ho doubt a great deal
of it is true, but notice that underneath it all is the very
evident touch of a master propagandist. (9)
"In our estimates of the possibilities of the
future ’.ve have often neglected to reckon v/ith one economic
factor which well might be our salvation after other factors,
no7j the basis of our artificial prosperity, shall have
tottered to the ground. That factor is no other than hemp.
Philippine hemp is also the world’s hemp. That
is the curious fact about it - that this product which is
peculiarly the exclusive property of the Philippines is also
the product of the whole world because, y/ithout it, the world
would not be able to carry on with many of its present
activities
.
Manila rope, manufactured with the fibre of the
abaca plant, is used almost everywhere as marine cordage.
The tensile strength of hemp is the guarantee of the
universally recognized endurance of the rope
The abaca planter has been a forgotten man. He
has been left entirely to his resources, and as he has been
(9): This editorial is taken from the Philippines Herald
of October 25, 1922, This paper is published in Manila,
situated on the Island of Luzon.
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forgotten, so have his crude methods of planting been denied
our attention.
On the other hand, witness what is happening today
in the Philippine Province of Davao - that miniature Japanese
Empire where the hemp industry is now in the highest stage
of its development. The record of Davao’s progress as a
hemp-producing section of the Philippines does not show that
Filipino capital has ever ventured there. American money
has been invested to a considerable extent, but the larger
percentage of the business is in Japanese hands.
The Japanese G-overnment, seeing the promise that
Davao meant for Japanese settlers, has been ^uick to
encourage a wholesale occupation of the province, offering
all kinds of facilities to emigrants and undertaking an
exhaustive investigation of the possibilities of abaca
culture for prospective investigators.
Thousands of Japanese have emigrated to Davao and
settled there. Schools have been built after the imperial
pattern and temples established for the worship of Buddha.
The laborers of the hemp plantations have been provided with
comfortable homes. An unmistakable Japanese atmosphere
pervades the whole length and breadth of the province.
The Japanese have assiduously dedicated themselves
.I
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to the hemp industry to the extent that they are now in full
control of the business in Davao, Their competition, backed
up by the home government, is becoming: more and more
formidable every day.
Kow it is no longer Davao alone
,
for the Japanese
are q^uietly but steadily spreading out into the other hemp
districts of the Philippines. Alboy, the Camarines Provinces,
and Leyte are the new goals of Japanese enterprise.
The significance of Japan’s control of our hemp
business cannot be over-emphasized. Our hemp trade enjoys
the peculiar advantage of not being dependent upon any
favored market
;/hen our ff'j.gar plantations will have felt the
effect of the restriction of production which the discontin-
uance of the free-trade scheme bet-veen the Philippines and
the United States will compel; when our copra will be
rotting in the kilns because our cocoanut oil will have been
shut off the American market; when thousands and thousands
of our laborers will have lost their jobs as a result of
the collapse of these two industries, and our G-overnment
coffers will have felt the lack of the usual revenues from
these industries, - it will then be our national tragedy to
find that the only export product on which 'we may yet depend
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is no longer ours, but Japan’s
The story of Japanese prosperity in Davao is the
story of the surrender of a national heritage, of unpardon-
able indifference, of shameful neglect. In it are reflected
the procrastination of our Government and the apathy of our
people. Our generations to come will' read in that story
the dismemberment of their national domain and the barter of
their rights.
Unless our Government acts right novi to assume the
responsibility of the promotion of the Philippine hemp
industry, encouraging Filipino participation in the business
to the fullest extent still possible, checking the further
increase of Japanese investment through the acquisition of
more plantations, and buying out Japanese interests v/hile
the buying is yet good, the day v/ill come when the destinies
of this natural monopoly which Providence has placed in our
hands will be controlled in Tokyo rather than in Ilanila.”
5; 3U!.GDiRY :
Japan must expand her territory, if she is to con-
tinue to exist. She must also keep law and order in the
East, if the rest of the civilized world is to remain undis-
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Throughout this chapter I have attempted to shov/
that Japan not only penetrates Asia, because Asiatic
territory is the last resort for saving Japan from her
terrible economic plight, but, because Japan seeks to save
the East - and for that matter, the world - from the rising
tide of Asiatic anarchy.
Japan is a nation filled with dynamite. She has
a population of approximately 66,000,000 people in Japan
proper. Her birth rate is the highest and her death rate
is the lowest in the world. This fact results in an annual
increase of nearly 1,000,000 babies each year, ./hat is she
going to do to provide space and food for each of her
subjects? She must expand. However, how can she expand
when no country will allo'w her to buy, or rent, any land?
Thus, Japan faces the facts and realizes that her expansion
must be accomplished through the "peaceful" invasion of
nearby wealthy lands. That is the only thing she can do.
One could not expect a nation as energetic, clever, and
progressive as Japan, to simply fold her hands and die with
a smile of sublime resignation on her face, ./e would not
respect her, if she did.
Before Manchuria was governed by Japan, it was a
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London ''Observer”, in the issue of November 15, 1931, says: (10)
Llanchuria swarms with bandits, '//hen Chinese mili-
tary authorities are broken up, disbanding soldiers remain
gunmen and become brigands. Did the Japanese withdraw at
once from the outlying areas, their subjects and properties
would be doubly threatened by attack and depradation. No
Japanese Government can ^narne a date' until new provisions
for order are established in the territories through which
their affairs ramify outside their strictly treaty zone.”
The Japanese are installing a system of law and
order in what is now known as Ivlanchukuo. I do not believe
that anyone will disagree with me when I say that llanchukuo
is now much more beneficial to the entire Asiatic region
than it v/as in its wild state before Japanese intervention.
Progress in this world can come only when a systematic
scheme of industrial advancement is followed, such as the
planned progress of the Japanese in lilanchukuo.
Japan is forced to become a militaristic nation
because of economic conditions. She has to fight in order
(10): Found in "Background of the Manchurian trouble”. Bureau
of Information, Japanese Chamber of Commerce, New York
City -- P. 27-28
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to survive and she has to he militaristic in order to fight,
"Japan is thus a paradox. On the one hand, she is
modern. On the other hand, she is ruled once more hy her
samurai or combative caste. General Oraki leads the Army,
Admiral Csumi the Navy, and their word is supreme.
It is the super-samurai who are responsible for
Japanese expansion in Manchuria, including resignation from
the League of Nations, for her defiance of Russian sentiment
over the Chinese Eastern Railroad, for alleged preparation
to use Pacific Islands as bases for submarines and air-
craft, and for the announced intention in 1925 to modify the
naval formula - 5-5-3 - accepted at the Conferences in
’.Yashington and London.
It is the super-samurai who are spending 3,000,000,000
yen a year (31,000,000,000) on a revenue of only 1,200,000,000
yen (§430,000,000.)." (11)
Japan is faced -.vith a terrific problem. On the
one hand, she faces economic and physical starvation, if she
does not acq.uire nev/ territories, and on the other hand, all
the other nations of the world are waiting to spring at her
(11): Literary Digest, December 23, 1933 -- P. 34
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if she touches any land in order to acq.uire additional
economic resources.
If nations had developed to such a degree that
their representatives could sit down together and reason
things out, all v/ould be v/ell. This, however, is
impossible. The minute a world conference is called,
each representative tries to add to his country's stand-
ing at the expense of some other land. As long as this
condition of political idiocy exists, a nation can only
acquire new lands by military force, because our
political representatives have remained in the kindergarten
stage of world politics instead of casting aside their
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Each of the preceding chapters has contained a
brief survey of one main economic problem in present-day
Japanese life. Haturally, the scope of each of these
main problems is much too large to be thoroughly treated
in a work of this kind. However, if the main points of
each problem have been adeq,uately presented and clearly
understood by the reader, I shall feel that I have not
labored in vain.
Each chapter in this iffork contains a summary
that attempts to briefly survey the entire matter pre-
sented in that chapter. Thus, it is not necessary for me
to present a revie?/ of the entire thesis in this closing
chapter. However, there are a fev/ main problems concern-
ing the Japanese in world affairs that I feel should be
commented on at this point.
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1; JAPM»3 FUTURE BCOEOMIG POSITIOIJ ;
(A); Density of Population ;
Japan’s economic future is "by no means assured
and has in it many elements of danger. The population is
mounting at an alarming rate, over a million babies being
added each year. This great density of population is
further increased by a very low death rate. Standards of
living have greatly improved during the past few years
because of the modernization of industry and home life.
However, there is almost no emigration and there is no
likelihood of much. The Japanese are denied the right of
immigraticn into llorth America, Australia and Hew Zealand.
Sven if these countries were open to them, they would be
reluctant to leave their homes. This statement is sub-
stantiated by the fact that the Japanese are reluctant
to adjust their manner of living even to the colder climate
of the Hokkaido and so do not move there in great numbers.
Emigration as an economic relief, therefore, is practically
an impossibility. Birth control, is now beginning to be
widely discussed, although it is rather doubtful v/hether it
will be practised generally enough at an early date to
appreciably retard the growth of population. The expansion
of agriculture has practically reached its limit. There is
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very little hope for relief in a changed diet.
(B) Foreign Trade ;
The one prospect of immediate economic relief in
Japan is the furthering of foreign trade. Japan has
centered all her attentions upon the possibility of
economic relief with the result that practically all the
industrial nations of the v/orld are now awakening to the
fact that Japan is running off with their foreign and
domestic trade.
’’This crowded country is denied the right of
emigration into iTorth America, Australia,
and New Zealand. iShe is driven, therefore,
from agriculture to industry, and her ex-
ports, incredible in their cheapness - hats,
bags, cotton and woolen goods - are flooding
the markets of the world.” (1)
Japan is teaching the world a few things about
foreign trade in this time of depression. If one wants to
grasp that truth in one intuitive flash, the following
statement will prove valuable:
"That though Great Britain lost 7 per cent in
exports, during the first six months of this
present year (1933 ) , over the equivalent six
months of the worst previous year in her
export history, 1932, and though the United
States of America lost 21 per cent over 1932,
Japan gained 51 per cent over the correspond-
period of last year.” (2)
(1)
: Literary Digest, December 23,1933 -- P. 34
(2)
: Close, Upton, in the Saturday Evening Post, October 21,
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There has been a great penetration of Japanese
labor in the United States, even though Japanese immigra-
tion is prohibited. This has been accomplished through
the low Japanese labor rates and the depreciation of the
yen. Sven though high tariff barriers have been erected
by the United States, Japanese products have come into
our country in increasing q.uantities during the past few
years
.
Japan has really made British industry pay the
cost of her empire-building activities during the past few
months. This truth is quite clearly seen in a report
issued in May 1932 by the British Industries Federation,
called the Menace of Japanese Competition. (3) This re-
port points out that
^’Japanese print goods at four cents a yard,made
by female labor getting about eighteen cents a
day, had taken 75 per cent of the market in the
British bailiwick of Molaya. An M.P.
,
holding
up a striped garment, sang the latest Bong of
the Shirt: ’This’ said he, ’comes from Japan.
Spun, woven, striped, cut, stitched, lined,
neckbanded and buttoned, it can be shipped
here and sold, duty paid, for one shilling. The
weight of the cotton is three-fourths of a
pound. If our mills had no capital and our
overhead labor worked for nothing, it would
cost us one shilling, sixpence to make it.’ ”
(3)
:
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Another speaker, reported in this pamphlet, said:
”The rapidity of the onslaught can he gauged hy
these few figures. Japan exported to India,
in 1930, 24,750,000 sq_uare yards of cotton
piece goods; in 1931, 42,500,000 stjuare
yards; and in 1932, 50,750,000 sq_uare yards;
to East Africa 716,000 sq.uare yards in 1930;
1.942.000 in 1931; and in 1932 more than
3,000,000 sq.uare yards; and to South Africa
973.000 in 1930, and 6,133,000 in 1931; and a
similar (luantity in 1932.”
The above figures show the great importance Japan
has acq^uired in world trade circles. Japan has attained
this position of v/orld prominence through the aid of many
extensive developi^ents . She is blessed with a great abund-
ance of hydroelectric power which, due to its cheapness,
provides tremendous possibilities for further manufacturing
progress, with rapidly stepped-up, Government-coordinated,
manufacturing and marketing, with the prestige of a powerful
navy behind every foreign move, and last but not least,
with the greatly depreciated yen, which has been lovjered
more than one-half.
Japan is thoroughly defeating Britain in both
domestic and foreign markets today, and to make the defeat
appear more sardonic, she is using Britain’s methods - from
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ment of the gold standard, Japan is today Britain's greatest
commercial adversary. iShe is invading England’s market more
effectively today than any army that has ever attacked
Britain,
iVhat does this trade problem all mean? It simply
means that in a very few years the Orient will be dictating
the prices of world commodities. This condition is a result
of Japan having more people than it can feed at home and so
they have been forced to master machine and trading tech-
nique. They have fortified their industrial advances by a
first-class navy, and now, due to exceedingly cheap manufac-
turing costs, plus the depreciated yen, they are flooding
the world markets with products so cheap in price that no
other industrial nation has a chance in a thousand to compete
with them. This is Japan’s only chance to support her
people and she is utilizing her industrial assets and abilities
to the very best advantage.
The only hope that the >/estern j/orld held for
reclaiming world trade was that Japan would be in bankruptcy
before she achieved any substantial success in the foreign
trade field. This was far from the case, hov/ever, because
Japan had planned her industrial schemes much better than the
diplomats ever believed. Her industry had been founded and
developed on a substantial foundation, the G-overnment had
complete control over all exports, thus eliminating divided
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supervision, her merchant marine had been built up to a
great state of perfection through large subsidies and other
Governmental aids. She bought and stored a'^vay immense
q.uantities . of raw materials v;hich she could not produce,
such as cotton. Then, last but not least, she lowered her
currency.
Jhat is the thesis which Japan bases her
optimism upon concerning her future in world trade? It is
simply this:
1: Her geographical proximity to the
great industrial countries and
also to the main trade routes of
the world
.
2: The possession of a people whose
vigor and morale is unquestionable.
3: And finally, the growing resentment
among the white races of the world
at having to pay several times as
much for their necessities when
bought from -white manufacturers as
they would have to pay, if these
articles were produced by Oriental
manufacturers
.
naturally, Japan places more reliance upon the
last factor mentioned above than either of the other two
to forward her progress in the trade abroad. One must
admit that it is strong argument and one that has already
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reaped rich, monetary results in Asia, Polynesia, and even
North America. During these years of depression and
economic suffering, a person is going to huy his necessities
wherever he can get them the cheapest. No matter how
patriotic an American is, if that individual enters a store
with a dollar in his pocket to buy an eighty cent ^Vmsrican-
made article and finds that he can buy the same article,
although made by the Japanese, for thirty cents, no one with
an^T- common sense v/ill say that the buyer will not take the
cheaper Japanese-made article. Phis is a natural law and
one that no form of economic teaching can change.
Japan is seeking an economic and industrial
monopoly of the East stretching from Siberia to Australia.
Having this immense territory as her centre of supply, she
would possess almost every known rav/ material that is
common to the Arctic, temperate and tropical regions, and
also possess the largest number of contented low-paid
workers in the world. If this situation is ever realized,
Japan will be a respected world power among the strongest
industrial countries of the 'world. In fact, she would have
many advantages over all the other competing industrial
nations
.
This entire scheme of Asiatic industrial control
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by Japan is based on the depreciation of the yen. Her main
agents used in attempting to realize this imperialistic
ambition are her army and navy. In order to furnish the
money for battleships and armies, she must print over a
billion yen worth of paper money this year. So far Japan
has been (^uite fortunate in evading a serious inflationary
catastrophe by getting her'’printed money’’ back and burning
it. 3y doing this, living costs have only increased
approximately 20 per cent and food costs have not advanced
at all. This paper money, then, has been a great aid to
the Japanese exporters.
In order to maintain her great industrial advance
via the foreign trade route, Japan must keep the yen under
the dollar. American business men thought that our country
was saved from the influx of Japanese goods when we dropped
the value of our dollar and consetiuently brought the yen up
to thirty cents. The yen has since dropped down again,
hovvever, and our optimism proved to be short lived.
The sales of the United States to the Orient have
dropped steadily during the past couple of years, - the
figures for the first six months of 1932 shov/ a drop of ap-
proximately 42 per cent in our sales to the Orient. This
is partly due to the depression and also to Japanese production
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of articles formerly imported from the United States and else-
where. This fact is clearly realized when we discover that
no more American cotton will go to Japan. Japan is now
planting cotton in Manchnjria, thus giving added v/ork to her
own laborers and at the same time keeping the living costs
from rising hy refraining from using all the imported raw
materials that she can produce herself. Japan is also
setting up nitrate plants because Chile is g^uite a distance
away in case trouble should start. Taking everything into
consideration, one can easily see how Japan is strategically
planning an industrial campaign that will make her the
ruling economic power of the liast,
Japan is attempting to discover new markets for
her goods in all parts of the 7/or Id. The Japanese have
recently held a Brazil Products Exposition in Osaka and are
negotiating with Brazilian commercial representatives for
the purpose of forming trade agreements. Every year sees
twenty or thirty thousand Japanese emigrants entering
Brazil. These people settle chiefly in the rich Sao Paulo
region. Japan is also trying to enter into trade agreements
with Turkey, Afghanistan, parts of Central America, and
Africa.
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expansion of her industrial export trade. She certainly has
many advantages in foreign markets now because the United
States could defeat Japan^s armies much more easily than
they could compete with rubber boots selling for seventy-
five cents a pair, and typewriter ribbons selling for a
q.uarter, sent in by the Japanese, If conditions remain
about the same as they are nov/ for the next few years, -
that is, without any radical changes developing - Japan
appears to have q.uite an optimistic trade future. .7ith all
her industrial advantages, including cheap labor, the
depreciated yen, etc., she seems quite certain to be a
thorn in the side of .Yestern industry.
2: IS 'i'iAR dITil JAPM lUUYITABLS?
"For years there has been a belief in Uurope and
the Far Fast, and among some people in the United States,
that war betv/een America and Japan is inevitable. Some of
the prophecies belong to the category of thoughts that are
fathered by a wish. Those who fear and dislike the Japanese
are eager to see some nation fight her, and have selected
America as the one which they would like to have undertake
the task. Men who have a financial interest in promoting
war scares, and politicians who are looking for opportunities
iVu
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to attract attention to themselves 'patriotically’ declaim
about 'the Japanese Peril’. Strongly as every sane man
must deplore agitation of this sort, it would be foolish
to shut our eyes to its possibilities of mischief. /ars
are seldom caused by rational motives. The q.uestions in
dispute between Japan and America are susceptible of
solution by peaceful methods, but disputes between nations
easily become complicated by jealousies and suspicions
until that intangible but tremendously potent force
euphemistically termed ’national honour' becomes involved
on one or both sides, and then reason disappears in the
flaming fires of passion." (4)
V/ars are generally caused by words instead of by
actions. Svery word said in Japan about attacking the
United States stirs up a nev/ word here about the "peril"
- of Japan, and everyone of these words starts a new v/ord in
Japan about the supposed meddling and teasing and hidden
motives of the United States, If the street between Japan
and the United States - Pacific Ocean - were not so broad
that it is hard to throw stones and hit each other, the
next step would be to walk across and slap one another and
that slap might be hard enough to inflict considerable
injury to each participant.
(4): Brown,Arthur J., "Japan in the .Vorld of Today” P.236
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If we can eliminate this cause for war, what others
remain? The most modern - economic competition. Let our
Congress consider that Japan is one of our best customers
and keeps a balance of trade so that she can pay v/ithout
I
credit, ,Vhich is better - to sell her the articles she needs
or send ultimatums, irritations and meddlings and insults?
The open door in Asia? How in this modern world
can Japan close it? To provide Asia with converted manufac-
tures, Japan will have to buy from us. In the next t’wenty-
five years she will want our co-operation in financing, in
rav/ materials, in joint action to develop purchasing pov/er
on Asia’s mainland. Conquest of territory aside for the
moment, every import of Japanese finance or management, of
her example of stability, even of her goods on to Asia’s
mainland, is money in the American pocket. Asia’s return
to good order, her restored and expanded communications, her
peace from eternal and futile aud silly revolution and
corruption and disintegr.ation and communism and intrigue, her
population gone back to honest productive work - these are
all dollars in the American pocket because they are dollars
in the pockets of the Chinese, the Llanchurians and the
Koreans - purchasing power.
If in the process Japanese immigration goes to
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the mainland - as in the ease of Llanchuloio - to relieve
Japan’s over-populated, war encouraging, bursting point, so
much the better I
;=iuarrelling about v/ho is to have the lion’s share
of the purchasing power arising from order and peace and
production on Asia’s mainland is quarrelling about who shall
put meat on the bones of a great future market and a restored
civilization and an improved people, what we want is the
meat - material, spiritual and humane - on the bare bones of
a distressed mainland. So long as Japan continues to be a
friendly factor in putting fat on, rather than stripping the
bones of all flesh, we should be the co-operator.
Conquest of territory? The world recognizes that
Japan is "invading” the mainland. The wise know that she
is doing it for an outlet for her bursting population and to
create a buffer between herself and what she considers the
menace of disorder and Communism and also v/hat she sees as a
Russian giant at her back door. Let us be realists I What
will stop her? The League of Nations? It tried with a wave
of the hand. A European power? On the contrary, they are in
competition with each other not to do so. Will the United
otates leap into the breach and be the cat’s paw for powers
shrewder than we are? We must remember that in this case
ni L-’- '• '*cf ^t.p.o *»/;. l -
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every word to be v/orth a nickel must have fifteen million
dollars worth of fighting ship behind it.
Other Cause for .i/ar ?
Designs of Japan upon our Pacific Islands? Are
these "designs", many of which are created in our own
imagination, too extensive for Japan to carry out? European
experts and impartial statesmen believe that such"designs"
are the most costly luxury with which Japan, with Russia at
her back, can indulge herself^ Every Congressman and
Senator should correctly estimate that cost and make the
cost higher and better by providing us with the peace-making
insurance of an adec^uate navy, built to replace the feeble
incompetence of our present break-down.
Aside from a lack of cause of war, minding our
own business, and the profit from our co-operation with
Japan in building up order and purchasing po7;er on the Asian
mainland and - an adeq.uate navy will be the real guarantee
of peace.
Today the greatest possible cause of war between
Japan and America is what some blockhead militarist in Japan
may write or some nervous member of this Congress may say.
The best cause for peace is our President’s innate
sense of realism and his widely known straightforward
courage in all matters of state.
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